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FOREWORD

T

his book is for those young and emerging producers who have a
message or story to tell and the courage to do so through the incredibly
powerful but, at times, intimidating medium that is theatre.
The Netherlands is proud to be associated with the theatre industry
in South Africa and the opportunity to sponsor this second book by the
brilliant SA-Dutch duo that is Emma Durden and Roel Twijnstra.
In our many years of cultural cooperation in South Africa, we have
been amazed and inspired by the tenacity of the South African arts scene,
its ability to empower the marginalised, to articulate the unarticulated,
its complex diversity, eloquence and the strength of its vulnerability. This
is certainly also the case in the South African theatre industry, in which
we have had the privilege of facilitating bilateral exchanges between
artists and other professionals for several years. The authors’ book on
theatre producing for South Africa taps into the rich experience of the
local theatre industry, drawing on the vast experience of those who have
helped to shape its landscape.
We believe that this publication, which is a beautiful tapestry of
inspiration and pragmatism, will allow you to stand on the shoulders of
those who came before you.
– Marisa Gerards
Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
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INTRODUCTION

B

eing a producer is one of the most mysterious jobs in theatre.
Being an actor, set, lighting or costume designer and even a
director are generally better understood jobs, with clear roles and
responsibilities in the production process; but being a producer comes
with old clichés of cigar chewing and money grabbing. It is seen as a
business-like and not an artistic role. In South Africa, a producer is often
not a specific person, but rather a role that someone has to play. This
role might be taken on by the director, or sometimes by the management
team of a theatre or a festival.
Our previous book, Theatre Directing in South Africa: Skills and
Inspirations, ends with a chapter on the director as an arts entrepreneur,
highlighting the importance of producing your own work. Over the past
two years we have facilitated numerous workshops based on this book at
university drama departments, during arts festivals and for community
theatre groups. These workshops and the discussions that we have had
with key figures in the theatre industry in South Africa have indicated
how that chapter has reflected the most crucial element for a healthy
theatre industry in the future. This has brought us to consider how we
produce theatre in South Africa, and what the role of the producer is, both
now and in the future. In this book, we explore some of these questions.
For many, the image of a producer is that of the person who comes
up with the money for a new production. People working in the industry
agree that being a producer comes with taking the financial risk involved
in bringing an idea to life and making all the arrangements to present
it on stage for an audience, as well as managing the run or tour of that
specific show.
In the theatre industry in South Africa, we recognise successful
commercial producers like Pieter Toerien, Julian Seleke Mokoto, Hazel
Feldman, Thapelo Motloung, Richard Loring and many others. But
these commercial producers are not the only producers on the block.
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There are many other producers working in different ways, often in
alternative venues and with smaller audiences and smaller budgets, but
still producing popular and quality work.
Many theatres in the big cities function as receiving houses (where
the theatre pays for an invited show and does the marketing), as hired
venues staging work created by other producers, and as production
houses, collaborating with artists or production companies to create new
work. However, these theatres often struggle to find audiences and to give
emerging producers a platform. We have noticed over the past decade
that these emerging producers are actively creating new production
models, claiming new spaces and finding each other in formal and
informal networks far from the mainstream theatres.
These new models generate a buzz in the industry as well as among
audiences. New spaces try to attract new audiences. A festival like
Infecting the City in Cape Town transforms public spaces into platforms
for all kinds of theatre, music and dance. Studios like PLAT4ORM in
Newtown and POPArt in Maboneng, both in Johannesburg, have a
growing audience and attract a young urban audience with their cuttingedge shows and projects.
From backyards to township halls, people are making and staging
theatre and dance productions and playing the role of producers. Some
of these individuals, production companies, festivals and spaces survive
because they offer quality work, have strong organisational skills, and
use innovative marketing ideas to draw in an audience. Some are funded,
sponsored or make a living from selling tickets. Others struggle to
survive financially, and have a shorter life-span. This is often not because
the work that they produce is of a lesser quality, but because they don’t
have the knowledge, skills and experience necessary to be successful
producers.
The idea of entrepreneurship has become fashionable in the arts, in
an attempt to change the economy from one dominated by employment
to one where entrepreneurs organise their own income. While this may
be realistic in an environment where funding for arts projects is scarce,
there is a danger that entrepreneurship could overrun the art of the arts.
For many, there is a constant tension between arts and economics, and
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they would rather see themselves as an artist (a creative director) than a
business person (a producer). This inability to play the two roles is the
downfall for many emerging producers, and we hope to find ways to link
the two in this book.
People calling themselves ‘producers’ work at all levels and in every
sector of the performing arts industry. From industrial theatre companies
to mainstream government-funded theatres; from independent producers
who create shows for schools to individual directors who produce their
own work with or without funding but with passion and dedication.
It might appear that there is a great divide between the formal,
commercial producers and the non-formal producers in the industry.
While these people may be worlds apart in their backgrounds and their
finished work, they go through the same processes to bring that work to
the stage. These processes are formalised to some degree into production
models that are adopted by the mainstream theatres and by independent
producers.
Warona Seane, an independent producer and the former artistic
leader of Soweto Theatre comments: “The old production models are
not working any more, we need to find new ones. The old models are
too Eurocentric and not connected with the reality in which most South
Africans are living.”1 The search for new and relevant production models
is explored in this book.
While many producers in South Africa refer to an ‘old boy’s club’
mentality around producing, not all producers are male and white.
We have seen the emergence over the past few years of strong, black,
independent, female producers like Nobulali Dangazale and Lalu
Mokuku, Princess Mhlongo and Hlengiwe Lushaba, Ntshieng Makgoro,
and Tshiamo Mokgadi; and stage managers like Nosipho Bophela who
are all experienced and working at the top of the industry. These people,
and many others, are banging at the doors of those who have previously
held the decision-making powers and the purse strings that have created
this club-house clique and have prevented new voices from being heard.
But what does it take to change the status quo in an apparently closed
industry? Interrogating theatre production in South Africa means asking
1

Warona Seane interviewed by Roel Twijnstra, 2015.
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what the old models are, and what the new ones could be.
Writing this book for emerging theatre producers, directors and drama
students comes with the responsibility to start from a South African point
of view, based on an analysis of a country and a theatre industry that is
undergoing transformation. In our experience of the courses offered at
tertiary institutions, and the texts and models that are the focus of study
there, there is generally still a focus on Western theatre models which are
disconnected from the realities of those who study and the realities of the
existing theatre industry.
This book explores some of these models and the roles and
responsibilities of a producer through interviews with fourteen very
different South African producers. These interviews focus on their
own journey to where they are in the industry today, and serve as an
inspiration. In the interviews they reflect on what theatre producing
means in the South African context, how they themselves work, what
challenges they face, and how they envision theatre production going
forward in this country.
The book looks not only at the producer, but also at those who work
directly with or under the producer; including the project manager, the
stage manager and technicians. It discusses the environment of South
African producers; the theatres, the audiences, the festivals, schools,
media, other producers and partners, funding agencies, the lifestyle
markets and the other competition that producers face when trying to
find an audience.
The interviewed producers and production partners talk about the
skills that they think are required for the job, and this links with the
second part of the book, which focuses on skills for emerging producers.
Most emerging theatre and dance creators will produce their own
ideas. The reality is that besides your job as a director or a choreographer,
you will probably also be a creative producer, a sales manager, a marketer
and publicist, and will take on a range of other associated jobs. Many of
us try and manage these processes without the required knowledge and
experience. This book will break down the roles and provide a guide to
help you to manage them and to find a team around you that can support
you with the skills that you might be lacking.
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PART 1

Inspirations for
Producing
In this part of the book, we present interviews with
South African theatre producers and other people
working in the production environment in an
effort to understand what it takes to be a successful
producer and what advice those with experience
have to offer those who are just starting out.
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INTERVIEWS WITH
PRODUCERS

Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.

T

his book is published in a year where the arts in South Africa appear
to be struggling more than ever. As campaigning for municipal
elections sees politicians posturing about what they are doing
for the arts, the reality is that this lip service makes little impact on the
industry. After eighteen years, the Aardklop Festival in Potchefstroom has
closed down. The 2016 version of the Infecting The City festival in Cape
Town has been cancelled. The Stable Theatre in Durban, one of the great
supportive spaces for emerging artists in the city, has had its doors closed
after more than forty years. Where does this leave those of us looking for
spaces to rehearse, to perform and to earn a living as cultural workers?
In an environment where finding government funding and private
sector funding is increasingly competitive, will only the strong survive?
We need to find new ways of working outside of the mainstream if we
want to keep working at all. We hope that this book gives you both
inspiration and the skills needed to realise your artistic dreams in a
practical, efficient and financially healthy way. Writing this book we felt
more than ever that theatre in South Africa is very much alive. With
individuals constantly seeking to innovate and do things differently, we
have the potential to transform the industry into a healthier and happier
place for artists and for producers.
The selection of producers from the industry was done though
consulting key players in the industry and through other arts networks.
Interviews were conducted with the selected producers, production
managers and with other people in the direct environment of the
producers: the media, the funding agencies, the theatres, and the local
and international festival organisers. Of course, many others should
have been included and this selection doesn’t represent the industry as a
whole, but it might give some varied perspectives into ways of thinking
and educating about producing for the performing arts in South Africa.
The interviews with producers and others associated with production
for the performing arts were conducted between November 2015 and
March 2016. For most of these, we met producers, production managers
and stage managers in their theatres or at quiet places nearby. These were
done in Cape Town, Grahamstown, Durban, Johannesburg and Harare;
and some interviews were conducted by Skype or email. Most of the
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interviews took between two and three hours and were later followed up
by phone or email for clarification of details. Despite our best efforts, a
few producers did not get back to us to check their final interviews, so
we hope that there are no factual inaccuracies.
The interviews allowed us to learn about these individuals’ personal
histories, their careers in the arts and their skills; and also how producing
for theatre is so closely linked to the fabric of society in South Africa.
This cemented the relevance of this book for us; it can never be just
about producing, but always about producing in a particular context in
a socially complex country.
In a time when everyone is talking about entrepreneurship and the
creative economy, the theatre industry is using the word ‘producer’. All of
the interviewed individuals were asked how they would define the role
of a producer. What, in their opinion, is the process of producing? What
skills are needed, and how do you know if an idea is strong enough to
produce? What are the challenges faced when producing in South Africa?
Does the industry need new production models next to the old ones used
in the established theatres and commercial theatres?
Through this process of interviews, we met dedicated and humble
people who worked hard, and full time, in theatre or dance. They were
surprisingly open about sharing their information. Although the result of
their work is often very different, as producers they have a lot in common.
We hope that these interviews provide some inspiration and ideas for
you to improve on your own approach to producing.
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Nobulali Dangazele

Nobulali Dangazele, producer at Nobulali Productions (affectionately known as ShakeXperience).

We need to go where our audience is with what the audience
wants. Why are the churches in the townships, those domes with
a thousand people, full every Sunday? We must create theatre
magic that makes it possible to escape. We must bring theatre
with all its magic from the big houses into the townships.
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Nobulali Dangazele was born in Soweto in 1985 and spent most of her
childhood there. She was always an entrepreneur, learning the art of
sales as she sold brownies and sweets to raise funds for her school. Her
mother exposed Dangazele to the arts from a young age and enrolled her
in dance classes.
At the age of 16, Dangazele decided to pursue acting, after a lifealtering experience at a theatre festival. She went on to study Dramatic
Arts at the University of Witwatersrand with the intention to major in
Performance Studies. After a year and a half she realised that she wanted
more out of the degree and double majored in Television Studies and
Applied Theatre, graduating with a Master of Arts degree.
Dangazele performed in theatre and television productions while
studying, and the interaction between what was taught at university and
exposure to the industry was an eye opener which sparked her interest in
what takes place behind the scenes. After graduating in 2010, she worked
as a soap actress (on Rhythm City and other productions) but found
herself talking more to the producers and line-production managers than
to her fellow actors, saying:
I was curious about what drives the industry, what it costs, and how they
knew what intrigues the audience. Rolie Nikiwe, one of the creators of
Rhythm City, took my curiosity to heart, sharing some of the work it
takes to capture the hearts and minds of the audience while paying
close attention to the financial aspects of the show; and how it truly
takes a great amount of business savvy to ensure that one stays afloat.

Dangazele then started her own production company, Nobulali
Productions, also known as ShakeXperience, alongside Lalu Mokuku,
focusing on theatre in the educational arena. The company offers, among
other products and services, live theatre shows that make reading and
learning set-works prescribed by the Department of Basic Education
experiential.
Dangazele has formalised her way of working with educational
productions into a model which she calls the 4Xs.
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I realised that all my projects have four Xs. We formalised that as an
educational model. Excite (the show or workshop itself, the aesthetic
element), Explore (the dialogue about the experience with the audience),
Exchange (what solutions we can find in the work or experience for
current social issues) and Examine (the reflection and evaluation of the
project or intervention). That educational model focuses on high quality
art and is made possible through a combination of income through box
office, sponsorship and funding. It does that by bringing school kids to
the main theatres.

She talks about how she has grown as a producer:
I studied a lot to gain the skills I need to do what I do. I did a Business
Incubators Programme, courses in human resources and financial
management, accounting and I always had some mentors. I believe that
I have been very blessed and given opportunities that needed me to be
at the right place at the right time. Given a second chance I would have
invested a lot more on my business knowledge and market research
prior to taking the plunge.

When asked how she knows an idea is strong enough to produce,
Dangazele says this is determined by four points:
First, we look at what the schools need and build strong relationships
with schools. The Department of Education produces a catalogue of
40 set-work books; we choose six of these to focus on. Second, we
ask who, from an artistic point of view, can transform our choice into
an attractive show of a high quality. Third, we look from a business
point of view (budget) and a logistical point of view, not more than five
actors, transport, etc. Finally, I trust my own intuition. I look at what
excites me, both in content and form.
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She describes the different phases of the production process that she uses
to guide her work:
First there is the idea that is shaped into a concept. Then you need to
make sure that you have the rights before you do anything else. Having
the rights is your gatekeeper to protect your territory for a certain time
and geographical space. For instance, you could ask for two months in
four provinces of SA. Then you find a director and an artistic team. Some
directors are collaborative, you negotiate about the artistic team; and
some are more implementing, in which case you give them the costume
and set designer, lighting designer and sometimes a choreographer and
video artist. Then you formulate the production team. In our project, that
is a production manager and stage manager. On top of that we work with
a designer for posters and someone who does the marketing and sales to
the schools. We also develop educational material for the schools.
During the rehearsals I keep a distance but keep contact with the
director and production manager. Then we manage the tour in terms
of bookings, venues, travel, freight, the actors’ costs, insurance,
accommodation, petty cash, etc.

Dangazele speaks emotionally when asked about the challenges faced as
a producer in South Africa:
First there is the constant cash flow problem. Schools and theatres only
pay when the work is done; so you need capital to start and to pay for
the rights and pay your team and cast during rehearsals. You need an
investor that can offer you the capital (at least R100 000) that can be paid
back after finishing the project. Or you need a deal with a theatre that will
give you a percentage of the box office takings in advance. In the case of
Animal Farm we were lucky that the Joburg theatres gave us that.
Second is the competition. Of course, in every industry the young
emerging producers have to fight their way in. I wish there was more
cross-generational conversation, as we still have to learn so much.
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The theatres are mostly cooperative; you have to learn quickly how
things are done in a specific theatre and go with that structure. Building
relationships with those theatres is crucial. Most of the time the theatres
will give you the space and take 40% of the box office, but we have
to sell our show to the schools. It means the producer brings in not
only the show, but also the audience and income. So developing an
audience is a task we as producers have to do. I feel it should be a
shared responsibility with the theatres working together on marketing,
but only a few theatres do that. We should move towards co-producing
with the theatres.

Dangazele’s advice for producers is:
1. DO IT! Start small. Theatre is something you can start off by doing
over the weekends and once you have built an audience go into it full
time. Capital is key; it unlocks the potential of the project and enables
you to put the show on.
2. As a producer, invest in building a network that increases your net
worth. Most of my lessons in business have come from the time I have
spent with those who know about business. Talk as much as possible
with other producers and people that know nothing about the arts
but a lot about the principles of business. There is so much to learn
from them. Spend time with them; ask to be their assistant for free
and shadow them. Don’t be scared to ask for help. Surround yourself
with a team of experienced people to bounce ideas off and continue
to learn and grow.
3. With every single sunset something will evolve; the harder you work,
the higher you climb.
4. Know your strengths and use them to your advantage. Know your
weaknesses and find people that can do what you suck at better than
you. Focus on what makes you better at what you do and outsource
that which you can’t.
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When she looks towards the future of producing in South Africa,
Dangazele reflects:
We should stop accepting that a capacity of less than 30% is acceptable.
We must start running theatre as a business. I know a lot of government
policies and internal politics make that difficult, but it should not stop
us moving forward and filling every seat in those theatres. Pieter Toerien
does it!
We need to go where our audience is with what the audience wants.
Why are the churches in the townships, those domes with a thousand
people, full every Sunday? We must create theatre magic that makes it
possible to escape. We must bring theatre with all its magic from the big
houses into the townships, create satellite theatres, and I am not talking
about theatre trucks that drive somewhere with a mobile stage. Take the
magical theatre experience to the communities.
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Hayleigh Evans

Hayleigh Evans, co-founder and creative producer/artistic director of POPArt. Photograph by Devin Toselli.

In South Africa, theatre is often dramatic and protest theatre.
That is the perception of it for a general audience. At POPArt we
make another kind of theatre, another product. With us, it must
be entertaining, first of all, you must leave the theatre happy, but
two days later you must still think about it, so it must have an
element of challenge in it.
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Hayleigh Evans was born in Johannesburg in 1985 and raised there. She
danced from the age of three. She acknowledges that she was privileged to
have had parents that always supported her and allowed her to go to dance
and drama classes after school. In high school she broke her hip, marking
the end of any kind of career in musical theatre. After school she went to
study at AFDA (a South African film, television and theatre school) “to be a
film star” but found that she was taught more about the behind-the-screens
workings of a motion picture studio, rather than acting.
While studying, together with her friend and later co-founder of
POPArt, Orly Shapiro, she started to produce theatre shows, sometimes
as part of the curriculum but mostly for the fun of it. Evans describes her
movements after studying:
After AFDA I was trying to figure out how to get into the industry. I did
okay as an actress, with some roles in film and television, but it was not
enough to feed me. I hated the constant hustle that actors go through.
In 2009, I had a long conversation with Orly Shapiro about how hard
life is, and that made me shift my focus away from acting. I got a job
as a brand and cultural manager at Propertuity (Maboneng) from 2001
to 2014. Our office was where POPArt is now. One day we fantasised
how that office could be a space for performance art, people meeting
each other, rehearsing, a place to workshop and present shows. After
pitching that plan to 20 young people from the theatre industry we
decided to make it a theatre.

The growth of the business was a big decision, says Evans:
Both of us had full-time jobs, and this made our theatre plan a kind of
hobby after hours. In 2014, we decided to quit our jobs and run the
theatre as a business. Orly decided to study a course in business and
entrepreneurship at GIBS, a business school in Joburg. I dream big and
Orly has a brilliant way of breaking this down into achievable steps. It’s
one of the elements that makes our partnership work incredibly well.
Stopping your job and focusing full time on your dream is very scary. I
did not leave my job for a salary somewhere else, but I hoped I could in
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time generate my own income being a creative producer.

The POPArt Theatre stages shows with newly devised content that is
created by up and coming performers as well as some experienced artists.
They have created a formula that works for the theatre, the artists and the
audience. Evans states:
Shows generally have a running time of one hour, and we allow beverages
of all kinds inside the theatre. This, combined with our programming
and the intimate venue, makes POPArt a winning choice for a night out.
Every week we invite a new show in. The incoming group doesn’t pay
rent. We do 50 shows a year and share the income with the incoming
group on a 60/40 door deal in favour of the performer.

Evans believes that “art can make life better; we become better people
consuming art”. She talks about how this informs how they make
decisions about programming at POPArt:
In South Africa, theatre is often dramatic and protest theatre. That is
the perception of it for a general audience. At POPArt we make another
kind of theatre, another product. With us, it must be entertaining, first
of all, you must leave the theatre happy, but two days later you must
still think about it, so it must have an element of challenge in it.
For the rest, we stage shows that mostly use no more than two actors,
are presentable in a box (the theatre is small), and are not longer that 60
minutes (the concentration span of a modern audience is not longer).
The props and set must be able to go in a suitcase so that touring is
easy, and POPArt tours to other small theatres in Cape Town, Pretoria
and Durban.

Evans explains how POPArt survives financially:
We produce without government funding. We have sourced venture
capital – funding for start-up – for some of our productions, and we
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invest in our own productions from the theatre income to be able to
bank-roll them. Every production must be a hit, if not you will lose
valuable time and money making the product.
We do apply for funding, but if we are rejected it should not stop us
from creating what we want to create. If it happens we look at it as
“magic money”. But up until now, all our proposals have been rejected.

Evans’s advice for theatre producers or those who want to manage
a theatre is:
1. Do it for good reasons. If you want to make money, make money. If
you want to make art, make art. There is nothing wrong with making
commercial art; just know where your integrity lies.
2. Produce quality on all levels.
3. Be diligent with admin. Sometimes it is scary to focus on admin, or
just boring, but it has to be done well. It is a necessary evil.
4. Take care of your reputation. This industry is a small world. Be not
kak! People must like you and you must be a pleasure to work with.
If I have to choose between a nice person with talent and a talented
person that is not nice, I will choose the first.
5. In fact producing is a job you don’t want to do. It is a lot of admin
and, as we all know, no one has a massive appetite for admin, finances
and boring stuff that you should take away from the actors and the
artistic team. But if you believe in the shows, it is a rewarding job.
On the future of theatre producing in South Africa, Evans says:
I see a future in which the big cities of South Africa have a booming
culture, like Joburg has with Maboneng on a small scale. Theatres like
POPArt will be part of that environment. Cities from New York to Tokyo
have in a way a “home-grown culture”, in that local people support the
local cultural activity first. They make it thrive, which then has a major
knock-on effect for tourism and industry. From those centres there will
be a web of small fringe theatres also reaching out into other parts of
the country, townships, smaller cities and rural areas. I also want to
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make sure that people working in the performing arts with talent are
able to create a sustainable income for themselves, they don’t suffer, but
have a reasonable income. For that to happen, then we need a change
of values.
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Ntombi Gaza

Ntombi Gaza, interim artistic director of Siwela Sonke Dance Theatre. Photograph by Val Adamson.

Many successful black women are closing doors and putting red
tape around young people, they want to keep their own place
in their sectors and do not allow young people growth. Young
people have so much to offer us and to teach us. If we don’t give
them that space, for mentoring and experiences, they will remain
just below average.
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Ntombi Gaza was born in 1975 in Durban and brought up in a strict
family with seven siblings. Her extended family enjoyed festivals, and
Gaza recalls:
My father and his brothers all used to play the accordion; they would
come from the mines and go home to the farm for Easter or Christmas,
where there were massive feasts. They played the accordion, sang and
did gumboot dancing.

Despite this family festival experience, she was not exposed to the
performing arts as a child. When she was eighteen, her oldest brother,
Yise Gaza, who was a dancer and actor, introduced her into the industry.
Gaza comments:
He introduced me to the open dance classes run by the Playhouse
Dance Company that were held at the Stable Theatre in 1993. Before
that I stayed at home, mostly doing chores and reading books, as I was
a bookworm. At school there was soccer, netball or choral music – so
there was no exposure to the arts there.
At my first class I went all dressed up in a smart grey skirt. I didn’t know
what to expect. To my surprise there were these free-spirited individuals.
It was a whole new world for me and my brother introduced me into
this world and took care of me, encouraging me to step out as I was
already eighteen.
For me it was new to have something completely different in front of you,
I didn’t even know how to respond to this. It was amazing and interesting
and I wanted to learn and understand what made those dancers like that.
Some of them were my age, and while I had been taught to be quiet and
reserved, the individuals I was exposed to were always laughing and free;
it was exciting. I didn’t know whether I was being naughty or not as being
part of this, it was genuinely overwhelming. I allowed myself to open my
mind; there was something else out there and I wanted to understand
that world. I decided that I wanted to try it out.
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I attended just three classes. Then Royston Muldoon did an outreach
programme at the Playhouse and the classes were crazy and funny. The
dance vocabulary was new to me, but I enjoyed it so much. It was a new
experience for my body, mind and spirit. After watching some shows at
the theatre, my plans of being a nurse changed and the mind-blowing
experience of watching Boesman and Lena made me decide that I had
to do this work. It allowed me to tap into other emotions and explore.

Gaza then began her dance career in 1994 at the Natal Playhouse Youth
Development Programme under the directorship of Alfred Hinkel and
then Jay Pather. She comments:
I didn’t know what I was doing, but my body was moving and I was
good with rhythm and memory, so that was enough. The training was
intense and I was the weakest of all in the programme. The physical
stuff was very taxing, but the programme was designed to allow us
enough time to practice, improvise and improve. My brother told me:
“Whatever you want in life, you have to work hard for. People will
stand in your way, but you must keep focused.” I listened to his advice.
If you hear something that you know will be good for you, you listen!

Since then, Gasa has performed and travelled extensively with Siwela
Sonke on notable performances both at home and internationally. Gaza
has done most of her work with the company, but has also performed in
collaborative multi-disciplinary work with Gcina Mhlophe, Jerry Pooe,
David Matheson, Lliane Loots and Neil Coppen. She continued learning
through this process, and obtained a Dance in Education certificate from
the University of KwaZulu-Natal in 2000.
She talks about her transition from dancer to choreographer and
producer:
Siwela Sonke provided the space and time for us to stand on our own
and to start to choreograph. My first work was Life and Soul for the
Dance Shongololo in 1999 and I’m here (Ngi la) which premiered at The
Elizabeth Sneddon Theatre in 2000. In 2000 I met Anna de Beaufort
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from France, an artist who painted dancers. I came up with an idea
to use the different body parts of the dancer themselves to paint the
walls, the floor, the space with their bodies. Movement and Territories
was born from this idea, and performed in France, where it was very
well received.

When asked if she sees herself as a producer, she replies:
I see myself as a producer of dance. As a black woman I have grown
to be able to see beyond how things are to what they could be. When
you walk outside you see so many things, you perceive and see things
differently, things that other people ignore. Your mind is constantly
buzzing with so many ideas. I think that’s what makes a producer.

It has not always been an easy road, and she talks about how difficult
it was for her to introduce dance to her home area of KwaMachi on the
South Coast of KZN:
On the farm you were regarded as rude if you were outspoken. I had
to go and ask permission from the induna to run the project. I took
two guys from the project with me, and I had to wear an apron to
look presentable. We approached the imbizo – which was like a theatre
performance. The induna and his right hand men sat to left and right on
stage. To one side of the stage, elder men sat, younger men on another
side, and then women were on the left right at the back of the space.
There is a red bench for serious cases, and a green bench for matters
of general discussion. We sat on this green bench. I sat in the middle
of the bench, as the men were supposed to sit on the outer part of
the bench. We could not look at the induna directly, but only at an
angle. We could not touch the grass, as that shows that you are trying
to hide something. We could not fidget or fiddle. They asked gruesome
and vulgar questions about dance, bodies, men and women. But I was
prepared. I started to talk about gumboot dance, which they were
familiar with, and then spoke about contemporary dance, about bodies
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expressing pain, and stated my case. I won and they accepted my case.
Later one of the indunas came and harassed my mother. She stood up
for herself and at night told me that she had a bush knife and would
defend me, the project, and herself. I saw the strength in her and drew
my strength from her. I realised that I am going to be the same woman
as her and have to stand up for myself.

She talks about the challenges that arts producers have in building an
appreciation for the arts:
The major challenge for me is having to tell my people, black people,
how dance can work for kids. It took a long time. They have now
accepted what we do and understand it better. When I brought kids
from the rural areas to Durban for the first time, they had experiences
that they would not have had before. Then every parent wanted their
child to be part of the project.

Gaza’s advice for emerging producers is:
1. Be open-minded. You might have a goal in mind for your project,
but exploring the journey towards that goal is more important; this
journey is what will mould you as a good producer.
2. Live a little. I focused so much on my work that I didn’t do all the
things that could enhance my work.
3. Be responsible. There is so much out there that is tempting. You are
exposed to so many new things. Decide what is right for you. Avoid
those “try it just this once” experiences when you know in your heart
that it doesn’t feel right.
On the future of producing in South Africa, Gaza comments:
Where I am at right now, the future looks good. We have good,
intelligent young people that need good guidance. If we are not selfish as
producers and directors and don’t just keep information for ourselves,
we can mould these people to be even better than us. Without building
these young people, we will be doomed.
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Many successful black women are closing doors and putting red tape
around young people, they want to keep their own place in their sectors
and do not allow young people growth. Young people have so much to
offer us and to teach us. If we don’t give them that space, for mentoring
and experiences, they will remain just below average.

She calls on other artists and producers to offer guidance and mentoring
where they can:
We need to step up and out of our comfort zones and help them
wherever we can. It is our responsibility to make sure that these people
end up being better individuals than we are. That is the only way that
our society will grow.
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Mhlanguli George

Mhlanguli George, independent producer, writer and director, and founder of Theatre in the Backyard.
Photograph by Christopher Clark.

I have a gift to see the show, it visualises itself when I am writing.
It starts with a yard. Not every yard is a good yard. So I have to see
a lot of different yards. It started with my own yard, now we are
using other people’s yards. The yard triggers the story, it triggers
the possible actions. Out of the yard comes an idea.
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Mhlanguli George was born in Grahamstown in 1986 and grew up in
Ginsberg near King William’s Town in the Eastern Cape. He was part of a
community theatre group in Ginsberg and did drama and dance classes
in his free time. After high school he did a two-year accredited course in
performing arts at the Lovedale FET College in Alice. Nomhle Nkonyeni,
an icon in theatre and television, had to talk to his mother before she
would allow him to do this and support him.
George then moved to Cape Town and became a drama teacher at
the primary school on Robben Island. Later he moved to Nyanga and
started New Born Theatre Productions, a community theatre group based
in a garage, with two members. They currently work with 25 emerging
actors in the Zolani Thusong Centre for Theatre, a municipally funded
arts centre.
Theatre in the Backyard is an initiative started by George in 2013, and
suggests a new way of envisioning theatre production:
Theatre in the Backyard has developed as a creative response to
untapped resources of backyard life. It uses actual backyards as the
site for intimate theatrical productions; working closely and powerfully
with available light, space and other scenographic elements. The theatre
is inspired or triggered by the shape of the yard.
Every show is created out of a specific backyard, its exits and entrances,
the house, the other buildings or structures, trees or plants and objects
that are there. It is a form of theatre that can accommodate one or two
people performing; there are no auditoriums, some people stand and
others sit, everyone finds his or her own space and place. There is no
theatrical effect such as lights. All is real. I see the audience as visitors
of the yard. The actors also treat them like that. There is a script and a
blocking which is easily adapted to where the audience finds its place
and how many they are.
The first installation or show Fourth Person in a Yard (2012) rests on the
idea of shadow worlds; worlds which exist beyond or underneath what
we’re able to see. The idea grew from my curiosity about what goes on
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in people’s backyards and from this I have written a genuinely moving
story of pain and strife. It gets heavy at times because of the themes the
play deals with (child abuse, poverty and madness).
Theatre in the Backyard can also be an adaptation of a given theatre text
towards that specific backyard and its community. For the second show
Is He Mad? (2015) we adapted a monologue from Dario Fo’s play The
Accidental Death of an Anarchist and some stories from the newspapers.

George suggests that this way of working in backyards creates a new style
of performance:
Working in an environment like that pushes the actor to a very realistic
integrity. The actor comes much closer to what artistic truth means for
me. It creates a form of realism that is difficult to achieve in the safe
environment of a theatre. Also the audience members entering the yard
are taken more out of their comfort zone and open up more to the
work, in a way they become part of it. For me it goes beyond the word
“acting” and becomes more realistic.

As producer, George uses different models of attracting a paying audience
to see his work, sometimes focusing on tourists, and other times on the
local community, but often combining the two:
Theatre in the Backyard works together with a tour operator, Coffeebeans
Routes, who offer alternative trips for tourists. People can book to see
shows on specific dates and are brought to the backyard in a kombi or
small bus. Sometimes it is seven people, sometimes more. It is a way to
generate income and these tourists see the show together with members
of the community who pay a small ticket price or can get in for free.
Before the audience enters the backyard, I welcome them into the house
and talk about the concept and introduce them to the family house.
Then they go to the backyard to see the show which is 35 minutes long.
After the show, we eat together on the site. We cook for them and we
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reflect on what we experienced. That is necessary, because mostly the
audience is speechless and blown away after the show. What they see is
new and fresh; they have been taken totally out of their comfort zone.
That is important. A show should be taking the audience straight to
the world you’ve created for them and move them, but you are also
responsible for your audience. It is an interesting way for tourists to
experience South Africa, with a new model of theatre in a way they
will never experience it. Before, Coffeebeans Routes took clients to
the Baxter Theatre and had backstage tours, but this creates a deeper
experience than the theatre can bring.
Part of my way of working is that the show grows every time an audience
comes in. We always take time to rehearse and find new things from the
feedback of the public audience or the tourists when we develop the
show.

George notes that his way of producing is to do everything himself, with
the help of some friends and his girlfriend:
I direct, write, run around, do the marketing, the social media, I do the
planning. In that way of working, planning is everything. The only way
to produce and direct and write is to make a very tight plan. I stick to
that planning and it protects the artist in me to do my artistic work and
creation process.

When asked how he knows if an idea is strong enough to produce,
George comments:
I have a gift to see the show, it visualises itself when I am writing. It
starts with a yard. Not every yard is a good yard. So I have to see a
lot of different yards. It started with my own yard, now we are using
other people’s yards. The yard triggers the story, it triggers the possible
actions. Out of the yard comes an idea.
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He feels that producers need dedication, a clear vision and good planning:
You need to ask for help if you need it. You need good communication
skills and to build your network, your connections. You need to know
how to market your shows, from the title of the show, the design of the
poster to the press release. Most of all, you have to approach everything
in a professional way.

George’s advice for producers is:
1. Think deeply not only on the surface but about what are you doing
and for whom.
2. Challenge yourself. Don’t fix yourself in a certain style or approach.
Always ask yourself what is new and different. Even if you know the
theme and the story, what is a different approach?
3. When you create a production, think of your audience, so take
yourself as if you are running a restaurant.
On his own future, George comments:
I want Theatre in the Backyard to happen everywhere in a lot of different
countries. I want to be known as the creator of Theatre in the Backyard.
I know I am an innovator and it would be nice to be acknowledged for
that.
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Yvette Hardie

Yvette Hardie, independent producer and international president of ASSITEJ (Theatre for Children & Youth).

We have an audience. But they don’t always come to the main
theatres; those are alien for them. We need more outreach
projects. We need theatres in the townships. Not just halls, but
theatres that can create the magic that theatre has, with stages
and lighting. We need to reclaim spaces, and create pop-up
spaces, public art festivals and theatre in people’s homes.
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Yvette Hardie was born in Cape Town in 1969 into a family that loved
the arts. Her father worked for an organisation focusing on “moral rearmament”. She says: “In times of cold war, they thought we should arm
the world with arts not with arms. Theatre was one of the tools they
used to spread the message and they toured around the world with their
plays.”
She knew from a very young age that she wanted to be an actor or
writer. After high school she studied acting at the University of Cape
Town, and finished in 1990.
Entering the industry, I found out that I did not like the lifestyle of
acting. I liked acting but not the waiting, waiting on a set, waiting for
auditions, waiting to find the next job, waiting for your career. I felt the
incredible lack of power that actors have. And if I had a job, sometimes
the show was not something I felt proud to be in.

Hardie then moved into teaching:
I started teaching at the National School of the Arts in Johannesburg.
I was amazed at how good that was, addictive and rewarding. At that
time, I was still acting and directing as well. Earlier in my life I had
lost my voice due to stress and illness. I felt the need to train it again.
When I read The Use and Training of the Human Voice by Arthur Lessac,
I realised I had found something that worked for me. I loved that so
much that I started studying the voice, and then training actors to use
their voices.

During this period, the Civic Theatre (now the Joburg Theatre) was a
vibrant space for professional actors to meet and have workshops and
play-readings together at the Actors Centre. Hardie did voice training
there.
Hardie’s move into production was not planned:
I got the opportunity to go to the United States of America and studied
with Arthur Lessac, the writer of the book where my voice journey
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had started. Through him I met his son Michael, a well-known stage,
film and television director, who was interested in the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, which brought victims and perpetrators
of the apartheid regime together to tell the truth about the past. This
was the beginning of a six-year long project, to create a musical theatre
show based on the translators who worked at the TRC. Michael directed
it and I became the producer.
I had to find money to start the project and was paid only when we
had some income. But my role as producer was much more than that; I
was also doing research, I suggested new ideas for the plot, I facilitated
the workshopping process with the actors, was an assistant director,
organised the fundraising, organised meetings with Desmond Tutu and
other key players in the TRC, and became the organiser of workshops
and audience interventions. We started touring with Truth in Translation
in Rwanda before it opened at the Market Theatre in Johannesburg in
2006.
That production was more than a show; it was a life-changing experience
for all of us and we were on a mission: we had to deal with the stories
from the TRC, but also with our own pain, privileges and demons. For
some of us it was a healing process, and for others traumatising. The
show was never finally fixed. After discussions with the audience we
always added and changed it; it grew organically by interacting with
the audience and their histories. Besides South Africa, the show toured
to Zimbabwe, the United Kingdom, Ireland, Sweden, the USA and later
to Serbia, Bosnia, Kosovo and Croatia. I was not only the producer, but
also the company manager touring with the show.

Hardie explains that through the course of this six-year long project, she
learned everything that she needed to be a better producer.
I learned the value of partnerships. I learned always to be open to
suggestions and possibilities in developing the show. I learned that with
fundraising, the conversation is never over. Even when people say they
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will not fund the project, I continued, updated them, invited them and
maybe after a few years, for another project they all of a sudden said,
“Yes”. I learned to be patient. If you want to make something really
good, you cannot compromise. Most of all I learned that as a producer,
you have to be both determined and flexible.

Talking about how to put together an artistic team, Hardie says:
First, I must respect everyone. Second, the dynamics must be good.
Selecting your team is the key to success. I do not only select based on
talent, but also on energy and how energies affect each other. At the
end, those energies together generate growth, artistically and in quality,
both practically and logistically. I also use my instinct, but not only
that. I research people, talk with others that have worked with them.
Often people are not aware that producers check on you and what
track record someone has. People think that when you have behaved
badly in a production, others will not know. This industry is all about
relationships and the capacity to be able to put ego aside in order to
focus on the broader vision. You have to engage whole-heartedly with
the work without ego getting in the way.
Finally, never presume anything. The biggest mistakes come from
that. Sometimes you might think that someone understands what you
want, but check and check again. Especially in a country with so many
different cultures. If I talk with someone on the phone, I always follow
up by email. Nothing should be lost in translation.

When asked about a production model that she follows, Hardie says she
believes that every project determines its own production model, not
the other way around: “My model is about flexibility and having a clear
vision that during the process will develop as others contribute to it. But
you also cannot be too flexible; often you deal with hard deadlines.”
Hardie identifies a number of challenges for producing in South
Africa:
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The system for theatre in South Africa is dysfunctional. Very few
initiatives will have a long life. We have lost the ensembles and the
repertoire system, due to the government’s white paper in 1998 that
created a more project-based system where the responsibility is on
artists to generate projects. We jump from project to project. The
fundraising is uncertain, you never know if and when you will get it.
Many people are passionate about doing something; they don’t wait,
they work and while working try to find the money. That means you
invest out of your own pocket.
Theatre festivals in South Africa stimulate production, but also create
a culture of “throw away theatre”, because they want new works in
their programme. A show only performs a few times on a festival, you
hopefully get some money for it, and then you have to move on, create
new work for another festival. That doesn’t allow the work to grow by
playing it many times. The system we work in doesn’t always stimulate
excellent quality.
This is where the schools come in. There are so many schools, that
touring to schools may give you a longer run for a specific show if you
sell it and are able to link it to the curriculum. Generally, I believe we
need to go back to a touring model of doing theatre both to lengthen
the life of a production and to build audiences everywhere we go.

Hardie’s advice for young emerging producers is:
1. Before producing, try as many roles as possible: stage manager,
cleaner, assistant director. Ask to be an assistant to a producer. Ask if
you can sit in a meeting with a funder or job-shadow producers that
you respect. The more you know about what every person does, the
better.
2. Start with a small project that is manageable for you.
3. Be careful with money. Whether it is a little bit or a lot. Be accountable,
keep your books very carefully. With funding comes responsibility.
Don’t forget that everything speaks to your reputation. Good financial
management is crucial.
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On the future of producing in South Africa, Hardie reflects:
We have an audience. But they don’t always come to the main theatres;
those are alien for them. We need more outreach projects, and some
theatre bodies like Artscape and the Baxter Theatre are doing a great
job. We need theatres in the townships. Not just halls, but theatres that
can create the magic that theatre has, with stages and lighting. We need
to reclaim spaces, and create pop-up spaces, public art festivals and
theatre in people’s homes.
Also the funding agencies have a role to play. The National Lotteries
Commission works better at the moment with more people checking
all your slips, financial statements and mentoring to ensure that the
projects are done in a way that was agreed on. That is good, as it will
implement a culture of being responsible, that has been previously
lacking.

Hardie believes in the power of theatre to change lives: “I have travelled
the world, but I have to say I don’t feel like working anywhere other than
in South Africa. Theatre here is so urgent and it has played such a big role
in building this country, and it still does.”
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Bheki Khabela and Bhekani Shabalala

Bheki Khabela and Bhekani Shabalala, partners in Problem Solving Theatre Project.
Photograph by Emma Durden.

Producing industrial theatre is a completely different way of
thinking and working. It is not about you but about the client’s
voice. Some want you to talk about cultural differences, some
want their workers to know the safely regulations, or a change
in the security system. Sometimes it is health-related, and
sometimes it is awareness or just for fun.
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Bheki Khabela2 was born in 1970 at uMzinto on the KwaZulu-Natal
South Coast. Khabela talks about his introduction to theatre:
At school I was very naughty. A teacher tried to engage me in a drama
group that did bible stories. The teacher, Miss Sebiya, also wrote stories
herself about sangomas and witches. But I was more into soccer, and at
high school I was a soccer star. After matric, my mom had no money,
so I started working in a supermarket. I was intrigued by sitcoms and
comedies on television and copied the characters at work. An older girl
(a cashier and ex-model) knew about Gibson Kente and theatre, and
took me to auditions that Kente held in Durban. Kente brought all his
stars to Durban, and they conducted workshops. I was too nervous
and failed. Then I started classes at the Upstairs Theatre in downtown
Durban but had no money to travel. Then I met Sduduzo Kawula, who
was part of Enhlanhleni drama group, playing the drums. That is where
I also met Bhekani Shabalala. Together with Sdu we moved on and
never split. They called us the three mosquitos; when you see one, the
other two are always around.

Bhekani Shabalala was born in Durban in 1974, and while at primary
school he met a teacher in arts and culture who cast him in his gumboot
and traditional Zulu dance shows. Shabalala, however, was more
interested in the after-school drama classes. A girl in his neighbourhood
of Z-section in Umlazi had performed in the popular touring production
of Sarafina. And Shabalala remembers “those boys and girls toured
internationally and came back with big leather coats and cars”. Shabalala
was into soccer, and says:
One of my friends in the soccer team, Sduduzo Kawula, was also
involved in drama and when they started their own group, Ubumbano,
and were looking for talent, he asked me. I was a good singer before the
soccer matches!

2

Bheki Khabela passed away in April 2016, just as this book was going to
print. He will be greatly missed.
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Shabalala faced family resistance when he wanted to get more involved
in theatre:
My parents wanted me to become a doctor, they did not understand
my love for theatre. They even sent my uncle, a policeman, to try and
convince me to go to a teacher training college. When the Ubumbano
group merged with another group called Enhlanhleni, my family gave
up. The theatre group performed at schools, dealing with morals and
values, and worked for companies like Natal Milling (who made mealie
meal and samp flour) in campaigns to promote their products.

As young men working for the Enhlanhleni drama group, Khabela,
Kawula and Shabalala found out that the group was funded, but as actors
they did not get paid. This information spurred them to go it alone:
We stepped out of the group and created our own show that we
showcased at the BAT Centre to Bheki Mkhwane who was in charge
of their drama department. That pilot was the start of the show Sitting
around the Fire, which premiered in 1994 and was revived in 2010 and
won a Standard Bank Ovation Award at the National Arts Festival. We
stayed with Bheki Mkhwane for two years, doing training and courses.
He taught us a lot, especially how to survive in the industry. The truth
was … you can’t, unless you have other jobs, gigs and do industrial
theatre. You don’t wait for a phone call. You create your own thing and
go. That was the first lesson in producing.

The group started to produce their own work, knowing this was the
best way for them to survive as artists. In 2003 the PST Project (Problem
Solving Theatre) started together with Shabalala, Khabela, Sduduzo
Kawula (who has since passed away), Michael Gritten and Emma Durden,
who they had known through freelance work.
We wanted to be with a group of people who we could trust, who
would always be on time and be sure to deliver the highest quality. We
were all without a flag and decided we needed one. That was and is PST.
We are equal owners, meaning we all own 20% of the business. From
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there we had a lot of clients such as the Isimangaliso Wetlands Park
Authority, NGOs and government departments focusing on AIDS and
other health issues, municipalities, Transnet and many others. We use
different techniques, plays, presentations, role plays and forum theatre.
Producing industrial theatre is a completely different way of thinking
and working. It is not about you but about the client’s voice. Some want
you to talk about cultural differences, some want their workers to know
the safely regulations, or a change in the security system. Sometimes it is
health-related, and sometimes it is awareness or just for fun. Sometimes
you perform for over a thousand workers in a factory, and sometimes
for a small group in a boardroom.

While each project is different, the process of producing for the group is
similar each time, starting with a detailed brief from the client, a research
process before conceptualisation, further discussion with the client and
finally script development. Clients are consulted about casting, to ensure
that the cast matches the audience and are invited to see a rehearsal
before the performances begin. Clients are usually also engaged in a postperformance assessment, particularly on longer projects or road-shows.
These processes are a way of ensuring the quality and applicability of the
work.
They comment on how they have managed to sustain themselves in
the industry for so long:
With this formula, we have had the same clients for many years. You
have to build long-term relationships, and not just see industrial theatre
as one-night stands. Our strength is that we know what our audiences
think and how they talk. We know when people from Zululand are
working in a factory, how they behave. And it is important that these
people see themselves reflected in what we do. It means you must be a
very good observer in daily life.
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Shabalala and Khabela’s advice for those working in industrial
theatre production is:
1. When you are black, most clients, who are white, don’t trust you. So
you’ll have to come with the best and even better to prove yourself.
2. You have to remember that clients know their core business but have
no idea about arts or theatre. On the other side, we don’t understand
all of their systems. Some clients don’t understand why a script of ten
pages needs a week of rehearsal time, and that we need to be paid
decently for this. Clients don’t understand that for us this is work and
not fun or a hobby. We often have to explain our working process to
a client who has not used theatre before.
3. Surviving in the industry you must realise that you can’t do it alone.
Be part of a good team. Job-shadow with people that know more than
you do.
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Julian Seleke Mokoto

Julian Seleke Mokoto, director of Abangani Theatre.

There is a lot of greed and jealousy in the theatre industry.
People (artistic directors) claim their territories, they don’t give
space to others, it is a clique. It is not possible to break into this
clique; you just have to do your own thing.
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Julian Seleke Mokoto was born in 1962 and raised in Naledi Township in
Soweto. At high school he excelled as a soccer player. His first experience
of theatre was at the age of eighteen, when he saw Gibson Kente’s Things
are Bad. Mokoto remembers: “Living where I lived, you couldn’t have
missed it. Gibson Kente did his marketing in a way that you could not
get around it. Driving with cars, in every street, announcing it through
his speakers. And I was amazed by one of the actor’s presence, Don
Mhlangeni.”
After this experience, he took a greater interest in theatre:
Another friend told me about a drama club and took me to a rehearsal.
I must admit one of the attractive points were the beautiful girls. Two
days later, they offered me a main role. “But I am a soccer player, I am
not in things like this,” I thought. But I stayed, after school and after
work, where I had an administrative job in a clinic. In 1991 I started
my own group and my first success was The Cause, a play about three
dirty old street guys. It was invited to Zimbabwe and to my surprise the
venue was packed already two hours before we started.

While performing in Zimbabwe, Mokoto met Lynette Marais (then the
artistic director of the National Arts Festival), who encouraged him to
take The Cause to Grahamstown.
It was sold out every day. I realised that this is bigger than me. But it took
me more than another six years before I quit my job as an administrator
and dedicated myself full time to Abangani Theatre.

Mokoto seems to understand what people want to see. His shows are
always sold out:
I can sell out at the Market Theatre for four weeks running. Normal
people line up for tickets, including factory workers, taxi drivers,
students and spaza shop owners. I never give away free tickets. People
have to pay. It is worth it.
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The successful approach to marketing a show starts, Mokoto believes,
with the title of your show. His show titles are evocative and intriguing:
Moneymaker, The Last Mile, She Died Dreaming and Shattered Dreams. After
this, he believes that word of mouth is the strongest tool for marketing
a production.
He believes in a dedicated, hands-on approach to producing:
Producing is something you do full time. It is not an overnight thing,
a walk in the park. I love theatre, I sleep theatre, I eat theatre. I have
always done everything myself – writing, directing and marketing. I
am the one putting up the banners. I take time to talk to people, not
people in the arts but the normal people, my audience. I sit with them
after the show, we drink and talk. I know what they want to see, what
they are prepared to buy a ticket for. I will go out with my flyers, even
to funerals, there where the people are.

Mokoto also believes that: “Producing is making a baby, taking care of it
and showing it to an audience.” He talks about producing as investing in
an idea with your own money, and also about being responsible and fair to
actors: “If you don’t have money, tell them that.” His approach to producing
is a mixture of learning from others and working very independently:
Artistically, I do something different from Gibson Kente, I don’t do
musicals. But the way he marketed his shows, I do that like him: touring
and producing what relates to the people. For me, I did not learn that. It
is a God-given talent. When I have an idea, I do my research and go for a
week away, far from my friends and family. I mostly go to Durban, where
I have written all my successful scripts, far away from people who would
tell me what to do and how to do it. I write a script in a week.

On the challenge of accessing audiences, Makoto has strong beliefs that
the show’s content is what draws people to the theatre:
I don’t agree with the common opinion in the arts that the main
buildings are not accessible for our people. When I play there, it is
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always sold out 100%. There is something wrong with the works that
artistic directors make and programme, for those shows, people will not
come. It is too sophisticated, bling bling shit. It doesn’t relate to the big
audience, even if they think it does. They are lost.

While believing that the right approach to creating an entertaining show
and aggressive marketing will fill houses, Mokoto does recognise a
number of challenges in the theatre industry in South Africa:
There is a lot of greed and jealousy. People (artistic directors) claim their
territories, they don’t give space to others, it is a clique. It is not possible
to break into this clique; you just have to do your own thing.
Funding for someone like me is also difficult. When I want to make a
bigger show, like now with ten tap-dancers, I need additional funding.
Openly, people from funding agencies ask for a bribe. I can’t do that.

Mokoto’s advice for theatre producers is:
1. It is a ‘dog eat dog’ industry. Established producers and artistic directors
don’t want you, especially when you are successful, to attract a crowd.
That means believe in yourself and don’t let them get under your skin.
Some will love you and some will hate you.
2. Be prepared, have a big heart and don’t be selfish.
3. It sounds strange out of my mouth, but don’t think about money. Go
out and sell what you believe in.
With regards to his future plans, Mokoto reflects:
In ten years from now, I will have my own theatre in Soweto. It will
open with a Gibson Kente tribute. And it will start with what is already
there in the community, with what people want to see and what they
already do. I have no doubts that it will be sold out every evening.
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Jerry Pooe

Jerry Pooe, general director of Wushwini Arts and Heritage Centre, artistic director of Eager Artists and
co-director of Thambo Theatre Producers. Photograph by Val Adamson.

In an ideal world, the arts centres are the new production
models and should feed the big theatres, they all must become
stakeholders, and collaborate. Producers also cannot depend
on government funding alone. We have to find a way to be
independent from them. We need to work with passion.
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Mpho Jerry Pooe was born in 1970 in Soweto. In 1986, Soweto was
characterised by protest and brutal police violence, which strongly
influenced his thinking as a teenager. His mother decided that he should
move to KwaZulu-Natal, where he went to a boarding school in the rural
area of Umzinyathi outside Durban, the same area where his theatre
complex was built thirty years later, overlooking Inanda Dam.
The change from Soweto, where he was politically active, to
Umzinyathi couldn’t have been bigger: “I think I changed my anger into
writing,” he says. He wrote his first play, Why, Lord? at high school. On
weekends he attended drama classes at the Stable Theatre in Durban,
run by Kessie Govender. There he got ideas for his next play Not Again
(1989), which was banned by the Special Branch of the police. Pooe was
just 18 years old.
Pooe went on to study drama at UKZN, but as one of only two
black students in the drama department, he found that the Euro-centric
curriculum did not give him the space to study and create work that
linked with the social and political reality of South Africa. In 1994, he
co-founded the group Eager Artists together with Ben Zungu, recruiting
black students from other faculties and increasing the amount of black
students in the drama department to 60%.
Pooe comments on his development as a producer:
I think I was producing from the first day at high school. I started
writing and directing, but I did not know I was doing “producing”, I
just made things happen. I organised and always started by investing
with my own money. I had small jobs after school and put money aside
to buy props and pay for the transport of the artists to a studio, to buy
food or cook for them myself.
Then Eager Artists was producing shows, but also training the youth
in townships around Durban, after school and on the weekends. There
I realised that these kids have no future, nothing. We tried to keep
them from the streets but also I understood that one needs to plan. I
asked myself: “Where do I want to be in five years time?” I made my
first five-year plan. In those first five years, I wanted Eager Artists to
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be recognised nationally. And we did play in all the major cities and
festivals over that period. In the second five years, I wanted Eager Artists
to have international experience and recognition. Tours in the US (New
York) and Europe (The Netherlands) gave us that. In the next five years,
I wanted to make a living for myself and the company. We started to do
more industrial theatre, voting campaigns, awareness projects for HIV
and AIDS. We still do those projects. In this way, Eager Artists became
the milk cow, one of the main income sources for the Wushwini Centre.
In the following five years, I wanted us to have our own theatre, which
we now have just outside Durban; the Wushwini Cultural Arts and
Heritage Centre. It is built on land given to us by the chief and the local
community. It has a holistic vision about the arts. Wushwini hosts three
international festivals each year, and offers facilities and courses in all
disciplines, including a film editing studio. We focus on young people
who live around the centre, training them not only in the arts but
also in assisting the festivals, administration, and working as ushers,
technicians and kitchen helpers. We call them the Trendsetters. They
learn from our reality and are the future.

Pooe is concerned that the funded playhouses in the country don’t have
the same developmental approach:
They focus too much on their core business and stay comfortable with
an elite audience; they distance themselves from the reality of our
people. If a community theatre group wants to borrow a costume they
are charged, if they need a space for their office or studio they pay high
rent. Playhouses close themselves off from what is really happening in
the arts.

Pooe believes that his international exposure was crucial for his learning
about theatre production:
In America, I understood that everything is possible. I worked in Buffalo
(New York) where a group like ours owned and ran their own theatre.
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In The Netherlands, I learned that you can plan three years ahead or
longer. When I told my actors that we would be working on a project in
The Netherlands they were over the moon, when I told them it was only
happening three years from now, they looked at me as if I was crazy,
asking, “Who thinks like that? We might be even not alive anymore!”
But it happened by planning and preparing.

When asked how he knows if an idea is strong enough to produce, he
answers:
It is when you can sell it. It is also about having guts, because you can
never be sure. You make choices and take risks based on who you are
and what you believe in. I am not a Hollywood producer, I believe in
social change. I can’t produce comedies yet because I am not ready to
laugh. I understand people who are tired of all the drama and pain, but
believe that by laughing at it, this is not healing it. In all my works as a
producer with Eager Artists and also with Thambo Theatre Producers,
I try to link the past through the present with the future, in a way that
has the highest artistic quality.

On producing in South Africa, Pooe believes that South Africa’s theatre
history is important:
Don’t forget where that heritage comes from. King Kong (the first
successful South African musical with a full black cast in the 1950s)
rehearsed for months without paying the actors before it went to
Europe. They were rehearsing at night and sleeping over at a bus stop.
Ipi Tombi was also like that. Gibson Kente in the 1960s and 1970s paid
his actors only when there was income from the box office.
African Footprint (the international dance show) only became profitable
after it went touring abroad. Sarafina (1985) was rehearsed without
paying actors, singers and dancers. The producers put all their own
money in to start the process. The same thing happened with Umoya.
It all starts with a collective passion and investing your own money.
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In those days there were no approachable funders or investors. I have
always worked on other jobs to be able to produce. I worked in the
catering industry; I was an advisor to the National Department of Arts
and Culture (DAC), an artistic director of the Windybrow Theatre in
Johannesburg, and at PACOFS in Bloemfontein. I have just set up a
commercial printing company to make sure that we have starting
money and petty cash for our Wushwini projects.

Pooe’s advice for producers includes:
1. Know that you are the last one who will benefit from the production.
2. Be willing to use your own money. Be willing to take risks. Risks are
there to take, not to avoid. But calculate your risks. Don’t only use
your own money, but go out and look for extra resources.
3. Prepare to be a father to your actors. You will have to feed and transport
them, but also be with them if they are unhappy or struggling. Guide
them as a good father would.
4. Never lie. Don’t raise expectation that cannot materialise. Don’t
convince people with lies like “This show might travel overseas”.
5. Don’t spend the money before you have it. Sometimes a funder tells
you you will get R100 000, but in this country it doesn’t mean that
you will get it or when you’ll get it.
On the future of producing in South Africa, Pooe reflects:
In an ideal world, the arts centres are the new production models and
should feed the big theatres, they all must become stakeholders, and
collaborate. Producers also cannot depend on government funding
alone. We have to find a way to be independent from them. We need to
work with passion. Ubuntu is still the pounding heart from where I live,
create and produce. I am driven by a positive black philosophy of hope.
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Warona Seane

Warona Seane, independent producer.

Because of a lack of reviewers and linkage with the media, there
is this notion that there is no such thing as Black Theatre; that it
is not happening. It does happen, but those who review or talk
about it are not coming.
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Warona Seane was born in Pretoria in 1974 and raised in Soweto. She
believes that all black families are those of storytellers. Her parents
often took her to the Market Theatre. After primary school, during the
turbulent 1980s, her family decided it would be better for her to attend
high school in Lesotho where she stayed, first with family and then in
the school boarding house. Back in South Africa, she went to Cape Town
to study an arts course in Observatory in 1995, and later went on to the
University of Cape Town, where she graduated in 1999.
During her studies she started directing her first show, Sacred Thorn,
a workshopped text:
I was producing, but I was not aware that was what I was doing. Later I
produced Yes Medem by Brenda Nqxoli, a show about domestic workers
in combination with an exhibition of portraits by Gabrielle Le Roux of
those who we interviewed during the research for the show. That was
my first professional experience.

When asked to define producing, Seane says:
It is finding an idea or working with someone who has an idea that you
believe in. It involves collecting resources, in order to bring that idea to
life. You need to brand it, promote it and sell it. Employ people and pay
them, if necessary obtaining the rights. If possible give your production
more legs so more people can see it and it can have a longer life.

In 2013, the newly built Soweto Theatre sent out a call for an artistic
manager, and Seane applied and was accepted for the job:
I had to make a five-year strategic plan for the theatre. The plan had
three pillars – audience development, giving the building an artistic
vision and starting long-term developmental projects in different
arts disciplines. The first season, in a short period of time, I had to
programme the whole year. I chose shows that I had seen and liked, and
I gave space to directors I believed in.
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The second year I directed Eclipsed by Danai Gurira that showed how
women and children are affected by civil war. I chose to produce it
because it resonated with me. The next step was to find the audience
for it, it was played a lot for schools and the general African audience.
It reached across generations, because of the character of the young girl
in the show. I did not think of my audience first, I thought about what
I wanted to create. After that you market it for the audience that it fits
best with it.
In 2015, after two years as artistic manager for Soweto Theatre, I resigned
and became an independent producer. I wanted to be more free to
produce work in which people can recognise themselves, which can be
performed at places that are accessible for the audience I want to reach.

Seane reflects on the challenges faced when producing in South Africa:
There is an elitist perception of the main theatres. People have their
satellite television for stories and soaps and they don’t go out to theatre
as much. We have to find a language to pull them in through marketing
and talk with them. If they don’t understand why they can’t take a
drink into the theatre then you can provide plastic cups and allow that.
Maybe the theatre industry has locked themselves into buildings that
are alien for the audience. The industry has dislocated itself from their
audiences. It is not the work itself. I believe in what I programmed and
produced at Soweto Theatre, it is the space in which it is presented that
puts the local audience off. Besides the potential audience in Soweto we
focused on a general audience in Joburg that goes to theatre.
Funding is also a serious issue, there is never enough money to make
what you want to make and to pay people a reasonable fee for their work.
Because of a lack of reviewers and linkage with the media, there is
this notion that there is no such thing as Black Theatre; that it is not
happening. It does happen, but those who review or talk about it are
not coming.
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Touring is not done often enough. A show comes to life and stays in
the theatre where it is produced. The artistic directors of the other
big theatres don’t feel the need to collaborate and tour each other’s
productions. Touring would decrease the production costs; it would
reach more audiences and create work for the actors over a longer
period. Artistic directors don’t collaborate and allow for that.

Seane also reflects on the nature of theatre and perceptions of art and
talks about what drives her choices to produce:
Once someone told me, “The problem with you is that you are making
art”, meaning not entertainment. But I believe that art is about disrupting
the status quo. Art comes always from an irritation or anger. That is
where my motivation comes from to be an independent producer.
Anger must fuel the change; art is the answer to the question of how to
make sense of something that annoys you or makes you angry.

She believes that new production models are needed for the industry to
survive:
As an independent producer, I want to collaborate with colleagues, use
my network with artists, lawyers, accountants and builders, etc. The
new production models that we need are all about access, an audience
having access to the space. In that space, everything can happen.
People can test their shows, rehearse, and there must be space for
experimentation. In South Africa there is no space for failure. There is
an audience and they already have their own aesthetics, the aesthetics of
story-telling, which is often rejected by producers and theatres.

Seane’s advice for emerging producers is:
1. Be ethical in all your dealings.
2. Be aware of laws and policies that affect your work.
3. Respect the creatives that you are working with and their process.
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Reflecting on the future of producing in South Africa, Seane says:
We need more accessible theatres in the townships. I am talking about
dedicated art spaces, not cultural centres like the community halls.
Those spaces and touring shows are the future. Bra Gibs (Gibson Kente)
did it. He opened a show on the same day in three provinces. How did
he do that without any funding, making theatre that people recognised
and paid for?
I wish for a future for the arts in which everyone who works in it gets
a reasonable salary following the labour laws of the land. To be able
to do that, we need to invest in the value chain for the industry and
become more business minded. Not for the employer but for the sake
of the arts.
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Jaco (Kosie) Smit

Jaco (Kosie) Smit, producer and production manager and director of Kosie House of Theatre.

Afrikaans audiences love good quality, high art. Our audience is
usually an older audience, as the festivals have neglected the
younger generation. There is a gap with the younger generation
of theatre goers. There have been no good Afrikaans children’s
shows for a long time. We need to find ways to get the younger
generation into the theatre again.
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Jaco Smit was born in Fauresmith in the Free State in 1978. He feels
that the platteland setting gave an innovative, creative and curious boy
an opportunity to learn a wide variety of skills; from building kraals to
fixing cars, from making puppets to writing and performing his own
shows, drawing, designing, painting, making costumes and props,
creating special effects and experimenting with lighting.
After school, and completing his national service as a singer and
artistic creator, lighting designer and consultant for the South Africa Air
Force, Smit enrolled as a student at the Pretoria Technikon Department
of Entertainment Technology (1999).
Learning all the technical rudiments required for theatre, he later
specialised in lighting design. He has, since then, designed sets and
lighting for opera, drama, comedy, cabaret, musicals, recitals, television
chat shows, series, films, revues, product launches, award functions, gala
evenings and variety shows.
In 2008, Smit extended his talents to producing theatrical productions,
theatre DVDs and TV shows. Theatre productions are his main focus.
From the age of six I already wanted to put things together on stage. I
wanted to make it happen and not be on stage. Be part of those who
put it all up. So I had to learn and test all the fragments theatre is made
of. It is only in the last ten years that I feel I can call myself a producer.

Asked how he knows if an idea is strong enough to produce, he replies:
That is the crucial question. I work from my gut, from my heart and
then you pray and hope that it will be successful. Every producer has a
gut feeling; but you never know. If I see something I know if I want to
be part of it or not. What is important as well is that I have to enjoy it.
But at the end of the day, no one knows in advance what works.
You do always a risk assessment. With us at Kosie House of Theatre, all
the income comes from the box office. You need to be realistic in what
size of venue your show could work, is it a hundred-seater or a sixhundred-seater? You need to make a budget and at least get your own
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money back. With longer runs, the risk is bigger but also the chance to
make money is greater. In most of our productions, the actors’ contract
starts with a four-week run and if it goes well then we have the option
of making it an eight-week run.
I also work with some directors and writers that I trust. These are
always people that are better than myself.

Smit was asked where he finds the start-up income to get a production
off the ground:
I have some colleagues and friends, and they invest, usually between ten
and twenty thousand rand per show. Our agreement is that I will pay
them back what they invest, whatever happens, including the interest
that they would get if they had put this money in the bank. Besides that
initial investment and the interest, I also give them a share of the profit.

Smit works predominantly in the Afrikaans sector of the theatre market,
and reflects on the particular challenges that come with this sector:
Afrikaans audiences love good quality, high art. But the Afrikaans
audiences are also a little lazy, they don’t want to sit for two hours to
see a show. Our audience is usually an older audience, as the festivals
have neglected the younger generation. There is a gap with the younger
generation of theatre goers. There have been no good Afrikaans
children’s shows for a long time. We need to find ways to get the
younger generation into the theatre again.

As well as these gaps in theatre for different audiences, he also sees gaps
in the skills in the creative teams that are behind theatre production:
Another challenge is the loss of skills with regards to the creation of
costumes, set, props and wigs. There are no jobs any more for set
builders, so that craft is gone. There are older people who still have
these skills, and I try to link a young inexperienced person to older
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people who still have these skills, and in this way I try to educate young
people. I have previously teamed up a young costume maker with an
older, experienced one that isn’t working any more. These skills can
only come back when there is work.
But it is not only a lack of skills in these theatre-related crafts that I see
missing, but also in arts marketing and sales.

Smit reflects on the relationship between the producer and the artistic
team, and how he works in these teams:
Mostly I work with some directors that I already know. If they come to
me with a script or plan, then I listen and give input. That preparation
and discussion period is important both to give your input and to get
the gut feeling of whether or not I want to produce the work. If I like
the idea and I can make a budget that makes sense, then we will do it.
But I am the producer only, and not part of the creative team. During
the rehearsal period I always keep a distance.

Smits advice for emerging producers is:
1. Go for it! You must have passion, as everything is born out of passion.
Every process will have both ups and downs, so don’t give up!
2. Realise why you are doing this. If you find that it is not nice any more,
then theatre can become a very dark place. If this happens, then you
need to get your passion back, stay in there and keep working.
3. As a producer you have to learn everything, learn as much as you can,
theatre is such a special place, you need to go for it, and don’t wait for
anything or anyone.
When thinking about the future, Smit mentions that he would love to
produce in different theatres or have a theatre building himself. He wants
to continue to develop theatre of high quality that will travel to Europe
and the USA. The skills development in theatre is also something that he
wants to focus on.
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When talking about the challenges that South African theatre might face
in the future, Smit says:
I meet so many people who studied drama and have all the papers and
the knowledge, but many have no talent and no skills. Also a lot of their
lecturers have no passion. It is a problem and it is a waste. When they
come to auditions with no talent, no skills and no passion, I wonder:
“What you want me to say?”
I will keep that fire inside myself burning and work with those who
have it as well. I am positive because of that.
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Steven Stead

Steven Stead, artistic director of KickstArt. Photograph by Val Adamson.

I feel that we are more artists than producers. The baseline is
that the passion and the work come first, not the money. We
produce some shows, like the pantomimes, that make money.
With that money we are able to produce our passion projects
and that business model works for us.
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Steven Stead was born in Durban in 1970. When he was a baby, his
mother, who directed school plays, took him with her to rehearsals. His
first memories of theatre are from around two years of age watching
Peter Pan, where he remembers the girl who played Peter was flying, and
recalls being scared by Captain Hook. His memories from shows and
ballets are mostly images, creating that transporting feeling that theatre
can bring about. At the age of 12, he was involved in a professional
production of Winnie the Pooh.
There was no surprise that, after high school, Stead studied drama
at what was then the University of Natal (now UKZN Howard College).
He holds a Bachelor of Arts Honours degree and initially pursued an
acting career, appearing in a lot of plays and musicals, winning awards
for acting and comedy.
However, Stead has spent most of the last fifteen years directing.
For eight years he was the senior staff director at the National Opera in
London. He was also the associate director on Matthew Warchus Olivier’s
award-winning West End musical, Our House.
In 2004 Stead returned to South Africa to work with Greg King and
develop KickstArt Theatre Company. Together they revived the tradition
of pantomime and musicals in the city and have also produced many
drama productions. He has also co-written several of comedian Aaron
McIlroy’s shows. He comments on starting on this process:
In those years, starting a production company in Durban, against all
odds, was adventurous. It was brave and still is. During my work in
London I learned all the skills that I needed to produce, including all of
the organisational skills and time management skills.

When asked what producing is, Stead comments:
It is making possible the work that I want to see! I produce out of
necessity. I have to; otherwise we won’t be able to create. Together with
Greg King we independently produce so that we are able to make what
we want to make. I feel that we are more artists than producers. The
baseline is that the passion and the work come first, not the money. We
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produce some shows, like the pantomimes, that make money. With that
money we are able to produce our passion projects and that business
model works for us.
Technically, producing for theatre follows the same process, whether
you produce commercially or out of passion. For us, it takes at least 18
months from the first idea to the opening of the show.
We start with buying the rights of a certain work, often musicals. Then,
at least a year in advance, we choose a venue that is available at the right
time of the year to suit the production. Then we make a budget. We
divide it into two parts; the pre-production costs (including rehearsal
fees, the set, costumes, marketing, rights, etc.) and then the weekly
running costs after opening (including artists and crew fees, the theatre
hire, Computicket costs, royalties, VAT, etc.)
When we have created this budget, then we decide on a ticket price
and calculate our potential income with 30%, with 50% and with 60%
capacity. Our basic rule is that if you can’t make the budget work at
50% audience capacity, then you don’t do it.
Within the commercial theatre there are other ways to produce. For
instance, Pieter Toerien buys the rights to a production, including an
artistic team to come and make the show. That is called a “replica show”.
The show has already been performed somewhere, but is often re-cast
with local actors. In a way, this makes him more of an impresario than
a producer. We have worked with Pieter like this, for example, with
Cabaret and with Sweeney Todd (which won the 2016 Naledi award for
best musical). We are still able to direct and design the show ourselves,
which is why we do it.

On knowing if an idea is strong enough to produce, Stead comments:
It’s instinct. Also this knowledge comes because of previous experiences.
You can also read a lot about it. It is important to understand your
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audience, what to produce that they will like. But at the end it is always
a little bit like gambling!

Stead considers some of the challenges facing producing in South Africa:
Venue availability is always a challenge for us. The old houses like
the Playhouse, State Theatre and ARTSCAPE are too expensive for
us to rent. The current exchange rate is also a problem when we do
international work. Due to the low rand, we have to pay huge amounts
of money for the rights.
Audiences are also challenging. South Africa has segregated audiences.
The black audiences generally live far away from the playhouses and
theatres where we produce. There is no good public transport system
for night-time shows, and I think that this segregation will continue.
We also have to engage the youth. We need to teach them what theatre
is. That is why we make shows, such as our pantomimes, for young
audiences as well. They should experience the magic that theatre is, and
have those magical transporting experiences!
Another challenge is the skills drain. We are quickly losing the skills
that are necessary for making costumes, wigs and sets. The people who
still know how to make these are getting old and there are no young
people willing to follow on with these disciplines. The old playhouses
like the Playhouse still have costume departments and set departments
and they should teach these skills to the younger generation. But they
are receiving houses, not producing houses, so there is no growth in
these skills.

When asked for advice for young emerging producers he is silent,
and then laughs loud:
1. Put your big-girl pants on! Producing is not a job for sissies.
2. Know your audience, and know what they like.
3. Believe in the work that you make. If you don’t like pantomime, then
don’t make it. You shouldn’t do it when you don’t love it.
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Considering his future and the future of KickstArt, Stead says:
That is a scary question. I just hope I will be able to continue to do
what I do.
Recently we started co-producing with Peter Toerien. I like those
collaborations, and hope they continue into the future. Also some more
international work might be interesting.
I don’t want my own theatre. Having your own theatre is deadly for a
producer. You have to keep it full the whole year to make it work. It is
a numbers game and you can’t win.
But I would like to have an assistant. KickstArt is just Greg and me, and
we don’t have staff. We do all the administration ourselves. In the future
I would love to employ some people in the office.

When he thinks about the future for theatre in South Africa, he says:
I think the big old playhouses will stay as expensive mausoleums. I
don’t blame the management, but it is the government who has made
them so bureaucratic; and as long as they stay operating as receiving
houses, this will continue. Maybe when they semi-privatise them they
could become vibrant.
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INTERVIEWS WITH PROJECT
AND STAGE MANAGERS

T

he project manager, the stage manager and the technicians
are vital parts of the production process, and work closely
with the producer and the cast and crew. Emerging or small
producers often take on these roles if there are no other people
available and if the budget forces them to work with as few people
as possible.
It is important to understand these roles because they play
an essential part in the production process. Project management
and stage management are crucial to the smooth running of the
production. You can work with fewer people, but not with fewer
roles; and these roles must be fulfilled by somebody, even if this
is by the producer. In this section, we interview experienced stage
managers and production managers or their input.

Production team: The Girls, Thambo Theatre Producers, Artscape.
Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.
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Nosipho Bophela

Nosipho Bophela, entertainment technologist and stage manager. Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.

When I watch a show that is not mine, I can see if the stage
management is good or not. A stage manager must keep
everything together so that the cast can deliver a maximum
performance.
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Nosipho Bophela was born in Tongaat, KwaZulu-Natal in 1981. She
was passionate about contemporary dance at high school; and at the
age of sixteen she produced her own work, including choreographing
the piece, coordinating a performance, doing the lighting and sound,
setting ticket prices and taking care of everybody. This was encouraged
by her mother, who taught all of her children to follow their talent and
passion. A teacher at school told Bophela that she had talent not only as
a dancer or choreographer, but also as a producer. She had never heard
the term before, but knew that she just wanted to put things together.
She decided to study entertainment technology at the Durban University
of Technology, and graduated in 2004.
Since then, Bophela has worked for different theatre companies,
including the Baxter Theatre in Cape Town on the production of Mies
Julie, which has toured nationally and internationally, and has put
together live events, including the coordination of a 24-hour party with
more than 100 musicians and bands; being in charge of set-up, structure,
lighting, audio-visual, the bars, VIP area, and security. She works on
the floor stage or backstage if it is a theatre, a festival site or conference
centre. She is in charge of what happens and when it happens. Besides
this, she also finds time to do research towards her dissertation for postgraduate studies at Tshwane University of Technology. She feels that in
this industry, you should never stop learning.
When Bophela first came into the theatre and entertainment industry
she was mentored by Tina Le Roux, then the stage manager of the
Courtyard Theatre in Durban. Le Roux taught her how to make a prompt
book and call a show and run it technically. She also says she learned a
lot from Jane Cross from Dark Horse Productions, who was the stage
manager of Mandela’s funeral in Ellis Park. From her she says she learned
how to deal with temperamental people.
Jane explained to me that we deal with people who put their heart in
their work. For that reason, they are sometimes very sensitive. It is not
personal, don’t let it get under your skin or take it home with you.

Currently, Bophela has various jobs besides being a stage manager.
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She sometimes finds herself as a lighting designer, music coordinator,
production manager or site manager. Through this wide experience, she
says that she wants to grow and become an independent producer in the
future. For the interview, we focused on her work as a stage manager of
the production Mies Julie produced by the Baxter Theatre and directed by
Yael Faber. This touring show has travelled to theatres and festivals from
Pretoria to Singapore, Canada and Europe.
Bophela explains how different roles and relationships work in the
context of a large touring production, and explains her role as stage
manager:
I work under the production manager of the Baxter Theatre who is with
me on tour. During the rehearsals, I coordinate the cast and crew and
start making my prompt book. This book includes the script with the
blocking, and details about the set, the props, the technical changes,
exits and entrances. During rehearsals I build up a personal relationship
with the crew, backstage team, actors and musicians. During the last
days of the rehearsals I can complete my prompt book with all the
technical cues for light and sound.
When we are on tour, the process for every theatre we visit is more or less
the same. Get-in times vary for each theatre. When you are lucky, you
have two or three technical days and a day or two to rehearse. The worst
case is one technical day and one rehearsal day, opening on the evening
of the second day. During the get-in-process I work together with the
production manager, then I am on my own. He will leave after opening
night and come back when we break the set at the end of the run.
When we move in, my production manager deals with the production
manager of the theatre. In the case of Mies Julie, I work with a team
of four; the stage-manager of the theatre, the assistant stage manager
(ASM), the costume assistant and the front of house manager. Besides
that there are sound and lighting technicians and stage hands, and I also
coordinate the cast.
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Bophela’s advice for those who are doing this kind of behind-thescenes production work is:
1. Don’t think you are going to hang out with the stars and take selfies.
It is hard work. When the cast after the show is relaxing or partying,
you are at work. It is hard work, physical labour, sweaty and dirty;
and often you are treated as rubbish by celebrities. Remember there
are no awards for stage managers. You have to love all that, otherwise
you’ll feel miserable. There is no glamour in being a stage manager.
2. Most important skills are communication, both written (by email)
and face-to-face. Communication is the key, you must be able to read
people quickly and understand how a team in a theatre works. You
must be nice and humble but also you must have a strong presence.
Don’t be intimidated by actors or by technicians from the theatre you
are visiting.
3. It is important to understand your equipment, know what sound and
light desk the theatre is using and how it works, research before you
go there. Empower yourself with all the knowledge and facts about
the theatre where you are going.
Bophela believes that a stage manager’s role is vital to the overall success
of a production: “When I watch a show that is not mine, I can see if the
stage management is good or not. A stage manager must keep everything
together so that the cast can deliver a maximum performance.”
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Carl Johnson

Carl Johnson, previous general manager of the Soweto Theatre (2010 to 2015).

The mainstream big theatres are over regulated, run by
technocrats that are more focused on having a clean audit than
making exciting art and theatre. And technocrats need to learn
from us, the passionate workers on the floor and in the offices
who have a background in theatre.
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Carl Johnson was born in England in 1960 and came to South Africa
with his parents at the age of six. At high school he was involved in music
bands and drama groups. After high school he worked and studied to be
an electrician, then went on to work in programme logistic control as a
maintenance planner. He went to Rhodes University to study computer
science but did not finish the course, and instead started working during
the National Arts Festival (NAF) as a technician.
In 1989 Johnson became the manager of the Fringe of the NAF.
He changed the nature of the Fringe by programming both Main and
Fringe productions in the same venues, which had a positive effect on
the possibilities for growth and exchange among artists, particularly for
contemporary dance.
After ten years running the Fringe, he moved to Cape Town to work
for Ticketweb as their marketing manager. He then became general
manager of the Cape Town Festival, but he left after some time because
of limited growth opportunities. For some years he worked as a freelance
project manager combining it with owning a coffee shop and developing
training for event management. He started working for the Market
Theatre in 2005 as their production manager, which included the work
of technical director and general manager – looking after the building,
the equipment, the people who worked there, the incoming shows and
the productions made in-house. He talks of his experience there:
During my time at the Market Theatre, the building needed attention; it
was a disaster. In terms of health and safety, it was just plain dangerous.
The technicians who were working were hiding from their managers
and were not positive because of a load of criticism from all sides. I
started working with them, invested in them, gave them training.
Human resource management was the first step in creating confidence.
A technical director works with all of the departments: light, sound,
video, pyrotechnics, the maintenance of the technical equipment and
the building and ensures good working conditions. To manage that,
you need good human resources management skills.
As a production manager I had to transform the artistic ideas into
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technical and logistical terms within the given budget. That results in a
production plan. As a production manager I was also part of the artistic
team that was headed by the artistic director, meaning I attended all
the artistic meetings to understand the ideas and come back with a
production plan to negotiate.

Johnson talks about the importance of the relationship between the
artistic team and the production team:
Before computers came in, most theatre directors knew how to work
with the light and sound technology. But when that became more
technical and computers were used, a gap started to grow between
the theatre director and the technical and practical side of a theatre
show. With that gap, the production manager plays an important role
to connect both worlds.
A lot of directors are too disconnected from the budget. They don’t
understand from a logistical point of view what the consequences are
of more people going on tour. A budget limits your artistic freedom
and dreams, but it is a reality. Where companies work under an
artistic director or a chief executive officer (CEO), then the production
manager gets given a budget and must negotiate and make the director
understand how to operate within it. There needs to be a consolidated
team working together.

To have the necessary skills and qualifications to work as a production
manager, Johnson says:
You must have the passion to do it; you must want to do it. You must
stay up-to-date with the technical equipment and programmes, and
you must stay up-to-date with trends. You need to be familiar with all
of the stuff that “entertainment technology” has to offer, and places like
Tshwane University of Technology and Durban University of Technology
have historically run excellent courses. You also need to know about
people management and know the law. Know the Labour Relations Act
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(LRA) and know about safety and healthy working conditions.

When asked about the challenges that Johnsons sees in producing theatre
in South Africa, he comments:
The mainstream big theatres are over regulated, run by technocrats that
are more focused on having a clean audit than making exciting art and
theatre. And technocrats need to learn from us, the passionate workers
on the floor and in the offices who have a background in theatre. They
think always that we have to learn from them. They don’t watch shows
in their own theatres, for them it is just a job.
Another challenge is budgets, people not keeping track of their own
budgets, and limited funding coming in. When you apply for funding
for a project at the National Arts Council (NAC) or Department of Arts
and Culture (DAC) the grants given are nowhere near the costs of the
production. What are you supposed to do with that? You end up doing
a production without paying people what they deserve. This is not a
good thing.
There is not a culture of touring shows. Mostly a show runs for some
weeks in a theatre and then it stops. In the past when touring and
collaboration between the theatres was common practice it was possible
to tour a show for five months in different cities and theatres. That
means that actors, technicians and others had a job for five months. I
feel the funding agencies have a task here, to stimulate touring again.
It is also difficult for young emerging producers and directors to find
platforms. The current artistic directors of the big theatres still continue
doing what they are doing for years. In my view an artistic director
should not stay longer than five years in one place. They should start
working internationally or must mentor young upcoming directors and
make space for them. Otherwise they stay too long in their comfort
zones, they don’t create anything of interest, they control the resources
and it becomes incestuous. They don’t take full responsibility for the
next generation.
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Johnson’s advice for working as a production manager is:
1. Be prepared to do anything (within the law). Make sure you know the
law.
2. Understand all the technical departments, the people who work there
and the technical side.
3. Check people’s references before you hire someone.
4. Invest in the people you work with. Keep building their skills. Any
level of up-skilling is important, whether a first aid course or getting
a driver’s licence.
When asked what he sees as the future for producing in South Africa,
Johnson comments:
For myself I need to go back to theatre in a shack; theatre with nothing.
If we take it back to the basics, the technical evolution will start again.
What people want is a strong story, a good script and good actors. From
there I think young people will claim spaces and invite each other to see
their shows. Spaces become cult spaces. Build an audience. Remember
that once the Market Theatre also started like that, just with a space that
no one was using and which was not a theatre at all.
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Peter Taylor

Peter Taylor, freelance arts administrator and stage technician. Photograph by Emma Durden.

There is an unfortunate universal attitude that seems to pervade
the country that one should not have to pay to attend theatre.
One would never think to ask the supermarket time after time for
free groceries, so why this attitude towards theatre?
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Peter Taylor originally comes from a small town in a farming community
in Australia. His father’s family was quite artistic, including a great-aunt
who was a painter and a professional opera singer at the beginning of the
20th century. The arts were always present in his background.
Taylor remembers being at high school and seeing a weekly variety
show on television which featured a dance troupe, saying: “That moved
something inside me, something inside me jumped.” However, studying
dance was not an option in such a small town and would have been frowned
upon anyway. It was not until he was at university studying German and
history that the opportunity to study dance first presented itself:
My focus then changed to concentrate on dance: primarily tap and jazz.
Once my degree was completed, I moved to Sydney to study dance
further and began to work in the industry. A few years later a friend
invited me to Johannesburg for a holiday. I planned to be away for three
months, but that is now 33 years ago. My first contract in South Africa was
as a dancer with Brickhill-Burke, and later in Performing Arts Council
of Transvaal (PACT) Opera musicals. I was a founder member of the
Natal Performing Arts Council (NAPAC) Dance Company, performed in
several Sun City extravaganzas, and in various other musicals until the
early ’90s. By this time the body was saying “enough”, and so began the
transition to working in theatre administration.

Taylor talks about this transition:
I worked initially with YouthLink in Johannesburg. YouthLink produced
educational festivals for young people. It was a huge learning curve
involving administration, coordination, logistics and planning, and
prepared me for what came later with the move to arts administration.
In 1995 I returned to Durban and to the then Playhouse Dance
Company as company manager. That role included being responsible
for dancer and creative personnel contracts, sourcing of dancers, visa
and travel arrangements for artists from abroad, taking care of the rights
of choreographers, and music rights (a headache in itself as there are
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myriad organisations). Then in 1998, all performing arts companies
attached to the Performing Arts Councils in South Africa were
dismantled due to the government’s white paper on Arts and Culture.

In 1998, together with Mark Hawkins, Taylor formed Fantastic Flying
Fish Dance Company (1998–2004), a classically based contemporary
dance company based in Durban.
Contemporary dance has a relatively small audience, so in our projects
we endeavoured to engage a wider, more diverse audience by linking
work that we were creating with other art forms such as fashion and
live music, and we sometimes used spaces other than traditional
theatre spaces. The company toured nationally and abroad to Taiwan
and India. We ran programmes for schools that addressed social and
environmental issues, and ran an outreach project in dance, Cato
Manor Vibe!!, with young people from Cato Manor, the inner-city
township that neighboured the company’s studio. It was during this
period that, by necessity, one became very aware of what the role of
producer entailed.

Taylor reflects on the role of the producer:
A producer has an artistic idea and wants to develop and realise it.
The producer’s job includes sourcing funding in order to achieve
this. The amount of funding available places limitations on the idea,
and how far one can extend the idea. The producer also assembles
the creative team and hands them the idea. Some would say that the
producer should then let the idea go and trust the creative team, but
ultimately the producer is responsible for the product, particularly if
there are financial backers involved. So the producer, while perhaps
being in the background, is still intimately involved. As a producer one
has the right and responsibility to set limitations, but one must also
trust the artistic team, and if that team has been adequately briefed
any possibility of misunderstanding will be minimised and the idea be
realised as envisaged.
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When asked how one knows what to produce, Taylor comments:
From the conception of an idea there is a process of constant risk
assessment. Is the idea strong enough to produce? How is the process
of creation developing? What might the audience response be? It is very
difficult to know if an idea will be a success. One always takes a risk.
What is the X-factor about a production that will strike an audience’s
imagination in a way that they will want to talk about a work and
encourage others to see it?

During the past ten years, Taylor has worked for a time as company
manager with African Footprint in South Africa and its tours of Europe,
the Americas and India; and latterly as an assistant stage manager for a
UK-based production of The Sound of Music that performed both in South
Africa and in Asia.
During these tours it became evident that there were variations in
the job description of certain technical job titles according to the region
of origin. Taylor remarks: “Initially this was a little confusing but one
quickly adapts to the situation. So, while many aspects of theatre are
universal there are some which differ; though ultimately the resultant
goal, putting the production on the stage, is the same.”
Taylor’s advice for working in arts production is:
1. Have patience: everything will take time, from funding to audiences.
2. Have perseverance: and keep at it.
3. Have optimistic determination: one must remain optimistic in a
seemingly endless struggle to make art in the South African situation,
despite being thwarted by constant hurdles.
When asked about the challenges facing producing in South Africa,
Taylor comments:
Building and sustaining audiences is perhaps one of the most challenging
tasks facing any producer. In South Africa there is a huge potential
black audience but it is difficult to entice and encourage people to
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support theatre both by attending and by paying for it. There is also an
unfortunate universal attitude that seems to pervade the country that
one should not have to pay to attend theatre. One would never think
to ask the supermarket time after time for free groceries, so why this
attitude towards theatre? Many people seem to have different priorities
when it comes to theatre.

Reflecting on the future of production, Taylor says:
Interesting at the moment is the discussion around the new white
paper that determines arts and culture policies in South Africa. This is
being re-written. We wait to see the final version and what will then be
implemented.
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THE CHALLENGES OF PRODUCING
FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
IN SOUTH AFRICA

Transnet Great Hall, National Arts Festival.
Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.
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W

ith our interviews with these fourteen individuals, we wanted
to know where these producers come from, and what their
backgrounds are. Most of them have come through the theatre
industry. They are writers or directors who want to make their ideas
happen and take the responsibility to produce for themselves. Some of
them were trained as actors, but realised that acting often means not
being in control of your career, as Yvette Hardie explains in her interview.
All of the producers interviewed share the notion that producing
means making things happen to bring an idea to stage. This involves
taking a risk to achieve specific goals. Most of them invest their own
money at the start of a project. Investing and taking risks are indicative
of a particular way of thinking, and are not something that you can learn.
For some of the interviewees, this risk-taking is innate or ‘in your blood’,
but most believe that you can develop the necessary ‘producer’s mentality’
by learning skills in the fields of marketing, financial management,
communication, people management and building relationships.
Most of the producers say that they were already producing works
at an early age, without knowing that there was a formal term for this.
Having an idea and making it happen resulted in them doing everything
themselves; from writing and directing to selling their shows, cleaning
the stage floor and handing out flyers where they might find potential
audience members, even at funerals. They all seem to understand that
producing is not a hobby, but a full time job. All of them, at some time in
their careers, decided to produce full time; and they note that dedication
is needed to make it work over a longer period of time.
Time is also a key word in many of the interviews, and it is clear that
producing is something that you do for years, which you grow into, and
that it is not a quick success. All of them agreed that producing is a highrisk job. Their success depends on how they manage this risk.
Every producer needs access to resources. Most of those interviewed
say that they do a risk assessment in terms of their budget and the possible
income from every project. Financing a production, covering all associated
costs, is often difficult, particularly when income only comes in during or
at the end of a project. Sometimes theatres are willing to invest at the start
of a project, but they will only do that if they are familiar with your work.
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Many producers have other income or reserves that help them to
mount new productions. POPArt in Joburg finances its own productions
from the box-office profits from other programmed shows and from bar
sales. The Wushwini cultural centre in Durban runs a small printing
business to ensure a constant cash flow with which to initiate artistic
projects. Even when funding is available from outside funding sources,
it is good to start spending on a project only when the money is in the
account. Often funding comes with delays and turns out to be less than
is promised, and this can break a production and a producer. Cash flow
is vital to keeping a production afloat, as rehearsal costs, marketing and
advertising and venue costs can mount up before you have sold a single
ticket.
All of the interviewed producers gave motives other than money for
their producing jobs. Despite all of the challenges they face, they are
positive about the future. Some say they believe that theatre can change
people’s lives for the better; others want to keep the country’s history alive
to be able to think about the future. Some are searching for ‘truth’ and
believable acting and directing, and others want to link quality theatre
with the fabric of South African society. They are all passionate about
theatre and feel that the arts play a valuable role in society, and can offer
something important for audiences.
The commercial producers say that they want to break even or make
money that they will invest in new projects. But they are all aware that
the live arts industry generally does not make anyone rich, and most
producers do not become famous. Producers and production managers
are almost always behind the scenes. Stage manager Nosipho Bophela
says: “Remember, there are no awards for stage managers”, and explains
that the work is hard, dirty and unglamorous. The same can be said
about the work of producers.
When talking about producing in South Africa, the question inevitably
comes up as to where theatre and production models come from. Jerry
Pooe draws a picture that points to the political theatre of the 1980s
and earlier, where producers who were driven by political and social
motives rehearsed with actors without being able to pay them. Sarafina
was made in this way, as were the more recent productions of Umoyo and
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African Footprint. Only once these productions toured internationally
were actors paid well. This is also the tradition of workshopped shows
with the actors who become co-creators.
Another inspiration for most black producers interviewed is the work
of Gibson Kente who produced his township theatre from the late 1960s
until his death in 2004. All of them say that they saw or are familiar with
his work and the myths around him as a writer, director and a producer
still feed the thinking about producing today. Julian Seleke Mokoto is
inspired by his marketing; Warona Seane is still amazed at how he was
able to open a show in three different provinces with three different casts
on the same day.
It is easy to see how Kente’s work remains an inspiration. By the mid
1970s and through the 1980s there was nobody to challenge his position
and popularity in black township theatre. He had established a business
that was independent of public funding; he paid his artists and employees
a decent, regular salary and caught the attention of serious arts critics and
the cultural media. In the mid-1980s, Kente’s touring circuit throughout
South Africa included over one hundred venues, including municipal
halls and community centres as well as schools and churches.3
All of the black producers interviewed for this book refer to Kente
as a reference point and it is clear that he is remembered as a force in
South African theatre history, and continues to have an impact on the
contemporary theatre landscape. However, despite all of Kente’s successes,
he died penniless, proving that a successful career of producing does not
guarantee financial stability.
A model that is very different from this historical influence is that
followed by the commercial producers like Pieter Toerien, who follow the
Broadway and West End tradition for their productions or they import
the successful musicals and comedies from overseas to the Montecasino
or other theatres. Similarly, Steven Stead from KickstArt produces and
directs popular pantomimes, musicals and dramas that draw in large
audiences and are successful at the box office.
These are the musicals and dramas that have proven successful
3
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overseas, such as The Lion King, Sweeny Todd, and Shrek. They are works
of proven quality that are part of the commercial global theatre industry.
They are easily accessible for a large audience, but are not always
connected to the fabric of South African society.
Answering the question on how you know if an idea is strong enough
to produce, most producers give the same answer, saying it is intuition,
a natural talent or guts. Generally, they feel that if you believe in the
product then it doesn’t feel like a risk and you are able to sell it, ensuring
your own success. A producer like Julian Seleke Mokoto thinks about
what his audience will like, and produces this; whereas Warona Seane
starts with what she likes, and expects that an audience will follow.
Besides this belief in the work, and their own innate sense of what
will work or not, the interviewed producers feel that it is also about
experience. They feel that you can only judge an idea on its potential
when you have seen a lot of theatre and also read about it. Dance producer
Ntombi Gaza talks about how the process of working in the arts expands
your mind and challenges your perceptions, saying “it allows you to
see beyond how things are, to what they could be”. She talks about the
constant buzz of ideas that goes on inside a producer’s head.
Many of the producers, particularly the more experienced ones,
felt that younger producers needed to have a mentor to be able to be
successful. Nobulali Dangazele is clear that doing research is as important
as intuition and experience. Artistic skill is also seen as important to be
able to transform an idea into an interesting, artistically exciting concept,
with or without the help of others.
In addition to intuition, experience and research, the interviews
suggest that good business skills are important for any producer. There is
a range of questions that every producer must ask and answer: What can
I spend? How many actors can I cast? How many shows can I sell? What
other possible funding can I expect? Are there other income streams that
can feed the project? Understanding how the finances of a production
will work is vital, and Steven Stead talks about the importance of being
able to break even with an audience capacity of just 50%.
What appears to cripple many young producers is a lack of financial
responsibility and administration skills. Being a producer is often more
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about these management processes than it is about having creative ideas
for new shows. Even Gibson Kente, who reportedly kept tight financial
control of his projects, admits that administration was not his skill. And
like most entrepreneurs, he did not believe in delegating.4 Yvette Hardie’s
advice for young producers is: be careful with money, be accountable,
and take the responsibility of receiving funding seriously.
A relatively new phenomenon in the theatre industry is the practice
of producers that work under an artistic director. In film production
terminology, this person that works under the artistic director or producer
is known as the line producer and is responsible for the production
process, but not accountable for the idea. In Europe and the United
States of America (USA), we see a trend in theatre practice to appoint a
producer to the position of an artistic director, taking responsibility for
the idea, producing it towards performance and being accountable for
the results.
In funded South African theatres, we sometimes see a chief executive
officer taking on the joint roles of producer and artistic director, and this
dual-control is controversial. Carl Johnson, former general manager of
the Soweto Theatre notes: “Because of the over corporatisation of the
arts, with boards, CEOs, COOs and CFOs running theatres, we can’t rely
on proficiency related to the arts. This affects the work that the theatres
do.”5
When talking about the challenges of the industry in South Africa,
all of the interviewed producers speak with one tongue. Funding is a big
challenge, and producers talk about money that is promised but does
not come on time, if at all. What is seen as dysfunctional management of
the Department of Arts and Culture and some other funding agencies is
criticised by many of the interviewees.
A lot of the younger producers talk about an ‘old boy’s club’ or clique
that keeps out a new generation of producers. They refer to the artistic
directors of the big theatres who keep opportunities and funding for
themselves instead of giving the next generation a chance, and who do
not take responsibility for the growth and renewal of the industry.
4
5
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Carl Johnson says: “Artistic directors are given too much space to
defend their own territory and stay in their comfort zones.” This reflects
a general acknowledgement that new ideas, new voices and new ways of
looking at theatre production would benefit the industry on the whole.
The notions of territory and privilege are as apparent in producing as
they are elsewhere in South Africa. In the world of industrial theatre, Bheki
Khabela warns young producers that simply being black is a challenge.
He suggests that most companies will not trust you, and you have to
come with the very best quality, artistically and in your communication,
to prove your reliability and to make a name for yourself. Transformation
in the arts is as complex as it is everywhere else in the country; and we
have seen the recent rise of co-operatives in different fields of the arts and
design with young, black artists joining together to pool resources and
make their voices heard.
Most of the producers interviewed say that the industry is far
from innovative, and this is a serious problem for the survival of live
performance in South Africa. It is imperative that we find ways to reenergise the industry, re-ignite our own passion, renew interest from the
audience and find ways to make our work more sustainable.
Collaborating and touring shows could be very effective strategies
for promoting the longevity of theatre productions, but this doesn’t
happen on a large scale in South Africa. The festival circuit promotes
the longevity of shows, and the strong network of Afrikaans festivals in
particular, gives huge scope for producers of work in Afrikaans. Kosie
Smit raises concerns though, that the Afrikaans market is geared for older
adults, and ignores the younger generation.
A lot of producers, whether they are focused on arts and commerce,
like Steven Stead, or on development, like Jerry Pooe, talk about
struggling with audiences, where there are limited audiences in South
Africa who are willing to pay for theatre when compared with countries
like Australia, the USA, United Kingdom or the Chinese market. Warona
Seane explains that she had to deal with disappointing audience figures
at the Soweto Theatre, while she felt that the content of the shows clearly
linked with the reality of the people that they expected to attend.
The reasons for small audiences are always debated amongst the arts
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fraternity. Is it that people would rather stay at home watching their satellite
television and getting stories from sitcoms and soaps? Or don’t they feel
safe travelling to a theatre at night? Is it because of the apartheid-era public
transport system that shuts down at 8 pm? Are ticket prices beyond the
reach of ordinary people? Is access to the theatres too difficult, as most
theatres are situated in the central business district of towns? Are the old
theatre buildings too reminiscent of the colonial and apartheid eras? Is the
majority of locally made theatre not speaking to the imagination of the
audiences? Are the theatre makers out of touch? Have audiences been put
off by boring stories and poor quality work? Or are we simply faced with a
generation of people who don’t care for live entertainment?
For producers like Julian Seleke Mokoto, it is clear that it is not the
theatre building or the travelling and it is not that people don’t want to
pay for tickets. His shows are always sold out. He thinks that this is a
result of capturing people’s imagination and giving them what they want,
rather than what an ‘artist’ wants to make. His shows include a certain
sensationalism that attracts audiences.
Most producers talk about a dysfunctional production system in which
the main theatres are dislocated from the reality of the majority of the people
in the country. Under this system, people will find new alternative models
which could thrive. Claiming alternative spaces like POPArt in Maboneng,
Alexander’s Bar in Cape Town, creating theatre spaces in your own backyard (like Mhlanguli George), or starting your own cultural centre (like
Jerry Pooe) allows producers to explore new models of producing and to
exploit their potential.
Some producers, such as Hazel Feldman, talk about how international
touring to the USA, UK and Australia becomes more and more difficult
due to trade union restrictions and work permits required in those
countries. The largest emerging market for South African theatre is
identified as Asia, and South African productions of well-known musicals
like The Sound of Music have toured in those countries successfully. These
tours are mostly collaborations between producers from South Africa
and abroad, as it is recognised that South African actors, dancers and
singers are equally talented and less expensive than their colleagues from
Europe, Australia or the US.
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The interviews with production managers and stage managers were
surprisingly technical and this underlines the importance of these roles
as part of a production team. It is generally no longer possible for the
producer to take on this role. Carl Johnson feels that directors could
run the technical side of productions in the past, but that with the
advancements of stage technology, this is no longer possible. That is the
space where company managers and stage mangers come in to translate
a producer’s or director’s ideas and provide technical solutions, software
options and the complex chemistry between sound, lights and staging.
The successful execution of the producer’s vision rests more and more
in the hands of the production or company manager and stage manager.
Their roles are more important in the mainstream theatres. On the other
hand, Johnson also argues that the technical aspects of theatre are not
necessary and that a strong story told by strong actors is enough to satisfy
an audience.
Through the process of conducting these interviews, we became
infected by the positive energy of these South African producers. Theatre
is not dead, and innovation is taking place outside of the mainstream, like
it always will do. Young people are dedicating their lives to their ideas
and are committed to producing interesting artistic work. They claim
their own spaces, carve out their own audiences, and where possible
sell their shows to festivals and the more mainstream theatres. They take
risks and believe in what they are doing. The main challenge for emerging
producers is that all that passion should not only go into ensuring the
artistic quality of a production, but should also be channelled into good
management, marketing and financial administration. In the latter parts
of this book, we share information that can enhance these skills for young
or less experienced producers.
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THE ENVIRONMENT
AROUND THE PRODUCER

Twist groups pitching new concepts. Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.

T

o get a better understanding from those who work with producers,
we interviewed people who work in the direct environment of the
producers.
Knowing your environment starts with finding out what the role-players
in that environment think of contemporary producers for theatre and
dance. That is why we interviewed five people from this environment and
asked them: What are producers doing well? What are they doing wrong?
What are their strengths, opportunities, their weaknesses and the threats
they face? Our interviews included a local festival director, Jay Pather, from
Infecting the City in Cape Town, and a programmer from an international
festival, Elton Mjanana (from the Harare International Festival of the Arts).
Monde Ngonyama, the general manager from a regional theatre, The
Opera House in Port Elizabeth, also gave us his opinion on production in
South Africa. We wanted to know from a funding agency what their take
is on producers, and Peter Tshabalala from NAC talked with us. We also
interviewed arts publicist Bridget van Oerle, who runs BUZ Publicity, and
works with producers, theatres and festivals.
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Figure 1: The relationship between the producers and the environment.
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Elton Mjanana

Elton Mjanana, programmer and consultant for Harare International Festival of the Arts (HIFA) and festival
director of the Zimbabwe International Film Festival.

The producers that do well are those who are willing to roll up
their sleeves and work with a lot of passion and dedication. The
ones who do not do well are those who close themselves off
from exposure to new work and critical feedback. They lack the
ambition to move to the next step of quality.
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Elton Mjanana was born in Gweru in 1979 and grew up in Bulawayo and
Harare. His introduction to the arts was at the age of 16, when he was
cast in Flame, Zimbabwe’s first feature film about the liberation war of the
1970s. The same year he was also cast in a national theatre production,
Vuka Vuka! In 1999, Mjanana started writing his first play, Ivhu Versus the
State, which predicted the land reforms in Zimbabwe, and became an
international success. He has also written drama for radio. In 2004, he
became programme assistant for Walter Muparutsa at the HIFA festival.
Muparutsa was a mentor for Mjanana, who was offered his position
when Muparutsa left the organisation in 2007. In 2013, Mjanana started
working for the Zimbabwean International Film Festival (ZIFF) and was
offered the position as festival director in 2015. He is one of the key
figures in the Zimbabwean arts world, holding influential positions at
two of the major festivals in Zimbabwe.
The HIFA festival is an annual festival for theatre, spoken word, craft,
dance and music, which not only programmes shows, but also initiates
productions. The ‘HIFA-direct’ programme selects two Zimbabwean
emerging producers or directors each year and mentors their work,
building towards the festival. Work from South Africa is often invited to
perform at the festival.
ZIFF is smaller than HIFA and focuses on the filmmaker with
screenings, workshops, meetings and interactions with the audience.
Mjanana comments on the relationship that he has with producers at
both festivals:
Both at HIFA and the film festival, the relationship I have with
producers is complex. In their eyes I am the big brother. They think
they need me more than I need them. For me it should be a relationship
of comradeship, my life depends on these producers and they must
trust me; it should be a mutual relationship.

When asked about the skills it takes to work on both festivals, he says:
The skills I have and have had to learn to be able to keep the
relationship with the producers healthy vary from communication skills
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to expressing in a positive way what I think of them and their work.
Negotiating skills are important, not only for talking about contracts
but also about artistic quality. I talk with them about quality and how to
improve it, and I always hope that they come back to me with something
better to programme. I also had to build up a network, both national
and international to recognise and set trends. Management skills are
also important when it comes to running a festival, and having an
understanding of human resources. But most of all, I had to develop my
instinct, to feel in what direction the wind is blowing and understand
new trends. At the same time, I had to be willing to provoke artists, the
audience and my colleagues and to set trends.

Mjanana recognises that there are different types of producers, and their
approach determines their success:
The producers that do well are those who are willing to roll up their
sleeves and work with a lot of passion and dedication. The ones who do
not do well are those who close themselves off from exposure to new
work and critical feedback. They lack the ambition to move to the next
step of quality.

Mjanana’s advice for producers is:
1. You must be prepared to negotiate your artistic concepts with others
before you start producing, before the show is created. Know who
you are producing for, do your research well and create an artistic
team with the best people you can find. Don’t give me the excuse of a
lack of funding; I am tired of those excuses. When you have a strong
vision, some of the best writers, directors and actors are willing to
work with you, without even being paid. Work with people who are
better than you, those who you look up to. How can you ever work
with people you look down on?
2. Please don’t put all your energy and talent only in your passion.
Passion without quality is a waste. Passion without taking care about
planning and efficiency is a dead end. At the moment I see a lack of
willingness to learn to achieve that quality. Without that dedication,
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no international festival will ever show interest in your work – not in
the UK and not in Mali.
3. Most of all, when you pitch your idea, don’t boast or over-sell it. Find
out what a festival programmer or artistic director thinks about you
and your work. Be open and humble and take their advice, negotiate.
Ego can spoil your chances and your relationships.
When asked what he sees for the future, Mjanana comments:
I think that in ten years time, Zimbabwe will still have three strong
festivals: the music festival at Victoria Falls, the HIFA festival and the
Zimbabwe film festival. For those festivals, we need a new pool of young
talent, and young emerging producers and makers. The productions of
the future must be rooted in a local context but have an international
quality.
For the rest, I have to mentor a successor, like Walter Muparutsa taught
me everything when I knocked on his door in 2004. I believe in that
master–learner model, but these days, people are not too willing to
go through a long period of learnership. I am waiting until someone
knocks on my door.
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Monde Ngonyama

Monde Ngonyama, general manager of the Opera House in Port Elizabeth. Photograph by Loyiso Mali.

Quality is important. The performing arts are under severe
attack from television and film. Why would a family go to a
theatre when they can jump on the couch and choose from 100
channels? In the future, only the very best theatre will survive.
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Monde Ngonyama was born in 1969 in Kirkwood in the Eastern Cape.
During high school, he became interested in theatre and wrote his
first play, Xola. Ngonyama got his theatre influence from touring plays
of Mthuthuzeli Sozwe and Ndizimisele Bedesho who were household
names in Eastern Cape theatre at the time. He also drew inspiration from
stories he heard about Gibson Kente and, later, John Kani and Winston
Ntshona. Still at school, he formed Umanyano Drama Group which
performed his works. This was the beginning of being everything for
him, a writer, director, producer, set-builder and actor.
In 1985, at the age of 16, he was arrested for the murder of an
alleged informer and spent two years in police custody awaiting trial.
Once he was released from prison in 1987, he went back to school and
later went on to study teaching. In 1995 he started working as a teacher
in Uitenhage. While teaching, Ngonyama formed a community theatre
group called Iqonga Theatre, and in 2000 took his first show, Ibuyambo
Nongqawuse to the National Arts Festival in Grahamstown. He still has
the cheque that he received from the box office, for R105. This was the
first money that he made in the theatre industry.
Iqonga Theatre was substituted with Swii Arts Amendment in 2005.
Ngonyama feels that the company set itself apart from the rest, producing
and employing professional works despite the fact that they neither had
proper space for rehearsal nor access to the theatre.
Ngonyama notes that this was possible because they were a recipient
of the NAC’s company funding, but notes the absurdity of the funding
distribution:
We were getting R300 000 a year as Swii Arts Amendment and the Port
Elizabeth Opera House was receiving R500 000. Whichever way you
look at it, this was ridiculous given the size of Port Elizabeth Opera
House compared to what we were. We were employing more actors
than the Port Elizabeth Opera House.

Ngonyama has a long history of providing guidance in the arts and has
served on numerous theatre and other arts organisation’s boards. From
2012 he was employed by the Opera House in Port Elizabeth, where
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he became the general manager. He has also furthered his education
extensively; studying project management, provincial and municipal
laws, arts management, and is currently studying towards a master’s
degree in creative writing.
Ngonyama talks of the difficulties of managing a large theatre,
particularly after the disbanding of the Performing Arts Councils:
For years the Opera House struggled, until a deal was struck with the
provincial government. In 2010 the Opera House received a windfall
to renovate and upgrade the theatre. The results of this renovation have
since rejuvenated the centre with many people taking keen interest in
it. But the funding for renovation of the venue is still not enough to
create a professional environment for local and national producers.

He believes that new funding models need to be found to support theatre
in this country:
The American model won’t work in South Africa. We don’t have artloving billionaires. The British model could work better. This is where
theatre is 50% locally funded and 50% sponsored. A theatre like
the Opera House should be funded by the municipality and should
produce and programme high quality shows that are able to compete
on both a national and international level. National Department of Arts
and Culture should decentralise its resources to cities with theatres
like the Opera House. The theatre and dance shows that are produced
locally should tour to other theatres. In this way, all theatres become
both producing and receiving houses.

Ngonyama is also concerned about the lack of quality in local theatre:
The problem in South Africa is that we have too many artists and not a
regulating structure when it comes to the quality of their work. Arts has
a low barrier to enter, anyone who thinks he is an artist can call himself
an artist. What happens when an audience comes in? Often they see a
theatre show for the first time, and when this show is not good, they
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will never come back. South Africa is producing too much and it is
mostly underdeveloped. We need a structure to ensure the quality of
scripts, directors, choreographers and other designers.
Quality is important. The performing arts are under severe attack from
television and film. Why would a family go to a theatre when they can
jump on the couch and choose from 100 channels? In the future, only
the very best theatre will survive. There is no more space for weak
quality shows. Young producers must learn from other industries.

He also comments on the bureaucracy involved with arts funding, and
how this impacts on the quality of theatre work in South Africa:
The funding goes to those who are able to process a good proposal but
not always to an interesting show of high quality. Funding agencies
are too bureaucratic. You can’t ask someone working for the National
Lottery if a proposal is potentially good enough to produce. That person
knows nothing about what a good script is, and it is also not his job. So
what we need is a panel of independent experts who advise on artistic
quality. These should be people who come from the industry itself and
from drama departments. This panel must be able to judge proposals.
They must be able to send back a script with potential for a second draft
or supply a mentor for a young emerging director.

Ngonyama feels strongly about mentoring and support for emerging
producers, and reflects on how he sees the role of the Opera House in
offering this:
I envisage an institution that has its own in-house professional company
with actors and dancers. This company will invite guest directors and
produce high quality work that tours to other theatres in South Africa.
In addition, local emerging directors or choreographers will be given
seasons at the Opera House to present their work. The Opera House
will also work with the community theatre groups in and around
Port Elizabeth to help develop their skills focusing on administration,
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management and concept development to upscale their project
proposals. We will also host four festivals a year.

But he believes that he has a battle ahead of him to make the community
of Port Elizabeth accept the theatre as their own, as well as to convince
the National Department of Arts and Culture that Port Elizabeth and the
Eastern Cape are worth investing in.
Ngonyama’s advice for emerging producers is:
1. If you choose theatre, choose it because you love it.
2. Move away from the old production model in which an actor only acts
and a director only directs. Learn to do it all. Empower your actors to
be part of the marketing, building and breaking of the set. We need
to redefine the roles. There is no place for stardom. Be willing to tour,
and also to sell your show.
3. Don’t be afraid to produce shows in different indigenous languages.
While it will be difficult to bring a Sotho play to the Playhouse in
Durban, there are more than a million Sotho-speaking people in
concentrated areas who will appreciate the production. Touring
should be interpreted to mean going to other provinces and overseas.
We still have to explore the possibilities of using sub-titles and
translating the show on a light board above the set.
Ngonyama’s final reflection is:
South Africa is not a mature nation. Some parts of it are, but the large
part of it is either still backward or yet to mature. This is evident in
the way theatre is still viewed. Our role is to be persistent as theatre
producers.
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Jay Pather

Jay Pather, curator of Infecting the City and Live Art festivals and director of the Gordon Institute of Performing
Arts at the University of Cape Town. Photograph by Jon Ivins.

A good artist explores his audience, uses what lives in his
audience and makes fresh and confronting work. If art is not
addressing a burning question in society, then I will not produce it.
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Jay Pather was born in Durban in 1959. He studied at the University
of Durban Westville (UDW) and finished his degree in theatre and
dance, focusing on interdisciplinary multimedia projects. He was given
a scholarship to continue his studies in New York (1982–1984) where
he got his master’s degree presenting a multimedia project (sculpture and
dance) around black women in South Africa.
When he returned to South Africa, Pather started teaching at the
University of Zululand and at UDW. Times were hectic during the state
of emergency, and this informed his thinking about the arts: “Artists were
asking themselves what the role of the arts was in all that madness.”
Pather started the independent dance company Siwela Sonke in
1995. His intercultural experiments between different dance styles from
different cultural traditions raised controversy, which threatened the
company’s existence:
The slaughtering of all the companies started, due to the white paper
that stopped the existing companies in the main theatres and made
the theatres receiving houses. All the production funding was put
into a fund where artists were able to apply; the work they made was
supposed to be presented in the main theatres like the Playhouse. But
these houses adopted the bourgeois model. Focusing on the small
middle class, profit and full houses, there was no space for controversial
theatre and dance after 1998. We had to find other spaces to present
our work and performed on the beach, in restaurants and on the street.
The stage became less important.

Pather is the curator of the Infecting the City festival, started in 2007. It is
a multidisciplinary festival, including performances from big orchestras
to small shows and brings more than 40 works together in public spaces
over the period of a week. There is no paying audience for the work, and
this reflects Pather’s philosophy about audiences:
The bourgeois model for theatre is based on profit and maximum bums
on seats, and gives the audience what they love. I think art should
always be controversial and bring an audience out of their comfort zone.
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It must have quality and most of all be linked to the reality in which
people in South Africa are living. That fabric has to do with poverty,
violence but also with generosity. So art should be innovative, linked to
our social issues and challenges, and also be of high quality and happen
where the people are, live and work. Then the magic of art can happen.
We focus too much on selling tickets for theatres that are often empty.
At this moment in time, the arts should be free and accessible.
If you materialise culture in an entertainment model you commit a
sin, you cross a threshold of humanity. You morph art and culture into
something else. Some will say that we have to create jobs, but you can’t
make culture into a job-creation project. That stops you from thinking
about culture and art. You are playing with the genetics of art making.

Pather feels that the role of artist and producer should be seen separately:
I have a problem with the model in which the artist is his own producer.
An artist should make art and not produce. The producer in himself
will censor the artist and limit the space to imagine and explore
unconditionally. I am not afraid of the conflict and negotiations between
the producer and the artist, but not within one person. That results in
self censorship and stops creativity.
So the ideal producer loves arts, maybe he or she is an artist at heart.
For the producer, art should be in the centre. Producers should not
treat artists as children and they should not dumb them down. They
must bring the vision of the artist to life, negotiate with them and try to
find funding and support.

When asked how he knows if an idea from an artist is strong enough to
produce, Pather replies:
I just know. Intuition and experience. I see a lot, read a lot, I know
what works and not. But also, you never know. Sometimes people say
I take risks, but it doesn’t feel like taking a risk because you believe in
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the idea. If I don’t believe in it, then how can I as a producer ever bring
it to life? A good artist explores his audience, uses what lives in his
audience and makes fresh and confronting work. If art is not addressing
a burning question in society then I will not produce it.

He recognises, however, that understanding what moves an audience is
not easy:
You can’t make assumptions. I think it comes out of years of experience,
but also I work with a team of advisors. Infecting the City is formally
produced by the Africa Centre, and they are very good in evaluating
and reflecting on the works, the response and the festival. For me as a
producer or curator, it is irrelevant what an audience likes. I will not
give them what they want, but it is relevant to understand my audience.
And there are many different audiences, for many spaces and even for
different times of the day.

When asked about the challenges faced by producing in South Africa,
Pather reflects:
The first challenge is that South Africa lacks creativity. After 400 years
we repeat old models over and over again. We need fearless, reckless art
that is edgy and controversial. South Africans lack new creative models.
Second is not the funding, but when it comes. The timing in relation to
the work or festival. Yes the funding is confirmed, but when it comes
too late into my account, how am I supposed to produce?
Last, we turn public spaces into theatres often with seats, with technical
equipment, security, etc. For that you need lots of permits, those come
slowly and you need a great production manager with a team of stage
mangers and technicians, I am happy we have those.
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He also talks about the need for new production models:
With Infecting the City, we are embedding the reception of the work
in a longer chain of activities. We frame the show with preparation
talks, a conference around the theme, discussion groups, Q&As on the
pavement or in shopping malls and reflections after shows in which we
try to find social solutions for the burning issues that the work talks
about.

Pather’s advice for emerging producers is:
1. You should not be too young. You need a lot of experience for it, and
that comes with the years!
2. When you start your own company or projects, start investing in
the administration. That will give your company a long life. That
administration can help you with applications, fundraising and
marketing.
On the future of producing in South Africa, Pather is hopeful:
I am positive about the future. When art works, often it comes to life
in unexpected spaces and when it links to the fabric of our society, the
audience is very generous. The generosity of most normal black people
is overwhelming. The black working class will not make their problems
visual, but if they are made visible through art they are very generous in
the appreciation of the work.
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Peter Tshabalala

Peter Tshabalala, arts development officer for the National Arts Council. Photograph provided.

The youth of today will change it totally; digital media will
become more important and if no new innovative ways are
found, we will lose the theatre audience and technology will take
over the live experience that theatre is. In fifteen years from now
the townships will be multi-racial and the theatre industry will
follow the big new malls that are already built in the townships.
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Peter Tshabalala was born in 1966 in Benoni, and grew up with the arts:
“My uncle was a singer and musician; an accordion player, and as kids
we used to imitate him and his band members with fake guitars and oil
drums.”
After school, Tshabalala studied personnel management at the
Technikon Northern Transvaal, but continued with his interest in
theatre. He watched shows created by Gibson Kente, who was invited to
perform on campus, he visited the State Theatre often, and remembers
a workshop done by cast members of Sarafina at the Market Theatre. At
the technikon, he was part of an arts and culture committee, and wrote
his first script and directed it through the mentorship of Gibson Kente.
After his studies, he started working as an actor for Sibikwa Arts
Centre (1994–1999) where the founder, Phyllis Klotz, was impressed
with his coordinating skills. Tshabalala coordinated Sibikwa’s youth
arts development programme, focusing on the rehabilitation of street
children through the arts.
In 1999 he started working for the National Arts Council (NAC),
the agency of the Department of Arts and Culture, mandated with the
responsibility of developing South Africa’s creative industry by awarding
grants to individuals and organisations in the arts.
Tshabalala’s initial role at the NAC was focusing on the grants
programme and a script-writing programme in which young emerging
writers were mentored by professionals in the industry. The programme
ran until 2014.
Our interview with Tshabalala focused on his current work at
the NAC, and what he felt producers need to know about how the
organisation works:
The NAC sends out calls for proposals on an annual basis. After the
closing date, we screen all the proposals that came in for compliance,
and start the selection process. In the selection, we first focus on those
that are not filled in correctly. Some will ask for money for something
that is not part of what we are offering in the call, some don’t have the
formal background that is needed for a proposal (they are not registered
or don’t have financial statements, etc.). Around 5% of all applications
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are from people who need our assistance on further developing their
application, and we offer that service. After working with them they
can reapply. This total selection takes out around 60% of the received
applications, and the remaining 40% will continue on to being read
by the artistic panel. They decide if and how much we are able to
contribute. In addition, we identify proposals with a lot of potential
but where we feel that they are not yet ready to produce. In these cases,
we link them to mentors in the industry, like the director Ntshieng
Mogoro, stage veteran Selaelo Maredi and the actor Mncedisi Shabangu.

Tshabalala commented on the strengths and weaknesses that he sees
among young and emerging producers in South Africa:
Their strength is that they tell us the stories of South Africa, the old
ones and the new ones. Besides that, their style is non-Eurocentric,
and is typically South African. Their weak side is that they often cannot
sustain themselves. Due to a lack of funding, they have to walk other
avenues including teaching, television and movies. After some time
they come back to theatre and have to start all over again. What theatre
needs is a full-time focus, with 100% dedication.

When asked what he sees as the challenges faced by producing in South
Africa, Tshabalala’s first response is that the biggest challenge is finding
the audience:
You must understand that during the state of emergency in the 1980s
and early 1990s, no one was allowed to go out in the evening. That
generation is not used to theatre and focused instead on television. We
need to focus on audience development.

He identifies the second greatest challenge as finding funding:
All this paperwork that producers have to do to get funding is not going
to change, and we want people to be accountable. For most of us, this
is a nightmare. Even when you look at our role models like Gibson
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Kente, he wanted to do everything himself, writing, directing and
management. He was a strong entrepreneur but weak in administration.
If you can’t do it yourself, then you need to find a project manager to
work for you. We need strong administrators in the arts. The NAC is
offering a programme for arts management in partnership with the Arts
and Culture Trust (ACT) which run masterclasses for arts practitioners
to improve their administrative and management skills.

Tshabalala’s advice for emerging producers is:
1. Whatever you write or want to produce, do your research well. People
write and produce too quickly and jump to conclusions that are not
right. Now people want to do productions about xenophobia as if it
is something new. Wake up! It was there before Jesus Christ!
2. Be patient. You can’t expect to plant a tree today and eat fruit
tomorrow. Master what you do best, collaborate with others and stay
away from politics.
Tshabalala’s vision of the theatre industry in 15 years is one of innovation:
The youth of today will change it totally, digital media will become
more important and if no new innovative ways are found, we will lose
the theatre audience and technology will take over the live experience
that theatre is. In fifteen years from now the townships will be multiracial and the theatre industry will follow the big new malls that are
already built in the townships.
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Bridget van Oerle

Bridget van Oerle, founder and principal partner of BUZ Publicity. Photograph provided.

Producers must listen more to their potential audiences and
understand better how the media and audience works if they
want to keep and grow their audience.
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Bridget van Oerle was born in 1967 in Benoni. She graduated with a
National Diploma in Theatre Crafts from Pretoria Technikon in 1990.
She has been working in the creative industries ever since – starting as a
publicist at what was then the Performing Arts Council of the Transvaal,
and moving to Leads Artist Agency, before establishing BUZ Publicity
in 1996. BUZ Publicity is based in Johannesburg and specialises in
tailor-made public relations and marketing services within the creative,
lifestyle, cultural, business and NGO industries.
Van Oerle is viewed as a thought leader in the arts sector and is
frequently asked to sit on panel discussions, conduct workshops and
act in a consultative role. She feels that the job of a producer for the
performing arts in South Africa has changed rapidly over the last ten
years because of the changing consumer environment:
Producers have to compete with electronic entertainment and the lifestyle
market. In a time where budgets are low, they have to make their work
sexier, more accessible and become part of collaborations. They need not
be so scared as part of a creative industry. Often practitioners do not
recognise that theatre and dance are now seen as a luxury item. Producers
must listen more to their potential audiences and understand better
how the media and audience works if they want to keep and grow their
audience. The traditional media like newspapers are cutting coverage for
the arts, and more space is given to markets, fashion and other lifestyle
subjects; so producers must find new ways for marketing and publicity.

Van Oerle feels that collaboration and offering ‘more than theatre’ is an
important way for producers to survive in this changing landscape:
POPArt in Joburg is part of the Maboneng precinct with young urban
entrepreneurs, galleries, restaurants and coffee shops, which is good
for the productions that are happening there with the new surge of
independent producers. We try to look at ways to collaborate with other
partners for our clients, for example with the tuk-tuk taxi service and
a restaurant and offers to audiences of a meal and a trip to the theatre.
For the People’s Theatre, we have an arrangement with a children’s
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restaurant and other family outlets and work with them with a voucher
system and cross marketing the product. This is hugely successful and
we have seen the database grow.
The big theatres should have restaurants, galleries and coffee shops in
their spaces, it needs to be a destination. For the audience, the theatre
experience is just as important as seeing the show. Too often, theatre
is dislocated from that world and it needs to be accessible. There are
amazing things happening that are indicative of this change: PieterDirk Uys’s Evita se Peron is an example of a theatre and entertainment
destination that works incredibly well. The State Theatre in Pretoria is
doing very well. They have a selection of productions on that appeal to
a wide range of genres; so an audience member can pick and choose.
The Olive Tree Theatre in Alexandra is collaborating with a business
centre, galleries and a shopping area. PJ Sabbagha from the Forgotten
Angle Theatre Company, who moved from Joburg to Mpumalanga, is
working with theatre and dance interventions and doing collaborations
in different communities and with different funding organisations. The
Voorkamerfest in Darling involves the whole village, where people offer
their houses as venues for small shows; it is always sold out and the
community benefits.

As part of expanded offerings, Van Oerle stresses that publicising what
you have is vital for a production to succeed:
Producers must learn to work with public relations and marketing from
the start of the project. Mostly as publicity companies and publicists we
are invited to come on board too late. Or, even worse, producers think
they can do the job themselves. Publicity companies and publicists
should be part of the artistic team from the start, and should come with
ideas for collaborations and how to include everyone in the publicity.
Artists must know that there will be interviews, question-and-answer
sessions and taking selfies with the audience has been successful for
social media. Word of mouth becomes more and more important to
market a show, and social media is a playground that can be managed
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by a publicist. It also gives the entire team an opportunity to feed into
the PR machine as a collective.

Van Oerle is aware that not all producers understand the role that a
publicist can play:
Producers, theatres and creatives must understand that a publicist will
create awareness among a potential audience, but that they don’t sell
tickets. That is often misunderstood and forgotten. Besides engaging a
good publicist, you need to sell tickets to an audience, market the show,
push schools to come and see the show, sell block bookings and create
special offers like free birthday tickets and season tickets, and loyalty
cards. There are times that you have a lot of media coverage but no
audience and vice versa. Creating awareness is one step, but how to talk
your audience into the theatre and sell tickets is another job. This should
include the audience development team and marketing departments of
theatres. There is a lack of strong sales people in the industry. There are
some very good ones, such as Geraldine Swanepoel, at Peter Toerien
Theatre.

Van Oerle’s advice for emerging producers is:
1. Listen to your audience! If they don’t come to you, you have to go to
them! If they don’t want to travel to a theatre at eight o’clock at night,
why not offer shows that start earlier? Look at the trends happening
in the market. A modern audience wants things to happen quickly
and shows need to be shorter.
2. Producers must learn to collaborate with other partners from the
environment they find themselves in. Collaborating is all about
feeding from other organisations and structures. Collaborating is
being part of the world we are living is and not excluding yourself.
3. Producers must become more business-like and independent with
regards to funding and need to look at fresh ways to be sustainable. I see
a lot of new, young producers popping up like Kosie Smit who is doing
this with his amazing work in the Afrikaans sector of the industry.
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Van Oerle feels that there is a great need for drama departments and
other institutes to offer arts management and publicity and marketing as
courses. She comments:
I have been in the industry as a freelancer for more than 19 years. I
give lectures and workshops on request. These focus on how to deal
with sponsorships, networking, publicity and marketing. I experience
a lot of willingness from young people. We also host interns at BUZ in
particular; they are always welcome to job shadow.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
THE PRODUCER AND
THE ENVIRONMENT

National Arts Festival offices.
Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.
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n Part Two of this book, we focus on the different roles and skills
that a producer needs to have. Before we get there, we want to
draw the bigger picture of the environment in which the producer
operates. As a producer, you need to know who the stakeholders in
that environment are, and what kind of relationships a producer of
theatre and dance should have with them. You need to know about
the places and organisations where your work could be staged, such
as the local theatres and festivals. You need to know who might fund
or support your work, such as the municipalities, the provincial and
national Departments of Arts and Culture, other funding agencies like
the NAC and the National Lotteries Commission. As a producer, you
have to know who is who in the media world, including the traditional
media like newspapers, radio and television but also the new media,
including the internet and social networks. You need to know how
to use these channels to best market your production. There might
be other stakeholders or supporters of your work, including schools,
universities, NGOs and corporate businesses.
In your environment are also your peers and competitors, who want
to please the same audience, to entice them to come to them and spend
their money and time on their production rather than yours. Those
include other producers of not only theatre and dance, but also of music
events, visual arts, museums and heritage sites. Food markets, coffee
shops and other lifestyle events like fashion shows all fight for the same
audience that can only spend its money and time once.
The interviewees from the environment of the producers had many
critical opinions about local producers and their weaknesses. They agree
that there are too many artists in South Africa that produce work that
is often underdeveloped or simply not good enough to be shown on a
professional stage. Monde Ngonyama talks about the lack of a regulating
structure for the arts, and the low entry barrier to the arts, which means
that there is little quality control.
He explains that an audience can be turned off live theatre or dance
for life after seeing something that is not good, and will never come
back. Ngonyama compares the amateur nature of local theatre to the
professional nature of films, and questions why anybody would pay to
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see a poor live production when they can be guaranteed that a film they
go and see is of higher quality.
His feeling is that one bad show is a disgrace for the whole of the
theatre industry. Elton Mjanana from HIFA also questions the poor
quality of the work offered up, saying: “I see a lack of willingness with
most producers to bring their work to the next quality level.” He explains
that passion is not an excuse for a lack of quality and that no international
festival will take these underdeveloped shows.
Where festival managers and venue managers are conscious of the poor
quality of shows, they also recognise the arrogance of artists who are not
willing to learn and grow, and who will therefore not accept criticism about
the quality of their work. The industry has no place for poor quality, and it
is likely that audiences will let a producer know when they think the work
is not good enough, by not coming back to see their next show.
In addition to the lack of quality, there are also simply too many
people trying to compete in what is essentially a small industry. Every
year, high numbers of students finish a drama degree or diploma and the
industry simply isn’t big enough to absorb all of them. A high percentage
of those students will never find their way onto a professional stage.
While universities fight to keep students enrolled, as they have targets
to meet, we feel that drama departments should select applications based
on talent and properly prepare their students for the competitive reality
of the industry. This is not the case with most tertiary courses at the
moment, and learnerships often offer more practical experience.
Improving the quality of the work and the skills of those working
in the industry are only part of the equation. Understanding the
environment also means we need to look at the receiving houses and the
audiences that take on the work.
Many young producers overlook the small, independent theatres in
the hopes of having their work staged at the nationally funded theatres.
In our experience, some of these, like PACOFS (Bloemfontein) and the
Playhouse (Durban) struggle for audiences, particularly for unknown or
new work. Others, like the State Theatre are often mentioned as doing
well. The State Theatre is recognised for presenting quality work, rooted
in South African stories and for collaborating with other stakeholders.
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When CEO and artistic director, Aubrey Sekhabi saw that one floor of
the theatre had empty offices, he offered them for free to other creative
groups working in the performing arts, creating a new young chemistry
in the building. Other theatres sit quietly and empty in their cities, slowly
decaying.
With the new white paper to guide policy on arts and culture that is
under discussion, it is likely that the national and regional funded theatres
will re-establish their own professional theatre and dance companies in
the future, inviting guest directors to work with the companies, and
touring the shows around to the other theatres. This might be a way to
select quality and at the same time create jobs for only the ‘best’ actors
and directors. However, this strategy may also prevent access into the
industry for others, and further entrench artistic cliques linked with
these funded theatres.
Independent spaces will continue to play a vital role to ensure access
for more people into the industry, and for audiences who don’t frequent
the city-based playhouses. While the funded theatres are often criticised
for their choice of work and their lack of ability to pull in audiences,
some of the big commercial theatres such as Montecasino are often full
and produce quality popular musicals and works that often come from
overseas.
Finding good venues and making sure the audience knows what they
can expect are important to getting an audience in to your productions.
The Teatro at Montecasino in Johannesburg offer their audience a full
experience with restaurants around the theatre and safe parking. They
focus on the middle-and upper-class audience that can afford the highpriced tickets. Most of the stakeholders we interviewed agree that the
big theatres will all become more commercial and business-like in the
future, bringing in restaurants and galleries to their spaces to offer a full
and safe experience.
Good quality work will often find an audience. Smaller commercial
producers like the KickstArt Company in Durban (Steven Stead and Greg
King) produce three to four shows a year, including dramas, musicals
and family shows, and many of these are sold out. Most years, they run
without any external funding, and create high quality, award-winning
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shows that are produced at the Elizabeth Sneddon Theatre.
Innovation and creating a supportive environment around your
production is vital to getting audiences in. Quinton Wils is a productive
young director who has been working in the industry for just two years.
With his production company, VNA Productions, he has already produced
thirteen professional productions, and won numerous awards, and has
developed a strong following of loyal theatre-goers. Writer, director and
producer Nicholas Spagnoletti runs the small 30-seater Upstairs Theatre
in Cape Town that presents theatre or music shows six nights a week
above the Alexander Bar and Restaurant, offering an affordable evening
out. PJ Sabbagha, with his Forgotten Angle Company, creates strong
works for communities in Mpumalanga, a province that is often forgotten
by other professional producers.
In Cape Town, Mhlanguli George combines a township tour with
authentic stories performed in the backyard of township houses,
including dinner and a discussion between the cast and audience after
the show. The Infecting the City festival offers theatre, dance and music
in public places for anybody who happens to be passing by. Jerry Pooe
has his own arts complex in the hills outside Durban, with a small
theatre, restaurant, studios, a library and heritage rooms that offer an
audience much more than only a show. Yvette Hardie and the ASSITEJ
team in South Africa work hard to build audiences through their work
with schools and young audiences.
These are examples of big-picture thinking, where producers are not
only thinking about their show, but are thinking about their audience
and their environment, and responding to the needs and opportunities
that they see arise.
Audiences are a key part of the environment that the producer needs to
understand. Publicist Bridget van Oerle states that most producers are not
listening to their potential audience. They don’t think about the length of
time that an audience is willing to spend in a theatre, or about the realities
of commuting to and from these theatres, especially at night. She also
brings up the concerning issue that most editors of newspapers don’t give
space to theatre previews or reviews, because these editors know that most
of their readers are not interested in reading about live performance. If
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those readers are your potential audience and they are not interested in
your work, as a producer, you need to ask yourself why. They would rather
read about food markets and other lifestyle events and they will go and
spend their time and money there. Peter Tshabalala is most pessimistic in
his opinion of the future, commenting that: “The performing arts will lose
its audience.” Not only because of these other live events, but also due to
the threat of television, social media and gaming.
Van Oerle sees a lack of collaboration between producers themselves
and between producers and the other stakeholders from the environment:
restaurants, food markets and transport companies. There may be
opportunities to link with these service providers to offer programmes
that encompass food, drink, performance and a safe lift home. But
very few approach this creatively. Jay Pather worries about the lack of
innovation in the industry. Where the theatres are empty or dark, Pather
pleads for free and accessible arts in public spaces, to breathe life back
into the work producers make as well as into the audiences we seek to
reach.
Our interviews and an overview of the performance landscape in South
Africa reflect both strong and weak points. Ego, self-isolation, arrogance,
lack of quality, unwillingness to collaborate, weak administrative skills, a
lack of business skills, and a lack of interest in artistic growth. This list of
producer’s problems reported by some of the funders and programmers
sounds like a recipe for disaster for the industry. Add to this list the
fact that many theatres are dislocated from their audiences and national
and regional funding agencies are criticised for mismanagement, not
delivering on time and for their choices. When the industry is sick
like this, it is not difficult to see why the audience stays at home. But
fortunately, this is not the whole story.
There are many successful local producers who look for and take
advantage of opportunities. They innovate. They present their work in
new and alternative places. They have a following. They stay away from
politics. They find new ways of collaborating with stakeholders. They are
business-like and are not scared of administration and office work. They
try as far as possible to be independent and not rely on funding, and they
only start their projects when they know they can bankroll them. These
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producers work together with partners from their environment, they are
humble, want to learn and they work hard with passion and love for the
arts. They are all successful arts entrepreneurs.
These success stories are only a small part of the arts industry of
South Africa. It is important for producers to understand why there is
often a negative attitude from the environment towards the industry and
its producers. Many producers truly believe that they make the most
amazing work, and are frustrated when the audience does not turn up to
see their work, when the media are not interested and when they are not
taken seriously by theatres and festivals. They might have made strong
work, but it does not recognise and fit into its environment, and in turn it
is not recognised by the environment. Making good work is just one part
of the job. Producers need to collaborate, open up, communicate, listen,
learn and grow. Look for mentorship and where possible job shadow
somebody more experienced than you. Remember that producing is not
a part-time job and there is no overnight success.
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STUDYING PRODUCING
IN SOUTH AFRICA

Learning about producing. Photograph by Emma Durden.
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t the end of 2015, we contacted a range of training institutions,
including universities, private colleges and other accredited
training providers to see what was offered in the way of courses
that could benefit producers.
The overwhelming majority of those we contacted said that they did
not offer a course in producing, and many felt that it would be difficult
to define what a producer does and to train somebody for this. This
reiterates the feeling that many of the interviewees we met said about
producing, that it could not be learnt, but was a gut feeling. However, we
believe that there are some skills that a producer can learn, and some of
the training institutions offer courses that do cover these skills.
The University of Cape Town, for example, offers courses in
professional practice which are taken as part of the BA (Theatre and
Performance) and Performer’s Diploma in Theatre.
The Theatre and Performance Division of the University of the
Witwatersrand does not cover theatre production directly; however,
they have a few courses which touch on the subject, including those
on Production Technology (the backstage working of the theatre),
Performing Arts Management (elements of business within the broader
arts field), Directing, and Design and Production Studies.
The Department of Drama and Theatre Arts at the University of the
Free State has a practical component where students create productions,
and also do a course in arts management and in technical aspects of
theatre. These are important skills for any producer.
At the University of KwaZulu-Natal (Pietermaritzburg), the Drama
Department’s courses in directing and arts administration cover a number
of production skills. These skills are also covered in courses offered at the
Howard College campus.
The Department of Drama at the Durban University of Technology
offers a directing course which covers directing as well as marketing and
publicity skills, financial reconciliations and project management.
AFDA offers extensive and detailed courses in producing in their Film
and Television departments, but not for live performance, although live
performance students are required to develop a production plan for their
final exams.
Rhodes University appears to have offer the most comprehensive
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course for students interested in following a career in producing. Janet
Buckland explains how this course arose:
The Ubom Theatre Company runs a family show every year, and we
decided to take the Honours students through a practical experience
to explore what you would do if you were running a theatre project.
This included understanding the client, meeting the director to
understand the piece, working on publicity and marketing, working
on audience development, theatre bookings, speaking to schools and
being responsible for a production week at the Rhodes Theatre. This
gave them a whole experience, not just creating a show.6

The decision was taken in 2015 not to run the course again, as it was an
intensive real-life experience, and students complained that it was too
much hard work. It also made demands on the lecturing staff, which
were difficult to meet.
Despite this, Buckland feels that this course was highly effective in
training students:
I would employ any one of those kids after doing this course. They
know exactly what is needed. They understand the whole process, they
managed small budgets, raised money through donations, did a whole
lot of things. The important thing is this practical experience. Theory
without practical is too pie in the sky. Practice and getting your hands
dirty is vital and both halves work well together.

Carolyn Stevenson-Milln, who works as a logistics manager with the
National Arts Festival also taught on this course, and explained the
theory part as including interactive seminars on planning and strategic
management, proposal writing and presentation, budgeting and cash flow,
copyright law, and leadership and conflict management. She comments:
The whole purpose of the course is to equip the students with some
knowledge that can at least give them the beginnings of managing their
6

Janet Buckland interviewed by Emma Durden, 2015.
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own company while gradually learning more as it progresses; or, if
working for others, placing them in the position of being able to ask
the relevant questions to engage and take them further. Most of the
students find the course demanding but end up by admitting it is one of
the best they are given while at university, as it is presented very much
on the work situation rather than pure theory. I believe that all artists
should be given some form of arts management or administration while
at university and that those who are exposed to this are better equipped
to launch their careers once they go out into that big wide world.7

Outside of these formal institutions, there are few who offer similar
courses, although organisations such as BASA, ACT and the NAC
regularly host short, unaccredited courses. The National Qualifications
Framework (NQF) lists approved courses that cover some aspects of
theatre production within the Diploma in Theatre and Performance and
also in the National Certificate in Live Event Technical Production and in
the Further Education and Training Certificate in Performing Arts.
Specific unit standards that cover some of the functions of a producer
include those of ‘Perform arts administration functions’ (SAQA US
ID 114554), and ‘Stage manage performances’ (114553). If you are
interested in doing accredited courses and getting qualified in some of
these aspects of producing, then we recommend finding an accredited
service provider in your area, through contacting the CATHSSETA, the
Sectoral Education and Training Authority responsible for culture, arts,
tourism, hospitality, and sports.8
If you are not looking for formal training, then we strongly suggest
that you read as much as you can, find yourself an experienced mentor
who is established in the industry, learn from those around you, and
learn and grow through your own producing experiences.

7
8

Carolyn Stevenson-Milln interviewed by Emma Durden, 2015.
http://www.cathsseta.org.za/index.php/about-us/departments/arts-and-culture
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PART 2

Skills for the
Producer
In this part of the book, we outline the roles that a producer
is expected to fulfil and, where a larger production team is
involved, what each of these player’s roles is.
We also explain the steps involved in getting a production
to stage from the initial idea. We present the skills that a
producer needs, with questions that producers should ask
themselves along each step of the way.
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THE ROLES OF A PRODUCER
AND THE TEAM

Nicky Hassett, PACOFS. Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.
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n the world of musicals and big theatrical productions on London’s
West End or Broadway in New York, the roles and positions of the key
players in a production are clear.
The producer is the person who comes with the initial idea, brings
together the artistic and producing team, develops a budget, finds the
money to pay everyone and is responsible for the distribution of the
box-office income. The producer will set up a team that will also brand,
promote and sell the show and is responsible for all administrative matters.
The artistic director, working under the producer, is responsible
for the artistic team with a set, costume, lighting and sound designer
and a production manager. This team may also include a publicist. The
artistic director is in charge of the rehearsals and the final product that is
revealed on stage.
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The project manager or production manager works under the artistic
director and has to translate the director’s artistic plan into concrete
logistical and technical solutions. Carl Johnson, former general manager
of the Soweto Theatre, quips: “The artistic director has a dream and
makes promises; the producer says what can happen based on what fits
into the budget, and the production manager tells them that it won’t fit
into the budget.”9
The production manager works with the technical departments,
lighting, sound, set, costumes, props and make-up. The production
manager is in charge of the production team (sound and lighting
technicians, workshop staff who construct the set and wardrobe
personnel who make or collect the costumes).
A production manager gets a fixed budget from the producer and
has to satisfy the demands of the artistic director, while at the same time
making sure not to go over the allocated budget. The production manager
needs to know as much as possible about all of the technical sides to a
production and needs to find practical solutions and creative ways not to
overspend. This results in a production plan that will be discussed with
the artistic director.
The production manager also needs social skills to listen and negotiate
with the artistic director to adapt this production plan. The production
manager will prepare the tour, transport and accommodation of cast and
crew. They will be in contact with the theatres where they will perform, will
send them an advance technical rider – which is a detailed explanation of
the lighting and sound design together with a description and diagram of
the floor-plan of the set – of the show, including all the sound and lighting
requirements, drawings and measurements of the set. With travelling
productions, this person is often referred to as the company manager, and
is ultimately responsible for the show going up every night.
The stage manager works under the production manager and fulfils
a totally different function. The production manager spends time in an
office and in meetings. The stage manager is on the stage floor or in
the rehearsal space. The technicians, if part of the travelling company,
9

Carl Johnson interviewed by Emma Durden, 2016.
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work under the stage manager. During the show the stage manager is
responsible for everything on the stage floor and will call the show, giving
the cues for the lighting and sound technicians. In order to do this, a
stage manager has to make a prompt book that has all the text of the
script, the blocking and where the sound and lighting cues come in.
This prompt book will be made during the rehearsals, while the stage
manager is sitting next to the director of the show.
Bigger shows will have an assistant stage manager (sometimes there
are two, one for backstage left and one for backstage right). These
assistants cue the actors to enter the stage or help them when they exit.
They make sure all the props are in place; and that the stage is cleaned
after the show and brought back to its starting position. They take care
of the costumes, and if necessary they wash them and put them back in
the dressing rooms.
Stage hands work under the stage manager to move props and parts
of the set or fly them in and out. They also help with the breaking and
building of the set.
These roles, from producer to stage hand, are all important in
bringing an idea from a concept to the stage. This doesn’t mean that you
need a different person for every role. The roles can and often have to
be done by the same person. If you do have multiple people working
on a production, then you need to make sure they work as a close team
and communicate well. You can cut down on the people but not on the
roles that need to be fulfilled or the tasks that need to be carried out. If
you don’t understand this basic rule of theatre production, you will find
yourself in trouble sooner or later.
In South Africa, the reality of producing for theatre or dance is that
we seldom have the luxury of time and large budgets with large teams
working on a single production. However, the government-funded
spaces such as the State Theatre, ArtsCape, Jo’burg Theatre, PACOFS
and the Playhouse do sometimes work on this scale.
These places function both as receiving houses, which programme
external shows that come in and use the space of the theatre, and they
also produce work. When they produce this work, the organisation’s chief
executive officer (CEO) or the artistic director is responsible for the idea
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and the budget, meaning they have the responsibility of a producer. They
also will activate their marketing and financial departments, rounding up
all of the roles of the producer.
These houses often have what they call a general manager, or an
indoor producer or line producer. This person is not finally financially
responsible, but is given a budget by the CEO and artistic director. They
have the role and work of a project manager or production manager as
described above. The term ‘producer’ to describe this job-description is
misleading, but often used.
For any visiting theatre company or guest director working with
these large theatres, it is important to understand the roles that everyone
plays and to be able to allocate responsibilities in a constructive and
efficient way. If you don’t understand, then ask. Who does what and
who is responsible for what? With whom must you communicate? Who
is the person to speak to when something goes wrong or if you need
something? To ensure a successful partnership, you must follow the
procedures of the theatre.
Producing a smaller funded project or a passion project often doesn’t
allow you to employ so many people and it is also not necessary. The
reality is that one, two or sometimes three people take on all of the
different roles.
In a lot of small, passion projects the director does it all, including
writing the script, finding the money, selling the show, creating the set
and costumes, running the lighting and sound. When this person is not
performing in the show, then he or she usually calls the show, builds and
breaks the set and drives the actors to the performance place and back.
Late nights and early mornings become the time to do the administrative
work required of the producer and to promote and brand the show. This
taking on of multiple tasks is not really a healthy situation, and often comes
from misunderstanding the roles and responsibilities of those in the team.
Sometimes these directors treat their actors like royalty, because
they want them to feel as professional as possible, and think that this is
how the ‘real’ industry works. Unless you are working with recognised
international stars, you must realise that that is not how it happens.
Professionalism comes with understanding your situation and creating a
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team that deals with the roles demanded by that situation.
If you are working without a large production team, you need to tell
your cast that they have to do more than just acting. They might need to
help building and breaking the set. Perhaps they will be responsible for
finding and taking care of their own costumes and props. They should
also be made part of a publicity plan, using their own social networks
and contacts. If you are working on a small project and your actors don’t
want to do these extra tasks, then don’t cast them.
To ensure that you don’t take on all of the roles yourself as a producer,
you should try to find an assistant who can take over some of the work
that is usually allocated to the production manager or stage manager.
Creating theatre is not a solo job. You have to create a team and make
sure that all the roles are fulfilled.
Emerging producers, focused on the artistic creation of a new work,
often ignore the tasks associated with publicity, administration and
sales. Without these roles being taken on, your project becomes less
coordinated, you fall behind with record-keeping, and your audience
will be limited.
The chain of roles that must be carried out in order to produce and
tour a show requires specific skills. We call these skills producing skills,
whether they are implemented by a producer, a project manager or a
stage manager. We will describe these skills in the next section. It is up
to you to find people who can do them successfully. Remember the first
rule of producing: you can reduce the number of people doing the tasks,
but not the number of tasks that must be done!
We interviewed Mandisa Dangazele,10 an arts administration
consultant from Johannesburg, who believes that the arts and culture
environment has grown over the years, and it is no longer just about
passion and talent; but more about growth and sustainability. She has
this advice for emerging producers:
1. Have a vision – don’t start an organisation as a quick way out of
boredom or to keep busy. Know what you want to achieve.
2. Set attainable objectives with time lines.
10 Mandisa Dangazele interviewed by Emma Durden, 2016.
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3. Accountability is key, not only to funders but to all the stakeholders.
4. Define roles and responsibilities.
5. When appointing board members or executive committee members,
make sure this includes people with experience in different fields.
There should be individuals who will help with the overall strategic
planning and running of the organisation as well as fundraising and
marketing.
This advice, combined with the skills that you need to produce
successfully, can help to guide you in your work as a producer.
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SKILLS NEEDED TO GET A
PRODUCTION OFF THE GROUND
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Settling on an idea
Working in the creative sector, we are all full of ideas. Producing is not just
about having a bright idea; it is also about knowing if that idea is strong
enough to produce. Working out whether these are good, workable ideas
is one of the roles of the producer. Beyond inspiration, and what many
of the interviewed producers refer to as a ‘gut feel’, intuitively knowing
what can or does work can be enhanced, through both reading and
through experience.
Producing is not only about passion; you have to know your
environment! As a producer, you need to know the theatres and festivals
and their artistic directors. You should see other shows to find out
who is working in the same field as you and find your own space in
the arts landscape. It is no use doing something that is already done by
others in a similar way. You will only attract funders, festivals and an
audience if you create something new. Some producers talk about the
entertainment industry in South Africa as a ‘dog-eat-dog’ industry. Many
young producers do not come to the industry well prepared, whether
this is through a lack of time, resources or interest is unclear. But what is
clear is that being locked into your own bubble of passion will isolate you
from the industry as a whole and may hinder your success.
This is where research and experience comes in. When you are a
young emerging producer, it is wise to find a mentor who has experience
as a producer. Or take some time to job-shadow a well-known producer
and learn as much as you can.

Thinking about a new production
The primary skill needed to help you decide on what to produce is that
of conceptualisation. This is the process of forming ideas in your mind.
Being able to conceptualise or think about a new production involves
being able to think both creatively and critically, to analyse information,
to interpret ideas, to draw from your own and other people’s experiences,
and to do research. Not many of the producers we interviewed talked
about their research process, but Nobulali Dangazele does explain how
important research is to their decisions about what work to produce.
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As a producer, when looking at ideas for a new production, your
starting point should be to identify the motivation behind your choice to
mount a specific production, and know what drives you to do this work.
Some producers say that they feel that they only know the true answer to
this after the production has happened, but you need to think about this
from the start, even if your answers change through the process.
The first questions you need to ask as a producer are: Why this
production? And why now?

Ezekiel, Umsindo Theatre Productions. Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.

Answering these questions will involve doing some research. This
means asking questions. Part of doing thorough research involves asking
the right sort of questions. Umsindo Theatre Projects from Umlazi, in
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collaboration with Neil Coppen, spent time doing research in a variety
of mortuaries for their production, Secrets from the Drawer. They did
similarly intensive work for their production of Ezekiel, about the boxer
heavyweight, Ezekiel Dlamini, also known as ‘King Kong’. A play can
only be made better by extensive research and the experiences that you
gather along the way of developing a new work.
Your research should aim to find out whether any similar productions
have been staged, where, when, how, by whom, and to what effect.
Answering these questions will involve reading, questioning people, and
observing the practices of others. Once you have found the materials and
the information that you need, you will need to analyse and interpret it.
Analysing information means looking carefully at what it is saying.
Interpreting it means applying your understanding of the information to
your case. Perhaps you will find that the play you have dreamed of doing
about a local boxer has already been done by somebody else. Or perhaps
it was made but was not seen by large audiences. You would need to ask
why this is the case; was it a bad production? Was the marketing strategy
bad? Or are people just not interested in boxing anymore?
It is important that your work should be original. In his interview, Jay
Pather comments on the lack of originality in a lot of the work on offer.
If you want to sell out performances, they should be fresh and exciting
to your audiences, who want an opportunity to see something that they
have not experienced before. Even if you are doing an old favourite like
Woza Albert, how will you present it in a way that is different, or is it
appropriate to stay true to the original production, and why?
These questions help you to solidify and justify your choices about a
specific production. If you are planning to produce a work that has already
been made, or that is based on a pre-existing script, or you are adapting a
book, then you need to make sure that you have the necessary copyrights.
Copyright is part of intellectual property. This involves the actual
products thought up or created by somebody, not just ideas. A writer
can claim copyright over a written script, for example, but not over an
idea for a play. Copyright controls how a producer uses work created
by another person and gives rights to the original creator of a work to
receive payment in the form of royalties for using the work.
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In South Africa, you need written consent from the South African
Music Rights Organisation (SAMRO) or Dramatic, Artistic and Literary
Rights Organisation (DALRO) to prove that your production is authorised to use any existing material such as music, text or scripts. These
organisations are easily contactable (you can find their details on the
internet) and their websites are helpful.11
Sometimes paying for the rights to use another person’s work can be
expensive, so you need to include an allowance for this in your budget.
Some writers will, however, allow you to use their work for no charge
or will only ask for a small royalty that is a percentage of the box-office
takings.

Understanding what you want to achieve
The next point is to understand what you want from the production.
Must it make money? Is it to pass along a specific message? Is it to leave an
audience with a sense of wonder? Is it to showcase a specific combination
of an actor and a musician that look good together?
The question for the producer is: What do I want and need this
production to do?
Some producers might create a work for just one festival, but many
of the interviewed producers feel that this practice is not economically
viable, and it is also draining for producers and the artistic team. Instead
of producing a passion project, maybe you will consider a touring venture,
which uses a different production model. If you are planning a longer life
for your production, then you need to ask if it is sustainable. Your work
should be able to survive. If your concept is boring or too radical, it may
not work. It is important to test your ideas by sharing them with others,
to see if they are workable and can be built into something lasting. This
may involve collaborating or using a co-producing model.
Once the purpose of producing the work has been defined, it should
then be expanded on. This involves asking more questions: How much
money must it make? How much of the message must the audience
retain? How should the audience feel after hearing the story? How do I
know if they have the feeling that you wanted them to have?
11 www.dalro.co.za and www.samro.org.za
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You then need to set goals for yourself, and to be specific about how
you check whether or not your production has reached these.
The question is: How do I know if the production has done what I
wanted it to do?
The answer to this question should involve the noting down
of measurable goals that you can use to evaluate the success of the
production at the end of the process. For some producers this is about
the meaning that a show takes on in the head of the audience, which
gives it its relevance. With a lot of shows, these are not measurable goals.
Some producers like Bheki Khabela and Bhekani Shabalala of the PST
Project, and Mhlanguli George of Theatre in the Backyard ensure that
they talk with the clients or audiences after a production so they can
assess the impact of the show immediately.

Predicting your chances of success
Predicting whether a production might be a success or not depends on
you being able to understand the context in which the production will
be staged. The context is the time, place and environment in which it
happens. Hazel Feldman was surprised that Dream Girls did not attract
the audiences she expected, despite years of experience with similar
productions. You need to take a range of different contextual factors
into account in this process of prediction. The question you need to
ask yourself is how the context that you are working in might affect the
reception of the show.
Historical context: When was the production written? What were the
important events that happened around that time? What impact does the
year that it is written or performed have on the production? In 2015, the
production of Barney Simon’s Born in the RSA was staged 20 years after
the original show premiered, and was criticised from some quarters for
not having been adapted and not being relevant to today’s audiences.
Social context: Who is watching the production? What is the audience
like? Are they there for leisure and entertainment or for another reason?
What is the society like where the production comes from? What are
the social norms? This can affect how your production is received by
audiences. A show performed at the NAF in 2013 included the slaughter
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of a live chicken on stage, which caused an outcry from the audience and
the producers had to change that aspect of the show.
Political context: Who is the government of the day? Does that have
impact on the production? Do the political beliefs of the audience affect
how they will understand and enjoy the production? These answers
should not necessarily influence your choice of work. Too much
politically correct theatre that panders to the ruling party of the day can
turn audiences off theatre. Work that is politically controversial, such
as Brett Bailey’s Exhibit B, which was shut down and effectively banned
from performing at a theatre in London, can stimulate important and
interesting social debates, but can also take an emotional and financial
toll on the producer and the cast.
Cultural context: What is the culture of the writer, the performers and
the audience for the production? How will these affect the production? Are
there taboos in the culture that cannot be mentioned? Are there certain
rules that must be followed? Bhekani Shabalala talks about conversing
with the audience before creating a show, to ensure that it is relevant.
Economic context: How does the economy affect the performance?
Can people afford to see the show? Can you afford to put it on? A ticket
for a show at the Montecasino Teatro is up to 70 times more expensive
than a ticket for a show at the Umlazi Cinema Hall. You need to know
your audience to know what they will pay to see your work.
Theatrical context: What other productions have been offered in this
area? What is the audience’s experience of theatre or dance? How will they
behave during the show? What sort of venue do you have to perform in?
In alternative spaces, such as Theatre in the Backyard or PLAT4ORM, will
an audience react differently to one watching the same play in a formal
theatre? Where school learners are watching a performance outdoors
in their school grounds, they might react differently from when they
are bussed into the Playhouse to watch a production of ThinkTheatre’s
Othello.
Each of these contexts needs to be understood in relation to how it
affects the idea that you are turning into a production, and how it affects
the way that the audience will watch and understand the performance.
These are seldom thought through by producers, perhaps because they
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become attached to an idea in their heads, and are afraid that fully
examining the context might mean that their idea for a production
cannot survive this critique.

Risk analysis
A final step in your decision-making process should be to look at the
risks involved in producing the project, and understanding who takes
those risks. A risk is any uncertain event that, if it occurs, will have a
positive or negative effect on your plans for the production.
There are always risks involved in producing new work. Without
some element of risk, perhaps the production will not be exciting enough
for you to want to produce, or for an audience to want to see. These risks
might involve working with unknown people, not finishing a production
on time, not getting the funding or box office income you have hoped
for, or damaging your reputation through a production that receives
negative criticism.
The questions for the producer are: What are the risks? How will they
impact on the production process? Am I prepared to take them?
Risks associated with production involve both financial risks (will you
bring in enough funding to cover the project, or will you make enough
from ticket sales to cover your direct costs?) and risks to your reputation
(will the audience and the industry like what they see, or will your choice
leave them thinking that they won’t bother coming to see one of your
productions again?). Other risks might involve political interference,
completion, weather, unreliable casts, and a variety of other unknown
factors. Most risks can be managed or mitigated against in advance. This
involves fully understanding what the risks are, what their consequences
are, and what measures you can try and put into place to minimise these
consequences, so you are not left with a crisis which takes time, energy
and money to manage.
Making a decision about what to produce is often a difficult process.
Decision-making should be based on a combination of factors, including:
the idea that you like the most, what you think is the most achievable,
what is most marketable, and what you think would be best for your
reputation and for the industry as a whole.
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Once you have taken your inspirational idea and applied the questions
listed above, you might be ready to start moving forward with your
decision to stage a particular show. You then move on to formalising the
plan for the production. It might take months or years before you take
this step. But you will feel and know when you can move your concept
towards a more formal plan.

Formalising your idea into a plan
Formalising your idea into a process of planning might take the form
of a project initiation document or a business plan or action plan. This
document should address goals and specify objectives and work plans
to guide the process of your production. Whatever format you choose
to use, it is vital that you have some kind of road map for your process.
This helps you to formalise your process, serves as a reminder to do
everything that you set out to do, and can be used to check how well you
are sticking to your plan.
Your plan might be adjusted once you have received funding for your
project, or if you realise that you are not going to get any funding, and
you have to finance the production yourself. You can use it as a flexible
working document.

A project initiation document
A project initiation document provides a guide to what you are going to
do, for yourself and for any other project partners.12 This document lays
out the goals and objectives of your project, setting out what you hope to
achieve. It will include a comprehensive summary of the project’s details,
including what the project involves and what is excluded.
This document should also list who is involved in the project and how,
defining all the roles and responsibilities. This is particularly important,
whether you are working in a team or alone, to ensure that certain tasks
do not get neglected.
It will also list what controls are in place, stating who makes what
decisions and when and how to ensure that the production processes
12 Arterial Network (2011) Project Management Toolkit for Arts and Culture.
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run smoothly, and should also include a list of the expectations of all of
your stakeholders.
This document should list any possible constraints on the project
(what might prevent the production from going ahead), the risks
involved, and the potential benefits to all parties. This allows you to
weigh up the pros and cons of producing the project.
The project initiation document should also provide time frames for
when everything is going to happen, and a detailed budget. In addition to
this document, you might develop a production plan, which is explained
later in this section.

A business plan
Some funding agencies ask you to submit a business plan when you are
applying for funding for a project. It is also a useful document to explain
what you do and how you work to other potential partners. It may be the
first thing that possible funders, investors, sponsors or collaborators see and
understand about you. A business plan doesn’t have to be long and formal,
in fact the shorter and more attractive it is, the better. A short and concise
plan of three to five pages will do. A business plan should not be full of
details and figures, which can rather be shared as attachments, but should
be a well-written explanation of your vision and how you aim to execute it.
A business plan should be well-presented, and should look as
appealing as your business card. Ask somebody to design the text and
add a few good pictures. You must hook your reader’s attention with your
business plan, and it should be a vibrant and authentic document.
Your business plan can include your dream (a vision) of where you
want to be in five years’ time, but it must be realistic and accurate. You
can include who you are, what you believe in, and what your key creative
insights are. It might be a good idea to ask a publicist to read and edit
your business plan, to make sure that it comes across as appealing.
The process of creating and writing your business plan is an important
one. Through this process, you will have to find answers to very simple
questions. Who are you? Why do you think you can be successful?
Where do you want to be in five years’ time? In which areas are you
strong and in which areas do you need assistance? Who is your audience
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and why do they need to see what you are doing? Where do you find the
funding, investors or sponsors for your projects? What will you do when
there is no funding? Thinking through these challenges can help you
create a better business model.
It is a good idea to ask a mentor to help you with this process of
creating a business plan. It is something that is difficult to do alone. Find
a mentor who understands business but also understands the arts and be
prepared to work hard on this plan.
Most business plans are based on a simple structure that is followed
more or less by businesses around the world. Being a producer means
that you are part of this business world, and you need a plan to get your
business up and running in a healthy way.
The problem is that most producers in the arts come from an artistic
background and don’t speak the corporate language from which a
business plan is usually made. This is why you need a mentor. There
are some artists who feel that applying a business-like approach kills the
‘art’ of a project; but the reality is that you need to have a detailed plan
to understand where you are going and how you are going to get there.
This document can be adapted and changed as your own plans change
and your production company grows.
For the financial side of your business plan, you need to understand
the basics of financial administration, and understand what profit and
loss, cash flow projection and an annual balance sheet are. Ask for help
from an arts administrator or a bookkeeper who can explain these terms
to you and help you to make sense of your own finances.
Many artists struggle with the formality of these processes, but to be able
to sustain yourself in the industry, you need to make sure that you have a
plan to survive. Whether you are an independent producer, or a registered
company or non-profit organisation, you should have a business plan.
To understand the complexities of developing a business plan, we
interviewed Princess Mhlongo, the managing director of PLAT4ORM,
which she runs together with creative director Hlengiwe Lushaba Madlala.
In 2015, PLAT4ORM moved to Newtown in Johannesburg. While
the old PLAT4ORM was an inspiring meeting place for performers and
musicians trying to find their voice as artists, the new PLAT4ORM is more
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structured and focused, and their roles and goals are clearer. It is still a
place run by artists and for artists, but they also take artists directly to an
audience. In some instances they rent the space out to other producers,
in some they stage work for a paying audience, and some projects are
funded, allowing them to bring the work to an audience for no charge.

PLAT4ORM. Photograph by Akona Kenqu.

Princess reflects on how the time between moving from the old
location to the new forced them to take stock and work out where they
were going as PLAT4ORM:
We found a mentor, Japan Pohlwana, who is a musician but also a
businessman. He took us in for a three-day workshop. Those three days
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were the hardest of my life. He asked us simple questions and often
we had no answer. You think that you know what you are doing and
why, but if you have to explain that to someone who is not part of your
world, it is difficult.
Sometimes we panicked and had to think and admit that we were
not good at everything, and that for some things we needed help, we
needed other people with other skills. We did not see a future because
we were too trapped in the now. But you need a dream about the future
to be able to focus. We thought we had those dreams but they were not
strong enough or focused enough.
Artists are strange things. You block out a lot, and don’t want to think
about the real world and we had to start doing that. Most of all we
needed focus. In those three days, Japan brought it out of us, what we
really are and what we really want to do, what we believe in. He taught
us what a business plan is, how to make a structure that can guide you.
We also had to sort ourselves out, Hlengiwe and me, deciding what she
is going to do what I am going to do. What is our position and who else
do we need and why did we fail during PLAT4ORM 1? I think we could
never have done that without a mentor; someone who understands the
arts but also the corporate business world.13

A business plan should have the following elements:
Summary
A business plan should start with a summary, which is the first thing that
people will read about you. Make it short and attractive. It must make the
reader curious to read the rest of the plan. The best idea is to write the
summary after you have worked through all the other questions.
Company description
This description should explain how the company is legally constituted,
and your mission statement. In short, this mission statement should
13 Princess Mhlongo, interviewed by Roel Twijnstra, 2015.
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explain your ‘business concept’. This explains what you do, where, how
and who your audience is.
Besides this mission statement of who you are and what you do now,
you could add a vision to your business plan. A vision is a future goal, a
dream that you want to make reality in five years’ time.
Market analysis
Your business plan should explain how you analyse the theatre industry
that you are part of. It should be clear about your position in that
environment, your competition and your audience. You need to include
some information on your unique offerings and your own creative insight.
Management and ownership
You need to explain how the organisation is owned and managed. You
should explain if you are run by a board, and if so what the role of the
board is. List who makes decisions, and who is responsible for other
management tasks. An organogram might be useful to include, showing
the chain of command and how the roles are related in a diagram.
Staff and contractors
You need to explain how you contract staff or others who are working on
your projects. Are they full-time or part-time? Are contracts long-term or
short-term? How are your contracts drawn up and approved? What other
service providers do you use, and for what services?
Marketing
How do you plan to go about marketing your productions and ensuring
that you have an audience? What is your relationship with the traditional
media, and what innovative ways can you use to reach people and build
your audience, to ensure your success?
Products, projects and services
You need to describe in detail what you offer, and how this links with
your market or audience. Perhaps you have shows, but also offer drama
or dance classes to schools. All of this should be explained here.
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Financial considerations
Financial considerations should include your budget, which explains
your sources of income as well as how funding will be used. These figures
might be presented for a specific project, or as your annual budget.
You might include a profit-and-loss projection, which outlines what
you spend and earn during every month of the year; and a cash-flow
projection, which explains where the cash comes from that you need to
run the project and what you are spending it on, for every month of the
year.
Finally you might include a balance sheet. This is what your business is
worth at a particular time. A balance sheet is usually prepared once a year,
at the end of your official financial year (which is stated in your founding
documents or registration documents). A balance sheet will include your
assets – the things you own, such as your laptop, office furniture maybe a
car, as well as the money in your account – and the money that you have
to pay out (what is due to debtors) or will receive from creditors.
Finally you need to say something about your financial controls. Who
is responsible for day-to-day bookkeeping? Do you have a registered
accountant who prepares your balance sheet and annual financial
statement for you? Are your books audited, and if so, who is your
appointed auditor?
If you need help in understanding how to build a business plan, many
of the banks offer suggestions for how to do this on their websites. There
are also government-funded agencies that assist with the development
of small business, and their websites and offices can give you guidance.
These include the Department of Small Business Development (DSBD)
as part of the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) and the Small
Enterprise Development Agency (SEDA).14

Funding your production
The question we are most often asked in our workshops and programmes
is: How do I find the money? There is no simple answer. Fundraising can
take many forms, and often requires patience and great skill.
14 www.dsbd.gov.za, www.thedti.gov.za and www.seda.org.za
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To be able to successfully apply for funding you need more than a
good idea. It is easier to find funding if you have a track record that proves
that you can produce good work and that you have been responsible
with other funders’ money in the past. It might help to have a supporting
theatre or festival to present your show at, which encourages funders to
believe that your idea is a good one.
If you are just starting out as a producer, it is a good idea to start with
small projects that have little or no budget so that you can develop a
reputation for being able to manage a project successfully.
Many funders are more willing to offer you support if you can already
show that you have some resources or other source of funds. For this, you
need to be creative and look for ‘in-kind’ sponsorships (of services or goods
rather than money) as well as other sources of income. Funders feel more
secure if they know you can manage to cover some aspects of your project
without them, as well as if others are willing to invest in your projects.
Some funders, such as the NAC, might offer or recommend working with
a mentor to ensure that you are capable of managing the project.
Some producers feel that if you have a strong project, then the money
will follow. Most emerging theatre producers worry that they won’t be
able to raise the money for a project, but the only way to really find out
how you can raise money is to have a project to raise money for.15
Leaving the funding of your production to chance, however, is not
a good idea, unless you are sure that you, your cast and your crew can
happily afford to do the work without being paid. To manage a successful
project, you need to think about where the money will come from
and how it will be spent. The skills involved in raising money include
researching, networking, building partnerships, budgeting, proposal
writing and expanding your income streams.

Researching
When fundraising, it is important to prepare well, with a clear view of
what you want, who you want it from and how you are going to go about
making an application. This involves research and preparation.
15 Johanson, T. (2016) Tips for Young Theatre Producers. Guardian Culture Pros
Network.
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Part of the research process of funding a project involves understanding
that different funding agencies, theatres, festivals and municipalities
all have their own guidelines about what kind of work they want to
support. You must find a match between your plan and the profile of a
possible funder. If your project includes artists from Mozambique and
Zimbabwe and you want to perform in those countries, then identify
which embassies or funders that promote cross-border exchange. If your
play is a story that takes place in many different African countries, then
you must know that the month of March is “Africa month” and theatres
may be looking for shows that match that profile.
Take time to study the different funding agencies, through reading
their websites and application guidelines. When you see posters of other
groups presenting their shows, look for the logos of their main funders,
write them down and research them. Try and get your hands on the South
African Funder’s Directory, which is a comprehensive database of donors
for projects in South Africa. Read The South African Handbook on Arts
and Culture and any other guides you can find. These books are often
available in libraries or the resource centres of arts organisations.
You must be well informed before making an approach to a funder
and understand that you are entering into a partnership with your funder,
whether these are the municipality, foundations, private companies or
your audience. All of these bodies have different needs and the quality of
the relationship you build will depend on you understanding what you
want and what your partner wants from the relationship.
You need to look carefully to find an appropriate match for your
project. Check out what funding different groups offer, what kind of
work they support, who they support, and how you should go about
applying for this. You will need to read between the lines to interpret the
guidelines set out by the donor; and understand if they are looking to
fund projects that target the youth or disabled people, if their focus is a
particular province or a particular theme.
Most funders are very specific about funding applications, and if you
do not tailor your proposal to suit their needs, and you don’t supply
the necessary supporting documentation, your brilliant idea and hardworked proposal will go straight into the bin, without even being read.
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You must have a clear vision and be able to state what you need
support for and how much you need. You should also be clear about
the benefits of supporting you for funders, whether this is in publicising
their name, or in free tickets to see your shows.
Funders become a stakeholder in your organisation once they decide
to give money to (invest in) your production. This means they have an
interest in what you deliver for the money that they invest in your project.
There are three broad types of stakeholder that may invest in or support
your project: the public sector, the private sector and the audience.
The public sector includes government bodies like the Department of
Arts and Culture or the National Lotteries Commission; municipal bodies;
project grant-aiding bodies like the National Arts Council and public
foundations like the Transnet Foundation. Most of these bodies have strict
funding application guidelines, with annual calls for applications, and
detailed processes for filling in the application forms correctly.
A number of international donors also fit into the public sector, as
their funds generally come from foreign governments or aid bodies. In
South Africa, organisations like Pro-Helvetia, the Goethe-Institut and
some of the foreign embassies sponsor arts projects, particularly where
these involve international exchange.
Public–private partnerships include both business and government
funding. The Arts and Culture Trust fits into this category. Business
and Arts South Africa (BASA) is an organisation dedicated to assisting
business to support arts, and they offer supporting grants to artists who
have developed partnerships with private companies. BASA also offers
workshops and useful resources that can help you to improve your
approach when developing relationships with businesses.
The private sector includes individuals and companies that might
provide sponsorship or other support for your production. Some large
private-sector companies like Mondi, Engen or Distell have particular
arts programmes that they support, and also have a set list of criteria
about who can apply and what type of work they fund.
Smaller companies are often more approachable, and it is possible to
negotiate with them about what they can offer you, and what you can
offer in return. However, they often only have small budgets allocated to
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corporate investment programmes, or for a marketing budget that you
can fit in with.
Sponsorship from the private sector is an increasing trend
internationally, but the percentage of this sponsorship allocated to the
arts is very small when compared to sport, charities and leisure activities.
It helps to know what sponsors are looking for in return for their
investment. This might include improving the image of their company
or brand through the sponsorship, benefiting from the media coverage
that your production project attracts, adding value to the sales of the
company, building relationships between the sponsoring company and
the public, promoting learning or benefits for their own employees, or
as part of corporate citizenship strategies. Finding out what they want is
part of your researching role.
In addition to building partnerships with private business, a number
of producers are starting to build their own businesses as a way to fund
their arts projects. Jerry Pooe has opened a printing business to bring
in funds for his Wushwini arts centre, others run school taxi services,
or work in full-time jobs to earn the money to be able work at their
production projects.
Crowdfunding, through agencies such as Thundafund and Kickstarter,
allows producers to pitch an idea to a public they do not know, to try and
attract funding for a new project.
The audience can also help to fund your production through ticket
sales, membership programmes, bar and catering sales and other services
that you can offer for a fee, such as voice or movement classes, language
classes or other add-ons.

Networking
Networking includes the formal and semiformal ways that people involved
in similar activities are linked and communicate. This can happen in many
different ways such as arts residencies, artistic collaborations, festivals,
conferences and other gatherings.
A network is built on relationships and the sharing of common
objectives and common values. Networks can be good for the exchange
of knowledge, sharing experiences and opportunities, learning, gaining
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better understanding of the arts environment, getting support, and
breaking down barriers and hierarchies.

The audience and the bar. Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.

In South Africa, where a lot of funding or other support for artists is
dependent on who you know and who knows you, building a network is
vital to your long-term survival in the industry. Ismail Mohamed from the
National Arts Festival always encourages people at any arts function to
talk with at least ten people that they don’t know, instead of just chatting
to those they have already met.
Beyond social networking, which is making connections at events and
meetings, through the internet, through attending shows, and generally
being ‘out and about’, networking should be approached strategically.
You need to think about the people who can open doors for you, and how
you can invite them into your world of working. Remember that the ‘big
dogs’ of the arts world are very sought after, and cannot be everywhere,
so you must have a quality proposal for them, and give them a good
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reason to want to build a relationship with you.
Remember, though, that networking is not about selling your ideas
and asking for money. It should also be about seeing the other person as
a source of knowledge and experience and being open to learning new
things. If you are asked what you do yourself, or what projects you have
coming up, then you can take that opportunity to talk about these.

Building partnerships
Whether dealing with a public funder or a private sponsor, it is important
to see the relationship as one of partnership and a two-way street. The
more you can understand the needs of the other partner, the better the
relationship will be.
For each production that you embark on, you should understand
why you need partnerships and who the most appropriate partners are
for the production. You will also need to identify what you want from the
partnership and what you can offer your partners. You need to look at the
possible benefits for all partners involved.
Tangible benefits for your partners might include direct access to
your audience and visibility in the public eye through media coverage or
social networking platforms. Other benefits could include opportunities
for free tickets, private events and VIP services, opportunities for product
placement, and sales rights for your sponsor.
Once you have initiated a partnership, you need to think about how
to sustain it and make it last. The best way to do this is to deliver what you
say you will, on time and at a high standard. Constant communication
with a partner, about what they need, as well as what you need, can also
help to keep the relationship going.

Budgeting
A budget is a financial document that is used to project your project’s
future income and expenses. Budgeting involves a process of planning to
earn and spend money.
Decide from the beginning if your aim for the production is to make a
profit, a loss, or to break even; and if it is to be judged on this criteria. It
is better to be cautious with your predictions and then surprise yourself
with a better result. Don’t overestimate your hoped-for income, because
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such predictions can often come back to haunt you.
It is important to make a realistic budget for your project. Funders are
well aware of the real costs of developing and running a project, and can
see where you have inflated budget items unnecessarily. You will need
to submit realistic figures when it comes to fees for actors, costumes,
transport and other costs.
A realistic budget determines how your production unfolds. Often the
funding that you get is not the same as the amount that you anticipate.
It is a good idea not to promise anything to actors or other members of
your team before you know what you have to spend. This will mean you
have to adapt your plans without losing your enthusiasm.
It is a good idea to ask yourself a series of ‘what if’ questions before
you get your funding. What if I get half the funding? What if I get no
funding? Is it possible to work with fewer actors? Rehearse for a shorter
period? Find more free stuff? Do the project at a later period and find
additional funding?
Because of the uncertainty around finding funding for a production,
it is good to have a budget plan A, B and C.
Plan A should be your dream budget, and include all of the costs that
you need to make to ensure that your project is a huge success.
Plan B should contain just the essential elements of the project; the
costs that must be covered for the project to be able to happen (even if
this is on a smaller scale than you originally wished for).
Plan C should be a zero funds or ‘in-kind’ budget. This should
be based on the possibility that you will get no funding in to run the
project. Instead, it should list where you can get donations of time, effort,
materials and space from potential project partners.
In a tough economic climate where the ‘sharing economy’ is growing,
we see people sharing their houses (AirBnB) and sharing their cars
(Uber). This notion of sharing resources can be used to help you to cover
production expenses without having to find hard cash.
Doing a zero budget can be a good exercise in funding support
without money, and building relationships that can last into the future.
You may find that you have greater access to resources (if not money)
than you thought possible by doing this exercise.
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When you are developing your budget for your production, there are
many different factors that you need to take into account, including the
following:
Overheads: These are your operating costs that remain fixed, such
as rent, electricity and salaries. These are only applicable if you are a
permanent, full-time organisation or group with monthly running costs.
Direct activity costs: These are variable costs related to the specific
production, such as artists’ fees, marketing, the hire of equipment,
printing and materials.
Capital and development costs: These include concrete investment
items such as buildings, technical equipment and office equipment.
Direct income: This is what you hope to make through tickets,
catering and other sales. You need to think about your sales and pricing
(how many people will pay how much) to work this out.
Contributed income: This is your income from grants or other
sponsorship. Some of this income might be restricted income, which
means it is allocated for a specific programme or cost and cannot be
spent on anything else. Most funding contracts are specific about what
this restricted income must be used for. Unrestricted income can be used
to cover any of your budgeted costs.
Profit: Profit is the extra money that you have left over after a
production. This is usually planned, and you can predict what profit
you might have at the end of the project if you are able to budget well,
knowing what your income and your expenditure might be.
When budgeting, it is important to be practical, creative and not
assume that money comes from somewhere magical. Money usually
comes from somebody who wants something in return, so you must be
able to deliver. If you don’t receive the funding that you have budgeted
for, then this will result in having to draw up a new production plan and
a new budget. Make sure you communicate that new budget and plan
to your funders, so they can approve it. You should have clear financial
objectives and goals for any project or activity you do, and make sure
that these are clear in your proposals to your funders or other partners.
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Writing proposals
There is an art to writing fundraising proposals. When you do approach
a company or organisation for assistance, make sure that you are very
clear about what you want, and what you are going to do with these
funds. Funders get frustrated when the project budgets are not clear, and
when the goals of the project are not clear. You will need to outline your
intentions and goals, how you propose to get there, and what you are
trying to accomplish.
If a funder has specific forms that need to be filled in, then make sure
you provide everything that they are looking for. Funders get multiple
requests from different sources, and if you do not meet the criteria that
they specify for the funding application, then you have no chance of
receiving the funding. Find out what they fund and make sure that your
project fits into their mandate.
You need to plan your proposal and gather all the necessary
information before you write it. Make sure that you understand the
requested proposal format.
Proposals might require a persuasive executive summary, which
introduces the project. They may then ask for a project plan, noting the
timeline for the work, your specific objectives and how you are going
to reach an audience. You may need to include a portfolio or company
history, a sustainability plan, an evaluation plan and an accurate budget.
They may also need you to note where you get other support from. Give
them what they ask for.
For many funders, it is important that you include legal documents
in your application. This might include a copy of your registration
documents (your company registration certificate or NPO certificate),
your founding documents (constitution or articles of association), a
current and valid original tax clearance certificate from SARS (or proof
of your tax exemption status), a current BBBEE certificate (or letter from
your accountant stating that you qualify for level-4 status because of
your small income), bank statements, copies of recent annual financial
statements, a curriculum vitae (CV) of the project manager or others, and
details of your board members or management team.
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Making sure that you have all of these documents on hand, and that
you have complied with all of the local regulations involved in getting
them, is part of good company management and administration. If you
are working as an individual, it is likely you will be asked to send a copy
of your ID document, recent bank statements, and an artistic profile or
samples of previous work.
When you send through an application for funding, make sure it is
detailed, well-written, contains no spelling, grammar or punctuation
errors, and that you have enclosed everything that they ask for. Ask
somebody who is not associated with the production to read through
your proposal to see if it can be understood by somebody who is not
familiar with your idea or your way of working. This is a good test of how
readable and understandable your proposal is.

The art of proposal writing. Photograph by Emma Durden.

Including photos can help to show the funder at a glance what it is
that you do, but do not overburden them with additional documents
such as videos, festival programmes, posters and newspaper clippings
unless they specifically ask for these. Make sure that you package and
submit the proposal in a professional way, and that it reaches the right
person before the deadline stated in the call for applications guidelines.
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Fundraising may be the hardest part of your job as a producer. If
you do manage to find funders, treat them with great care, as these
relationships can blossom into long-term partnerships that may serve
you well into the future.

Expanding your income streams
Finding funding or support for your projects is not always just about
getting money. It may involve looking at cash grants, residencies,
employment or internships, getting free or low-cost rehearsal space,
finding donated props or set-building supplies, performance space, and
so on. It is important to think creatively about finding other sources of
finance and support for your projects and programmes.
It is a good idea to identify alternative income streams which might
generate money for the production. This could be in the form of lowinterest loans, which may be cost effective and save you time and energy that
could be better spent developing your project. You can look for individuals
who have venture capital to invest in new ideas, and your cast and crew
themselves could become shareholders in the project, working together
for a share in the profits. You should also investigate crowdfunding, where
many people donate a small amount to build up your reserves.
Think about what you have to offer and could barter or exchange
with others. The South African company The Flying House has initiated
a creative stock-exchange project that uses this way of generating income.
You could also think about offering training or services for the private or
public sector and consider selling products, services or copyright.
Partnerships with other sectors and groups can also help to expand
your income. Look for local possibilities where your projects have similar
goals, and also look outside the country, where organisations that are
based in more resourced countries might be able to provide funds for the
development of a co-production.

Selecting the right team
Finding the right kind of people to work on your project involves you
being clear about the concept of the new work. Depending on the genre
and the style that you want the work to be presented in, you should
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choose people with the appropriate skills to be part of the production.
Don’t simply appoint your friends! Be realistic about your own skills and
what you can do well, and where you are lacking in skills. Make sure
that you find others who can do what you cannot. Creating quality work
means working with the best people you can find; people who are better
than you in different areas.

Selecting people for each step of the production process
It is a good idea to understand what processes you will be going through,
to understand what skills you will need. A production needs to be
planned from the initial concept to the final performance, including
making decisions about style, staging and theatrical elements. The
planning also needs to take into account the context of the performance
and the make up of the audience.
Who is required at the initial stages of the project?

The initial stages of the project will involve you as a producer, and a
writer, director or choreographer. This is the moment you have to look
at yourself, and ask if you are the best writer or director to work on
the idea. Learning and growing in this industry is about working with
people who are better than you. Why not share your idea with the best
playwright you can find, you might be surprised to find a very experienced
playwright who loves your idea and is keen to come on board. Having a
good playwright also helps your chance of getting funding.
This starting phase might also involve set, props and costume
designers, and sound and lighting designers. It should involve an
administrator from the start. Advice from Bridget van Oerle is to include
a publicist on board from the beginning of your process. This is someone
who becomes part of the artistic team and will have suggestions that
can benefit the process of creation while thinking about an audience,
promotion and a longer life for the show.
You might end up playing all of these roles, but must then be careful
not to leave any aspects of the work out. It is a good idea to have a “job
description” of tasks that should be carried out by each person, even if
you are carrying out all of them.
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Who is required for the rehearsal stage?

The director and the performers are the key players in this stage. An
assistant director, production manager and stage managers might also be
needed. Other members of the initial creative team might also be brought
in to plot the show, to adjust costumes or lighting, and to make the show
ready for performance. The rehearsal process includes adapting choices
that have been made to suit the performance, trying out and exploring
alternatives, and polishing the piece until it is ready for performance in
front of an audience.
For those directors who produce their own shows, be aware of the
different roles. Your role of a producer is different from your role as a
director. Sometimes you have to explain to your actors that you take a
certain decision because of your role as a producer and not as a director.
This is a complex process.
As a producer alone, your role in this stage of the process might be
limited as the choices and experiments are best left up to the creative team.
If you are producing and have given the responsibility for the process of
creation to a director or choreographer, don’t interfere during rehearsals.
Discuss what you need to one on one with your director. If you have made
a good choice, you need to show that you trust the creative team and
support them where possible. It doesn’t mean that you are invisible for
the actors. You can keep in contact, bring in juice and biscuits and enjoy
watching a first run. This will give them more confidence than if you are
seen to be interfering or taking over from their director.
Who is required for the performance stage?

The performers are obviously vital in this step. Without them, there can
be no performance. The director is also an essential part of the first few
performances, to see whether the show needs adjusting once it is in front
of an audience. Once the show is up and running, the performance team
should be able to continue without the director. A production manager
and stage manager or stage hands might also be needed, depending on
the size of the cast and the complexity of the production.
As a producer, you also have a role to play during this process. This
should include promoting, branding and selling the show. The producer
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is the host, and has a very important role to play on the opening night
and throughout the run.
Make sure that people who have contributed to your production are
mentioned and invited to the opening night. Also invite reviewers and
key figures from the industry. This is important to build your reputation.
Follow up those invitations, because these people get invited to many
shows, and don’t always remember what they have been invited to
or what they have seen. Having an opening night involves creating a
platform for people in the industry and for your shareholders to see,
discuss and celebrate the work. Make sure that every opening night also
has some ordinary audience members in the house.
After the show, talk with your audience; ask them what they think
about it. Don’t defend yourself or the show, take in all the notes and be
grateful to those who give them, even if they are critical. Follow up with
other key figures by mail or telephone over the following days.
One of the reasons why directing and producing together is often a
problem is this role of being able to seek out feedback. As a director on the
opening night, you are often not in the mood for critical feedback, and are
too closely linked with the project. If you are filling both roles, then find
someone else to take on the task of getting feedback on the production.
You should also consider having somebody on hand to document your
performances and the audience response. You can keep records of your
performances through written text, notation, videoing, audio recordings,
photography, audience feedback books, social media platforms and other
methods. These records serve as a reminder about your progress, as well
as an archive or marketing portfolio.
Who is required after the performances?

The administrative team kicks into gear again at the end of a run of
your production. You might need to have a full team meeting after a
production closes, to evaluate the success of the production and to think
about the future. You should go back to the questions that informed your
decision to take on the project at the start, and see if you achieved what
you set out to do.
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Contracting the team

Students, University of Zululand. Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.

Whether or not you have money for your production, it is a good idea
to develop contracts with everybody on the team. A contract is an
agreement between two or more people which is enforceable by law.
Too many artists in South Africa find themselves unsure about what
their responsibilities are, and what they are entitled to, because they are
working without contracts, or they have signed a contract that they do
not understand.
For a contract to be enforceable, all parties to the contract must be
competent to enter into an agreement; both parties must agree on the
terms of the contract; the parties have to do something for each other
(this is usually expressed in terms of money, but it can be some kind of
service); and it must be lawful (an agreement to do something illegal is
not enforceable). All contracts should be guided by the Basic Conditions
of Employment Act, which stipulates conditions of work, including
working hours and details about working at night or on Sundays.
It is always best to have an agreement in writing to avoid
misunderstanding. Contracts should include the following information:
• Identify the type of contract.
• Identify the parties involved.
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•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Determine the purpose of the contract and give detailed definitions
and interpretations.
Describe the agreement in terms of the services or products to
be delivered and the conditions (including working times, costs
incurred, reimbursements, etc.)
Describe the payment amount and date, and any pro-rata payments
or deductions for non-performance. Include a note on tax
responsibilities.
Describe any indemnity, insurance or copyrights if these are applicable.
Include suspension and termination clauses.
Outline issues related to confidentiality if these are applicable.
Provide a domicile citandi et executandi (i.e. place of residence /
physical address).
Outline the processes for handling disputes and dispute resolutions.
Provide a space where everybody must sign, and note the place and
date of signature.

There are many bodies in South Africa that regulate contracts for screen
actors (film, television and advertising) but none have a specific focus on
stage actors or other performers. There are, however, some documents
that can be used by producers as a guideline for the development of
contracts.
Organisations dedicated to protecting the rights of performing artists,
including the South African Actors Guild (SAGA) have developed some
of these documents. In addition, SAGA has recommended guidelines for
payment for theatre actors, and this is rated according to the type of work
and the experience of the actors. These guidelines are included in Part
Four of this book.
Performers have historically organised themselves into trade unions
in South Africa. In the 1950s, the South African Actors’ Equity was
established to protect actors’ rights. This was later renamed the South
African Theatre Union, and in the 1980s included screen actors, to
be renamed the South African Film and Television Union. This largely
white body then amalgamated with other groups and the Performing
Arts Workers’ Equity (PAWE) was established in the late 1980s, affiliated
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to the Congress of South African Trade Unions. PAWE later merged
with the Musicians Union of South Africa (MUSA) to form the Creative
Workers Union of South Africa (CWUSA). CWUSA is still in existence,
and has been vocal in disputes between television stations and local
artists, as well as in speaking out about music piracy. Few young theatre
actors, however, know of its existence or the potential for support from
the union. At the time of writing this book, however, attempts to find
CWUSA on the internet, via email or through the phone number listed
on the COSATU website have proved fruitless.
PAWE, together with the Theatre Managers of South Africa (TMSA),
has developed a standard contract for actors and we have used this as
the basis for a sample contract that is provided in Part Four of this book.
There are also organisations that ensure professional standards for
actors, presenters, dancers, singers, voice-over artists and MCs, such as
the Personal Managers’ Association (PMA) and the South African Screen
Federation (SASFED). If you are contracting performers, it is a good idea
that you follow the standard industry guidelines to avoid any problems.
In addition to the formal contracts, it is a good idea to gather other
information from your team. Make sure you know where they live and
who they live with. Get contact numbers of close family or friends,
who you can contact if a cast member is late for a performance and
unreachable by phone. Get an emergency ‘next of kin’ number in case
you need this. Find out about any allergies or previous injuries. Find out
if they have a regular doctor, if they have medical aid, or if they have a
preferred hospital in case of emergency. The more information you have,
the better you can cope if a crisis arises.

Involving friends, colleagues and mentors
In addition to the team that works directly on the production with you,
it is useful to have an informal network of other producers who you can
bounce ideas off. This can also help you to develop perspective, and to
see some of the challenges that you are facing in a different way. You
might consider more experienced producers who can mentor you and
your production, or your peers who are at the same level of development
as you and can share their own challenges and successes.
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Many of the experienced producers who were interviewed for this
book say that they would be happy to mentor emerging producers. There
is no harm in asking these people, or others who you admire, to help
guide your work.

Making sure you are organised

Files. Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.

We have highlighted the need to develop a strong project initiation
document, a budget and a production plan. Making sure you are
organised means that you should use these as working documents. They
should be a constant reference for you to check on what tasks have been
done and what is still to do. As your circumstances change, you might
need to adjust these documents.
If you have a computer, make sure you file all the documents related to
the project in an accessible way. These might include funding contracts,
plans, budgets, artists’ contracts, invoices and publicity materials.
Keeping good records makes your reporting process much easier.
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Developing a production plan
A production plan is the next step after your initial project documents
have been developed. A production plan tells you in practical terms what
has to be realised, and how and when it has to be done. A production
plan deals with the set, props, costumes and technical departments, and
includes sound, lighting and sometimes audio-visual teams.
A production plan contains a list of actions and is a practical technical
timeline for the production process, from the first meeting with the
director and the artistic team until the end of the tour. It includes a
schedule that is linked to the rehearsal process. This schedule describes
all the steps involved in the making of the show, from the first day of
preparation until opening night.
A production plan is made by the production (company) manager
but in close collaboration with the director. In their initial discussions
they are equal, in these discussions the artistic dreams, thoughts and
drives of the director take on a practical shape within the budget that is
available. It is therefore important that the production manager is part of
the artistic team from the start of the first artistic brainstorming sessions
about the set, costumes and technical departments.
The dialogue between the artistic team and the practical implementers
needs careful consideration, especially with smaller productions when
the producer is also the director and the production manager. When
a production manager only controls the budget and cuts down every
creative thought that the director has by saying there is no budget, then
the interaction between the two can be destructive.
A production manager has to come up with practical suggestions to
make dreams possible, and therefore needs to know a lot about how to
construct a set, who can do that, where to buy second-hand furniture,
where to find props, and where to find the right shops. The production
manager must know how costumes can be made, where they can be
rented or borrowed, where special fabrics are sold. They must know
all about lighting and sound, especially when the lighting and sound
design is made and controlled with software and control desks that are
not easy to operate. Carl Johnson refers to this technological age and the
importance of the role of the production manager in his interview.
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Every production manager must have a long list of suppliers to
work with or buy from. With all this knowledge, they must talk with
the director about the process of creation of the show in both practical
and creative terms. The producer, who is also the director and project
manager, must take time to handle these dialogues in their own head
and take time to see the matter from the artistic point of view, then from
the perspective of the production manager, where you reflect on artistic
ideas in a practical and technical way. If you are working on your own,
you should ask for assistance when you lack knowledge about suppliers
or the technical components of a production.
The role of the production manager is crucial in any production
process, as he or she is responsible for managing the budget, and
meeting the conditions and prerequisites of the creation of the show.
The production manager will work closely with the set, props, costume,
lighting and sound designers to ensure that they deliver on time and
within the budget. The production manager is also in charge of the
preparations, the planning, the rehearsal space, transport and catering.
A production plan generally has three phases:
1. Preparation phase: In this phase, the artistic plans are concretised
within the allocated budget. Often separate budgets are drawn up for
set, costumes and technical designs. The designers must know what
their total budget is. In this phase it must be made clear where the
show can rehearse and a first rehearsal schedule will be made.
2. Realisation phase: This is the drawing up of the action list for all
participants of the production. It describes what work has to be done,
by whom, when that work starts and when it has to be completed.
In every production plan, production meetings must be scheduled.
These meetings (without the cast) are to discuss the progress of
the work with the producing and artistic team and overcome any
challenges that the designers face. It includes planning the get-in
process and technical days in the theatre, the final dress rehearsal and
the opening night.
3. The season: This part of the plan outlines the time period over which
the show is performed, and should include a list of dates and times
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that the show starts, and when the actors should be called to be in the
theatre. If the show tours, then it must include specifics about travel and
accommodation. This part of the production plan should be shared with
the cast and crew and explained and discussed before the season starts.

Finding an audience
Without an audience, your production is simply an exercise for you and
your team. It only takes on meaning when other people have seen it and
responded. Getting an audience in to see your show involves a range
of processes, including marketing, publicity, networking and audience
development. From the start of your project, it is a good idea to think through
these issues and, if you can afford it, to have a publicist on board as part of
your artistic team. Firstly, you need to understand who your audience is.

Understanding audiences
Understanding the audience is an important step in planning a
production. It is important to identify the composition (who will make
up the audience) and attitude (how they will feel) of audiences who you
think your production will attract.
You need to be realistic about the size of your potential audience, and
how you are going to engage with them. You should also have an idea of
how many of them will actually come to see your production and how
many might pay for it (these might be two different sets of numbers).
Some of the questions you need to ask yourself during the
conceptualisation part of your project, and which should give you an
idea about how to market your production, are:
• Who is your audience?
• Are there age restrictions that you should take into account for
the audience? (Because of sex, language, nudity, violence or other
sensitive content).
• Do they have information about the production or the subject of the
production?
• Will the audience watch it and judge the content and performance?
• Do they have other experience of theatre?
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•
•

Will they pay for a ticket?
What is the benefit to them of watching the performance?

Audience and ticket sales need to be thought about together. Are you
going to charge a set price for your tickets, offer a sliding scale of tickets,
offer free tickets, or charge on a pay-what-you-can basis? The Musho!
Theatre Festival in Durban runs a daytime festival programme on this
pay-what-you-can basis, where audience members are asked to pay what
they feel they can afford. This sometimes brings more money into the
festival than the evening show sales which are priced at R50 a ticket.
Carl Johnson comments: “Audiences will decide on the value of a
show and will decide what they want to pay.”16 This is why some people
will happily pay up to R700 for a ticket to War Horse at ArtsCape, but
others will not want to see a local production for R20. Knowing what
your target audience will value and what they can afford is a vital part
of good producing. Julian Seleke Mokoto talks about never giving away
free tickets, saying he knows that people will pay because his shows are
worth the ticket price.
You also need to have a certain amount of cultural sensitivity when
analysing your audience. People from different cultural groups might
have different expectations of a production, and will respond with
different behaviour.
Ideally, an audience will observe theatre etiquette (the rules of
behaviour) appropriate to the particular performance context (where,
why and how you are performing). These might include engagement,
listening, focus, silence, attentiveness, empathy and using their
imagination. However, you might want to work in a more interactive
way with your audience, where they are part of the production. Roel
Twijnstra’s adaptation of House of Hunger, staged with students at the
Durban University of Technology in 2015, was played on a catwalk that
ran through the audience, who were encouraged to feel and behave like
they were in a club setting.

16 Interview with Carl Johnson, February 2016.
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Building audiences
When we look at South African theatre and dance audiences, we need to
try and understand why many of the funded theatres struggle to fill their
houses, whereas a production like Julian Seleke Moloto’s Moneymaker is
constantly sold out. We need to understand why people might not want
to come to a theatre in the inner city at night. Bridget van Oerle says we
have to start learning to listen to our audience. Some of the interviewed
producers feel that there is an audience for local work, but is dislocated
from the theatres (the place of presentation) or from the content of the
show (the product).

Poster of Moneymaker. Provided by Julian Seleke Mokoto.
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When you know who you want to reach with your production, and
what their feelings are about the content and the place of performances,
then you can start to think about how to expand this group of people.
The idea of “audience-building” has become popular in South Africa,
with producers wanting to expand the pool of people willing to pay for
a theatre ticket. Whether you are relying on income from ticket sales or
not, your production cannot survive without an audience.
As a producer, you need to think about audience development strategies
that encourage a greater interest in arts and cultural activities, not just in
your own production. This requires a strategic way of making arts and
culture more accessible to the general population, and by integrating arts
into everyday life for everyone and in every sector of society.
There are a number of factors that influence a potential audience
member’s perception of whether or not they should make the effort to see
your production. These factors include knowledge about the production,
how accessible it is (both physically and intellectually), who you are in
partnership with, how well you have engaged with them as potential
audience members, the cost of the tickets, and the location where your
production is played. If you want to reach a bigger audience, you will
need to address all of these concerns.

Suggestions for building an audience 17
1.

2.
3.
4.

Appoint an ‘audience manager’ on your team who is in charge of
audience development and provide training for them in the business,
social and communication aspects of reaching an audience.
Put the audience first. They should be the purpose of your
performance.
Collect market research and get to know the potential audience
in as much detail as possible.
Educate potential audiences about what you do. Have a strategy for
working with schools and with other groups. Find ways to incorporate
people who are experienced in sales to promote your production.

17 Adapted from: Bamford, A. & Wimmer, M. (2012) Audience building and the
future. European Expert Network on Culture (EENC).
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5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.
13.

14.

Offer educational opportunities and activities to all age groups.
People often learn to appreciate the arts later in life.
Take your work into the community, to places performances would
not normally reach. It is good public relations, and also good for
audience building.
Communicate the nature of your production accurately and
imaginatively.
Aim to attract first-time audiences and turn them into regular
attendees.
Always seek to renew and grow the audience; it is not enough to
relax when the house is full.
Balance innovation and tradition to attract new audiences as well
as to reassure the already committed. Think about eye-catching
strategies like parades and public events to attract an audience.
Make the conventions of attending a production (whether these are
related to dress or behaviour) as accessible as possible for newcomers,
without destroying the accepted atmosphere.
Attend the majority of performances yourself as a member of the
audience and be open to criticism.
Front of house care is as important as the show itself in providing a
proper experience. Ushers and box office staff can smooth the way
for the performers and can also promote the next show. Actors can
also be great sales people for the show.
Treat everybody in the audience as you and your family would want
to be treated on an evening out.

Reaching audiences
Reaching your potential audience involves all the elements of marketing,
advertising, public relations and networking. This can be seen under
the overall banner of communicating about your production, and is
an important way to generate good will for your production, as well as
generating income.
Communication should include building relationships, not just
advertising a show. The role of communications is an internal and an
external activity, both you as the producer and the rest of the team can play
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a role sharing information about your production, and a publicist can add
an external, professional element to your communications strategy.
To guide your approach to communicating about your production,
you should ask the following questions:
1. What do you have to communicate about?
2. What makes it different from what everybody else has produced
before?
3. How do you develop your theatre company or the production as a
brand?
4. Who is your audience for this production?
5. How do you divide or segment this audience into different categories?
6. What do you communicate to each segment?
7. How do you communicate with each segment?
Communicating about your production might involve using banners,
posters, pamphlets, a website, social media (Facebook and Twitter),
radio or newspaper interviews, paid advertising, promotional scenes
on the street, an educational programme in schools or driving around
the township with a megaphone. Monde Ngonyama from the Port
Elizabeth Opera House believes that artists should be used to advertise a
production: “Actors are the best salespeople and are seldom used for that.
Producers can cast actors with a good network, and using that network
becomes part of the actor’s role in the production.”18 With all of your
communication strategies, you need to think about what best suits the
image of the production and the audience that you are trying to reach.
You also need to think about your ticket sales. How will people book and
buy tickets? Do you need to include a ticketing agency like Computicket,
Webtickets or one of the others? How will this affect your audience?
How will it affect your income? Most of the ticketing agencies charge a
commission per ticket sold, so this needs to be taken into account with
your budgeting.
Perhaps you prefer to run this process yourself, with online or
telephone bookings, or perhaps your audience will just arrive at the door.
Knowing your place of presentation, the kind of product you have, and
18 Monde Ngonyama interviewed by Roel Twijnstra, 2016.
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your audience will determine what type of ticketing system is best for
your production.
Publicist Bridget van Oerle is passionate about producers needing to
work with publicists to get their shows into the public domain, and has
six top tips for producers when it comes to publicising their shows:
1. Don’t write your own press release. Give the timings, make sure the
content has been copied and pasted correctly and don’t supply a
badly written and uninteresting text.
2. Spend money on good photographs.
3. Publicity should be a priority for everyone. Make time for interviews
and let everyone in the cast and crew be part of it.
4. A publicist should be part of the artistic team and be there from the
start of the project to add value. Make sure he or she has everything
that is needed to do the job: CVs, photographs, biographies and more.
5. Focus on all media and when using social media plan, even if it is
small. Create a Facebook event, create a hashtag, make small digital
electronic flyers. Don’t disregard any media and PR platforms.
6. Sex it up!19

Getting into the theatre
The get-in is the process in which a show gets into the theatre where
it will perform. The piece has to fit into the theatre like a hand into a
glove, in a technical and practical way. To make this process of practical
transition, good preparation is needed. Communication between the
producer or company manager of the show that gets in and the project
manager or producer of the receiving theatre is vital.
A producer will usually sign a contract or memorandum of agreement
with the theatre (or with the festival) and this will outline what the theatre
offers, and what the producer is expected to do. We have included a
generic sample contract in Part Four of this book. Most theatres also have
house rules that your cast and crew will need to follow.
As part of the get-in process, you need to ensure that your production
has the necessary insurances to cover any accidents that might affect the
cast, crew or audience. Generally, a theatre will have this insurance, but
19 Bridget van Oerle interviewed by Roel Twijnstra, 2015.
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if it does not, then you as a producer might be held responsible for any
damage to property or personal injury. Wherever you are performing,
find out the details about these insurances before you move into the
space. You may need to register your cast and crew for workmen’s
compensation, or may have to ensure that they have private insurance.

Get-in at the Catalina Theatre. Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.

To get in efficiently, the sound and lighting departments of the theatre
will prepare the lights and sound equipment for the designs that come
with the show. In order to do this, they need to receive a technical rider,
which is a detailed explanation of the lighting and sound design together
with a description and diagram of the floor-plan of the set. Often the
company manager of the show will visit the theatre long before the getin and meet with its project manager and the technicians to discuss the
get-in in advance. If you are working in a small production company, or
on your own, you will probably do this yourself.
The day of the get-in starts with off-loading the set from the truck and
placing or outlining the set on the stage floor. When lights above the set
have to be focused using a ladder, the set is outlined on the floor. When
the lights can be focused from above the grid, then the actual set can be
placed on the stage floor. The project manager from the receiving house
is responsible for this, and is often assisted by the stage manager.
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Most of the time during a get-in will be spent working with the lighting
technicians. The rigging and focusing of the lights can take hours or even
days, depending on the technical facilities and the technicians that are
working. When that is done, the set can be built and dressed with props.
As part of the get-in, the lighting department will start working on
plotting the lighting cues with the director and the stage manager and with
the lighting designer. Similarly, a sound technician will work with somebody
from the production to ensure that the sound cues are understood.
As well as all the technical arrangements, set and props are put in
place, and costumes are usually taken to the dressing rooms (if there are
any) during this get-in process. The performers only come into the theatre
after all this is done and they prepare for a full dress rehearsal with all the
lighting and sound. Everything is now ready for a full dress rehearsal.
In smaller theatres or at festivals it might be your responsibility as a
producer to do all of this work.

Full dress rehearsal (FDR)
The FDR is usually done the day before or the day of the opening of
a show in a new theatre. There is no audience for this rehearsal, but
members of the artistic team or the receiving theatre might come in to
see if everything is ready for the opening. It might also be an opportunity
for a photo shoot of the production.
During the FDR, everything is done as if it was a normal show. This
means that the actors come in at least two hours before the show starts
(the usual call time for a performance), they prepare, warm up, get
dressed, and are miked up if they are using radio microphones. A sound
check is done to balance the different levels of sound, music and speech.
The show is called by the stage manager. After the start, the FDR is not
interrupted or stopped. The director or project manager will make notes
about anything that goes wrong. After the show there is usually a short
feedback session for the actors, and notes are given on the lighting and
sound cues. After the FDR, the show is ready for performance.
After each show, there is more work to do. Nosipho Bophela talks
about her work after a performance.20

20 Nosipho Bophela interviewed by Roel Twijnstra, 2015.
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Directly after the show I first check the actors to see if they are okay,
some of them like some feedback, but also I check that there are no
injuries. I take in the costumes and put them in cold water so the sweat
and fake blood can be rinsed out, then the ASM and I rush to clean
the stage floor. Often the actors have a question-and-answer session
or interviews after the show. I make sure that they are on time where
they have to be. When it is the last show in a theatre (after collecting
costumes and cleaning the floor), we start breaking down the set. For
this process, the production manager from my company is with me, and
a strike team is given to us by the theatre. Together with the production
manager we put everything in the boxes.

Touring your production
Getting your production beyond its initial performance venue might
involve taking it to other festivals or events, which means it becomes
a touring production. As the producer of a touring venture, your work
becomes much more complex. You need to think about each venue that
the work will be played in, what this means for the cast and crew, for the
budget, and for the audience in each new place.
A touring production can be simple, which means that you or your
artistic director have fewer responsibilities with regards to moving a set,
plotting lights and adjusting the blocking. When you produce a show
for touring it is better if you know the details about the venues you plan
to perform in so the show can be adjusted accordingly. This involves
extra work for the producer and good communication with the multiple
venues you will be visiting.
When you are moving into a new theatre, you need to take into
account their rules and regulations, and what risks your production
might pose when it is housed in their theatre. In Europe, a Production
Risk Inventory and Evaluation (PRI&E) details the risks involved in a
theatre production so that the receiving theatre is able to evaluate these
and to put into place adequate safety measures and insurances. The
National Arts Festival has a similar, shorter version of a risk assessment.
We have included a sample document in Part Four of this book.
For any tour, no matter what size the production is, you need to think
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about the logistics of transporting the cast, crew and set. You may also
need to take into consideration accommodation and per diem payments
(also called S&T or subsistence payments).
It is a good idea to have a project manager or company manager to
manage all of the extra processes involved in touring a production. This
person takes charge of the preparation of the tour, has contact with the
venues and supplies them with all the information they need in the form
of a technical rider. They become responsible for the get-in process and
the breaking down after the show. They take care of the transport, the
accommodation and the wellbeing and safety of cast and crew.
If you are touring a producing outside the country, you also need to
think about passports and visas, travel insurance, the living expenses
in another country, exchange rates, language barriers, audiences with
different expectations, and lots of other complexities associated with
being far from home. Touring comes with additional responsibilities and
challenges; and good planning along with good negotiation skills makes
a tour much more enjoyable.

Wrapping up your production
Wrapping up your production involves completing all of your
administration tasks, writing reports, returning any equipment, releasing
the team from their contracts, and recognising and rewarding those who
have contributed to the success of the project.
You should also review and evaluate the production, looking at
its overall value and effect. This evaluation will help you see how and
where your project has been successful. It will let you see how well your
resources have been used and what the benefits of your project have
been to those involved. You can use this information from the evaluation
process to learn from this experience and to improve future projects.
Part of building your reputation as a producer involves developing
a portfolio of productions that you have worked on, and this involves
collecting information on your projects. This portfolio should be a record
of your work, which can attract future funders and creative partners as
well as serving as a way for you to document and evaluate your own work.
Aside from people who have been part of your programmes and
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experienced them, there are many others who may want or need to see
records of what you have accomplished in the past. Keeping an archive of
your work satisfies your funders and other supporters, as well as telling
the story of your own growth.

Reporting
An important part of wrapping up a production is reporting. Some of
your partners might require written narrative reports, which are a written
account of how the production processes worked and how your goals
were met. Most funders are specific about how they want your reports
to be written, and will let you know what you need to report on and by
when. It is important for you to know these guidelines from the start of
the project, so that you can collect the appropriate information through
the process of the project.
Your records might include written reports, photograph albums,
DVD recordings, audio recordings, posters, programmes, audience
feedback forms or documented social media chatter, visitor’s books, press
clippings, including reviews and pre-publicity, and newsletters.

Financial reporting
For anybody who has invested in or sponsored your production, they
need some guarantee that you know how to look after their money, and
your own money. The only way to prove this is through presenting sound
financial records. This includes developing financial statements, balance
sheets and audited reports.
A financial statement is a record outlining the financial activities of
your group or organisation. Financial statements are meant to present the
financial information clearly and concisely, and according to generally
accepted accounting practices. Financial statements usually include:
income statements, a balance sheet, an asset list (of what cash you have
in the bank and what equipment or property you own), statements of
retained earnings and cash flow. Your financial statements might be
prepared for a particular production project, or might be an annual
record of your finances. An audited report is a formal opinion written as
a result of an internal or external evaluation of your financial records that
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is performed by a registered professional.
If this terminology sounds like a foreign language to you, you are not
alone. Many artists are not familiar with these technical accounting and
bookkeeping terms, and this is why we suggest that you have a skilled
person on your team who can handle the financial reporting processes.
Most funders specify that financial statements must be prepared by a
registered accountant or an auditor, and then you must secure the
services of one. These professionals can be expensive, but many do pro
bono (free) work for deserving non-profit organisations, so you can look
for an independent accountant or firm in your area that might do this
for you, and could offer them free tickets or useful workshops in return.
Your financial reporting could also include budgets and forecasts
for the future, as well as reports from the past. Future funders will
also be interested in seeing these reports, as they show your level of
accountability and give them confidence in your ability to manage your
budgets appropriately.
If you are working on your own, have a look at the checklist for good
financial management in Part Four of this book.
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Conclusion
There are ways that you can improve your skills as a producer. Many
of these can be learnt on the job if you are part of an organisation or
working under a mentor, but if you are an independent producer you
will have to find these out for yourself. There are courses that you can do
in project management, administration and financial management that
might be helpful, but you can also read about how to do these things
in books. In addition, you need industry-specific knowledge and skills,
which are best learnt from others in the industry. We believe that you
should never stop learning and finding ways to improve your skills and
your processes, as this can make your way of producing more effective
and the results of your work more successful.

Setting up at Wushwini Arts and Heritage Centre. Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.
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PART 3

Producing for the
Performing Arts

In this part of the book, we define the notion of
production in the performing arts, and look at
different models or ways of working that producers
use to bring a work from its initial idea to an
audience.
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DEFINING PRODUCTION IN
THE PERFORMING ARTS

Vuka Vuka. Photograph
by Roel Twijnstra.
Defining Production in the Performing Art
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D

ifferent people use different models of producing that are
informed by what they produce, where they produce, and for
whom they produce. Yvette Hardie says: “Every process creates
its own model. A production is determined by people and their goals,
not by a model.”21
The context-specific nature of producing for theatre means that there
is not a one-size-fits-all approach that can be taught as a model. Producing
a show for schools demands a different approach from producing an
industrial theatre play for a specific client. Producing for a mainstream,
funded theatre in South Africa asks for a way of working that is different
from producing for a local or international festival. Co-producing,
producing in public spaces or producing a development project all come
with their own specific demands and challenges. However, learning from
what has been done in the past prevents a producer from having to reinvent the wheel every time they embark on a new production.
A production model should not be seen as a fixed formula, but should
be a guideline that is adaptable to help you to meet your own specific
goals and to clarify the roles of the people that you work with. Beyond
being a guideline, a production model is an exercise in exploring possible
ways to go about bringing the production to the stage.
A production model for theatre or dance is a format (HOW – an approach)
for a process of creation (WHAT – the activity) from a first idea or initial
concept into a theatre or dance production (the product) that is presented
(WHERE – the physical place of presentation) for a particular reason (WHY
– the rationale) at a particular point in time (WHEN – the context) to an
audience (WHO – the kind of people that will watch the production).
In general, a production model consists of four elements: Process,
Product, Place and People. Each specific production model has four Ps
that will determine its approach.
1. A process of creation: starting with a first idea or initial concept.
2. Followed by a rehearsal period ending in a final version of the show
(the product).
3. A place of presentation: a theatre, classroom, public space or empty
warehouse.
21 Interview with Yvette Hardie, November 2015.
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4. An audience: people that are experiencing the show and give it its
meaning and relevance.
Different production models or ways of working are usually determined
by one or two of the variables from this definition.

The process
Before there is an audience and a place of presentation there is an
initial concept or idea. From this idea, a process of creation leads to the
development of a product, a specific show. These processes of creation are
different, due to the personalities of the creative team and the producers.
The time between the first idea or initial concept and the actual start
of the rehearsals can take months or years. This is an important time
of developing the initial idea into a workable concept. Developing the
script or the approach on how to adapt an existing script often takes a
long time. We discuss this in detail in our first book, Theatre Directing in
South Africa.
Producers often have more than one idea that is waiting for development. The question related to how you know if an idea is strong enough to
produce becomes essential. Most of the interviewed producers indicated
that this knowledge is based on intuition combined with experience.
An emerging producer or director lacking in experience should find a
mentor to help think through this process.
Rehearsals generally only start when the producer knows what budget
is available, what cast and crew will be working on the project and
where it will be presented for the first time. The production processes
that follow are determined by the budget and this also determines the
amount of time spent on the project. In the main theatres in Europe, a
rehearsal time of two to three months is standard process, while many
South African theatres are able to give a production just four weeks of
rehearsals, including the technical get-in week.
Different from time constraints determined by funded projects,
passion projects that often work with little or no funding can rehearse for
months or even years before presenting the final result. The production
Truth in Translation produced by Yvette Hardie took six years to complete,
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a life-time experience for the artistic team, some of the actors and for the
producer who took a long period of time to research the work and to find
the funding to be able to realise it onto stage.
Some producers foreground the process of creation in their approach
to making theatre. These include young and emerging producers,
directors and writers who are producing passion projects, working with
or without funding, who show their work in spaces that are available for
an audience that is interested in the subject of their work or in them as
a person or artist.

Truth in Translation. Photograph by Ruphin Coudyser.

The product
The artistic team can fantasise in an unlimited way about their own
process of creating, but the producer’s role is to transform those dreams
into concrete steps that bring about a final product, through planning,
developing and managing budgets and working out marketing strategies.
Even if you are writing and directing and producing a work yourself, as
is often the case with South African theatre-makers, you will have to deal
with these different roles in your head.
Many creative producers, particularly young writers and directors
who are passionate about concretising their idea and bringing it to
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stage, will start on a work without having thought through the specific
potential audience who will see the work, or a specific venue which suits
it. For them, realising their idea on stage is important, for whoever and
wherever, and with or without funding. A lot of emerging directors are
driven by this approach.
This passion for creating theatre is important. Creating work, no matter
what the consequences, is a good start to your career, as a way to prove
yourself and to gain the experience you need. Theatre can be, however, an
expensive medium to create. Getting to better understand the process and
build up experience drives a lot of young, emerging producers.
This model of producing a passion project is common for those who
foreground the product in their work, and is the first important step
that many producers make. However, it is not always sustainable for the
producer or beneficial for the arts industry as a whole, where a more
practical and pragmatic approach to theatre production and attracting
audiences is often needed.

The place
Some production models are more closely linked to a place of presentation,
a specific theatre or other space. The commercial theatre productions of
Pieter Toerien is linked to the Montecasino Theatre in Johannesburg or
to his Theatre on the Bay in Cape Town. The previous Performing Arts
Councils, which are government-funded arts bodies that act as agencies
of the Department of Arts and Culture (DAC) in each province, have their
own theatres with multiple different venues (ArtsCape in Cape Town,
the Playhouse in Durban, PACOFS in Bloemfontein, the State Theatre
in Pretoria and the Johannesburg theatres). Many of these places rely on
a production model that foregrounds the place of presentation and an
accessible product, making decisions about what kind of production will
be right in a particular place.
Newer production models which put the physical place of presentation
at the centre of their producing approach are also seen in alternative
performance spaces such as POPArt in the Maboneng precinct and the
pop-up-theatre model of PLAT4ORM.
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The place of presentation is crucial for any producer. From the initial
processes of thinking about the production, they need to consider where
it will be performed. What theatre or venue will they be using for the
production? Are there different spaces for different performances? How
different are the challenges to producing a show at a festival like Infecting
the City in Cape Town, at an open street market downtown, or producing
a show that tours to different high schools in a rural area? What are the
challenges for producers who claim new spaces in an old warehouse, or
in the backyard of their own house?
To produce in one of the large, funded theatres in South Africa comes
with procedures and union restrictions and specific goals linked to the
funding of those theatres. Producing for a community festival involves very
short get-in times (usually fifteen minutes) and is different from producing
in a theatre that gives you technical get-in time of a few days, time for a full
dress rehearsal, and even a series of previews or test shows before opening.
The concept of theatre performed in small tents, borrowed from
the Netherlands Parade and Boulevard festivals, was successfully used
to create the Uitkamp Teater at the 2016 KKNK festival, where small
audiences paid just R25 a ticket to see short twenty-minute productions
by young artists. Pop-up theatre is performed in unexpected places like
taxi ranks and shopping malls, like some of the projects from PLAT4ORM
in Johannesburg.
Site-specific theatre might involve moving the audience to where you
want them to be, which comes with a whole set of complex logistics. It
also requires that you engage with the people who live in or near the site,
to ensure that your production is welcomed into this space.
In addition to the state-funded theatres, there are many independent
theatres, all kinds of non-formal spaces that you can think of, and over
160 community art centres, funded by the Department of Arts and
Culture. Knowing where you are going to perform might influence what
you do and how you do it. Each of these different places brings specific
challenges, and as a producer you need to take the venue into account
in your planning processes, right from the initial conception of the show.
This way of working around a space is totally different from the way
in which a touring venture might be structured, where a producer creates
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a strong show (product) to tour to different venues, often in different
provinces. Touring comes with a necessary mobility of cast and crew
and set, and the approach to putting on this type of production will be
different from the start.

The Tourists. Twist Projects, KKNK. Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.

Also linked to the place of presentation are specific marketing
strategies to ensure that you can get an audience to watch the show.
A mistake that some producers make is to think that if their show is
programmed in a national theatre, this theatre will do the marketing. To
a small extent, they will market the production, but you as a producer
need to know who your ideal audience is and where you will find them.
Producers that mobilise their own audience are often a welcome guest in
these theatres or receiving houses.
As a producer, you should never leave the marketing entirely in
the hands of someone else. Any producer should be working with the
marketing departments of theatres on specific marketing strategies that
will get the right audience into the venue where the presentation takes
place. That audience is the final word in relevance and gives meaning to
the work. Bearing in mind the importance of communication with this
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audience, a publicist or publicity company should also be part of the
artistic team from the start of the process of creating the work.

The people
The audience should always be in the thoughts of a producer. According
to the goals that are set by the producer, the audience must be entertained,
amused, angered or educated. They might be given an intellectual or
emotional challenge or they might be called to engage with social or
political views. For every producer, the question on how they want
their audience to leave the theatre is crucial. Is the audience excited and
will they tell their friends to watch the show? Did they experience the
magic that theatre can bring? Did they learn about new safety procedures
that are being put into place in the factory where they work? Did they
learn something about themselves or about others; about the country or
the world? For every producer, the mind, the soul and the heart of the
audience is what finally matters.
There are always two shows to produce: one is the physical show on
stage with the actors, a story, lighting, blocking and sound; the other
is the show that you build step by step in the minds of your audience.
They will receive all the signs that come from the stage. The stage can
be seen as a transmitter of theatrical signs that are sent to the audience;
the text, images, sounds, characters, conflict, props, sets and costumes.
The audience can be seen as a receiving body that takes in all the signs
during the duration of the show. The audience plays an active role in
interpreting these signs, and this interpretation results in the ‘second
show’, which may be subtly different for each audience member. This
interpretation results in the meaning and relevance that the show has for
each audience member. This notion of reception theory means that, as a
producer, you have to understand your audience.
Pieter Torien and Hazel Feldman appear to understand why people
will come to the theatre; they understand the psyche of the theatre-going
public; what drives this audience to the theatre and makes them pay
high prices for tickets and give a standing ovation after the show. Julien
Seleke Mokoto knows what his audience wants to see, and his shows are
mostly sold out.
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Creating a show that tours to schools puts a specific audience at the
forefront of its model. These producers focus on learners and link the
content of their shows (products) to the school curriculum. Another
form of theatre that is audience-specific is industrial theatre, which
has a message targeted to a particular audience, but may be presented
anywhere, from factory halls to boardrooms.
Producers of industrial theatre know very well what their clients want
their staff to understand and remember after seeing the show. Bhekani
Shabalala and Bheki Khabela (PST Project) spend time getting to know both
the client and their audience, by talking with them and spending time with
them. A small theatre like POPArt in Maboneng in Johannesburg knows
what their audience likes, they know what to programme and produce to
ensure that the audience comes into the theatre. All of these different types
of producers create, select and market their shows very carefully, based on
their understanding of what the audience wants or needs.

Figure 2: The process of producing.
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DIFFERENT
PRODUCTION MODELS

PopArt. Photograph by Hayleigh Evans.
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I

n this section, we explore some of the different forms of theatre and
how these forms determine a particular model or way of working. The
different focus on the process of creation, product, place or audience
(people) means that a producer has different challenges when working
with different models.
Sometimes a producer’s main concern is to find start-up capital to
bankroll the production process. Sometimes they have to find partners
who want to invest and co-produce or will have to focus on submitting
applications for support to different funding agencies. A producer will
research different ideas; will talk to the key players in the environment
(the theatres, media, festivals, other producers). A producer may also
need to negotiate with municipalities to get the right permits for public
spaces, may need to negotiate for the rights to use a specific text, or face
any number of other challenges.

Producing a passion project
A passion project is one which is driven primarily by the desire of its
creators, without much concern for income generation or audiences.
These projects are reliant on the variables of process and product that
are described earlier.
Producers working on passion projects are everywhere; in the big
cities, in small rural towns, they rehearse in studios, often provided by
drama departments when nothing else is happening, or in community
halls, cultural centres, the garage of a friendly uncle or in a public park.
These producers often have no money set aside for the production, but
are driven by passion and ambition to create a show.
Sometimes this production process is triggered by a festival that offers
a competition in which a financial prize can be won. Community arts
festivals like Isigcawu at the Ekhaya Multi-Arts Centre in KwaMashu and,
Zabalaza at the Baxter Theatre in Cape Town, the South African National
Community Theatre Association (SANCTA) festival and professional
festivals like Musho! in Durban and So Solo in Johannesburg provide
them with a platform. Some of these festivals offer payments for selected
shows or a competition winner. Opportunities to perform at the fringe
festivals in Grahamstown and Cape Town also trigger these producers to
stage their shows.
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But often these projects are simply born out of passion and dedication
with a story based on personal experience or a deep commitment to a social
or political issue. These projects are never about money, they will happen
with or without it. They are often very important stages in the growth of a
producer or director because of the personal commitment involved.
Passion producers are generally young, want to try their luck and seek
success. Often they will cast their project with actors who they know or
are close friends with, who are willing to work without getting paid.
Sometimes these producers have an assistant or a stage manager, but
mostly they do everything themselves. They direct, write and produce.
They find a rehearsal space, register for a festival, take care of transport
for the actors, design and build the set, collect or make the costumes and
run the technical aspects of the show in performance.
There is often no time or budget for good publicity for these projects
but most of them use social media and have Facebook pages to activate
their friends to come and watch. Shows are often performed for free and
they don’t expect to make anything from the box office. They hope to
win a prize at a festival, or hope that somebody ‘important’ will be in the
audience, recognise their talent, and give them a space in the programme
at a national theatre or will send them on an overseas tour. Those stories of
discovery are very few. The reality is that these productions often struggle to
get an audience to their show in a competitive environment like a festival.
The most positive thing about this process is that people learn to
produce and get experience. This may be learning the hard way, and
these producers will often lose more money than they earn, but they are
an experience richer. A lot of them will never produce again and this may
not be a bad thing, because a lot of theatre that is made is not of a quality
that can keep an audience interested. But some of these young producers
will continue producing and as they gain experience they learn that they
don’t have to try and do everything themselves.
These producers learn that it is important to market their show well
and listen to the audience. They begin to understand that you have to
talk with artistic directors and festival producers to entice them to come
and see your show. They learn that nobody will come simply because the
show is there. They start building a network. It takes time to enter this
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industry and establish a name for yourself; it is a slow process that can
take years. Those who want a quick overnight success drop out after they
have tried once or twice. Peter Tshabalala of the NAC says, “You can’t
plant a tree today and expect to eat its fruit tomorrow.”22
With these passion projects, many shows are only performed a
few times. Some people see this throw-away theatre as a waste of
time and effort because the shows have potential and there may be a
greater potential audience for the work. But a lack of funding makes it
impossible to give them a longer life. In addition, most of these young
producers have never applied for funding and have no idea where to find
it. And if they do know, they are inexperienced and are a risk for funders
or investors. It takes time to build your reputation before attracting the
interest of funders or sponsors.

Bra Six-Two. Samson Mlambo / Wiseman Mchunu. Photograph by Rodney Prynne.

22 Peter Tshabalala interviewed by Roel Twijnstra, 2016.
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Passion producing is an interesting and often experimental model,
and the producing talents of the future will emerge out of this pool.
Many arts organisations, including the DAC-funded playhouses, will
call for new scripts or facilitate the development of new work from this
pool of young producers. Some theatres mentor them and have outreach
projects or host festivals in which these groups compete. Festivals, such
as the National Arts Festival, have fringe platforms where these groups
can show their work alongside more established professionals. It must
be noted that out of the hundreds of young producers that put on work,
only a few succeed in attracting an audience. These few are often those
who, besides artistic talent, also have producing and coordinating talents
and have mentorship or an otherwise supportive environment.
Theatres and festivals have a responsibility to develop this group of
young producers. Some of them do run projects to provide opportunities
to help develop these producers to a more professional level. For
instance, if a show on the Fringe at the NAF wins an Ovation Award,
it is invited to apply for the festival’s Arena programme the following
year, which provides a small budget and publicity, establishing them in
the mainstream of festival-goers’ consciousness. The Musho! Festival in
Durban offers a mentor to work with new writers and producers. These
initiatives help less-experienced producers to develop a reputation as
well as developing their skills.
The goal of a passion project is to facilitate a process of creation; often
by a young emerging director or writer who self-produces to realise
his or her dream. The process is often more important for the creators
than for the audience, the quality of the product and the place of
presentation are seen as less important by the producer.

Producing commercial productions
A commercial theatre is run as a business. The commercial theatres in
South Africa are run by experienced entrepreneurs or impresarios who
aim to make money and keep their theatre doors open through ticket
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sales. Knowing that the market and paying audiences are small in South
Africa, the competition among commercial theatres is strong.
Commercial theatre in South Africa has suffered over the past four
decades, as political unrest, crime and social change have impacted on
people’s spending patterns, and their desire to go out at night. However,
there has been new life breathed into commercial theatre in the past few
years. The opening of the 1870-seater Montecasino Teatro in Johannesburg
in 2007 has seen an influx of popular musicals and other international
productions into the country, and these often tour to other provinces.
These productions, including The Lion King, War Horse and Phantom
of the Opera, appear to have regenerated interest among the theatre-going
public that can afford ticket prices of between R200 and R700 to see
these shows.
Nobulali Dangazele says she was amazed to see the long line-up of
cars in front of the theatre parking at Montecasino, and recalls:
Every evening, I used to ask the drivers where they were going. “To
Montecasino,” they replied. I asked, “To see what?”, and they replied, “I
think it is a musical.” I would ask, “About what?” And they would reply,
“I don’t know, I’ll see, it is supposed to be good.”23

While this may sound like audiences are indiscriminate or simply
following the latest fashion, it also reflects a confidence that particular
commercial theatres or producers will offer up work that is bound to
satisfy a particular audience. Pieter Toerien appears to have found the
magic that creates a willingness among audiences to pay for an evening
out. The audience knows that whatever they see will end with a standing
ovation. Commercial theatre producers make sure they present what
people want to watch.
This re-sparking of interest in the live performing arts is a good thing
for emerging artists, as it may encourage theatre-goers to take a chance on
other theatre spaces and unknown productions, but only with carefully
targeted marketing.

23 Nobulali Dangazele interviewed by Roel Twijnstra, 2015.
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The commercial theatres market their work extensively, with
advertisements on television and in the glossy magazines, as well as good
coverage in the newspapers and on radio. These marketing campaigns
sometimes capture the imagination of the public, and sometimes
audiences fall short of the producer’s expectations. The Lion King ran
for forty weeks, with full houses for almost every show, setting a new
precedent for theatre in South Africa. However, others are not as popular,
and commercial productions do run at a high level of risk. Despite
excellent quality, there are times that a strong production, which is
loved by the reviewers and those who do see it, will simply not draw big
audiences. The production of Dream Girls by ShowTime Entertainment
(Hazel Feldman) had to close early despite critical acclaim, because of
small audiences. This shows that you never know for sure if an idea is
strong enough to produce commercially.

Sweeney Todd. KickstArt. Photograph by Val Adamson.

A number of independent producers work in the realm of commercial
theatre. KickstArt Theatre, based in Durban, produces award-winning
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musicals and pantomimes that often sell out. They reach over 40 000
ticket-buying audience members in a year with their productions. The
box-office takings from these productions allow them to stage interesting
international dramas and new local work that they know will make less
money, but they feel passionate about producing. This model of funding
passion projects with the money generated from ticket sales of the more
popular commercial productions is one that many producers rely on.
It is not only the productions based on hits from New York’s Broadway or
London’s West End that fit into the commercial theatre category. Producers
like Julian Seleke Mokoto tour the country with locally written work and, as
commercial producers, rely solely on box office takings for funds. Thapelo
Motloung produces commercial musicals including traditional dance and
theatre shows, such as Spirits and Bones (2011) and Stimela (2015) which
tour locally and abroad without any external funding.
Some of these independent producers work with the DAC-funded
theatres, some with the independent commercial theatres, and some with
both if they are embarking on a tour. Independent commercial theatres
include the venues at Montecasino, Pieter Toerien’s Theatre on the Bay,
the successful Fugard Theatre and the Kalk Bay Theatre in Cape Town,
Seabrooke’s and the Rhumbelow theatres in Durban, and the Barnyard
franchise across the country. Other temporary venues for commercial theatre
include movie houses, restaurants and bars. Smaller venues like POPArt in
Johannesburg and the Alexander Upstairs theatre in Cape Town run without
funding and are dependant on the income from the box office and the bar.
There are many more commercial theatres that we have not listed
here. Some of these theatres produce their own work, and some act as
receiving houses, where they allow independent producers to rent the
space for a period of time, or they co-produce with the independent
producers, sharing the risk and the box-office takings.
Smaller producers and spaces also manage to operate commercially,
without external funds, such as Theatre in the Backyard in Cape Town
who relies on income from tourists who visit their shows in the township
through a partnership with a tour operator. Some theatre producers, such
as Sue Clarence in Durban, open their own homes for performances.
Performers who busk in the streets or dance groups who perform outside
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popular tourist attractions can also be seen as operating in the world of
commercial production on a smaller scale, usually with far less risk, as
there are no costs for advertising or venue hire.
The producing model for commercial theatre generally starts with
access to capital to finance the production. This money is usually a reserve
set aside from previous successful shows, or a personal investment by
the producer or backers that they manage to secure. Crowdfunding has
also become a popular way to secure money to mount a production.
Finding the initial money required for the production is where creative
entrepreneurship is important, but marketing, sales, publicity and strong
management are also vital to ensure that the production makes money at
the box office to cover costs and potentially make a profit.
The goal of a commercial production is to make money with high
quality, popular theatre. The product itself and the marketing of it are
crucial building blocks. The goal is to attract as large an audience as
possible. Often this model includes a specific theatre or venue as a
place of presentation, which is part of the overall experience for the
audience.

Producing a funded project
A funded project is a production that receives funding, generally from its
inception phase right through to the final performance. Funded projects
may allow artistic freedom for the producer and the artistic team, or may
be commissioned work like industrial theatre or performances at schools
(which we discuss later in this section).
Funding agencies such as the NAC or Arts and Culture Trust (ACT) often
provide funding for a new creative work to be made. This is usually once-off
funding for a specific project, and is generally reserved for new and unique
professional South African work, rather than development work.
As a producer, whether you are an individual or a registered company
or organisation, you can apply for funding for your project from these
bodies. Decisions about who to grant this funding to are usually made on
the basis of a strong track record, and an excellent proposal for a quality
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production that is likely to attract a good audience, so that the funder’s
logo and presence is seen and becomes more widely recognised. Audience
reach is sometimes seen as important, as funders have directives to reach
particular people (such as youth, women, orphans or people living with
disabilities) and sometimes in particular provinces. However, there is
often a sense that funding is awarded to those who can write a good
proposal, and that many quality creative ideas are overlooked because of
this. This highlights the need for artists and producers to develop their
written communication skills for proposals as well as ensuring that they
have a good reputation.

A Man’s World. Eager Artists / Het Waterhuis. Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.
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There are times that a funding agency will provide funding for all of the
costs associated with producing a new work. However, often a
production will receive funding for just one element, such as performers
fees or the costs of venue hire, and there are usually specific exclusions
that funders will not cover, such as ‘entertainment’ costs or capital
expenditure. Funding then needs to be sourced from multiple funders to
cover all of the production costs. This piece-meal funding is often difficult
for producers to keep track of, so good bookkeeping skills are vital.
It is not only local agencies who will fund new productions. The
production of Man’s World, a strong artistic work that explored issues
around men and HIV testing, was an international collaboration that
was funded by Oxfam Novib, and staged by Jerry Pooe’s Durban-based
Eager Artists in partnership with a Dutch production company, Het
Waterhuis. In this case, the funders approached the artistic companies
for proposals, rather than the producers having to look for funding. This
was because Het Waterhuis had previously impressed the funders with
excellent work, highlighting how important quality and reputation are
when dealing with funded projects.
The goal of a funded project is to create a high quality product. This
product and the audience who give meaning and relevance to the
project become more important than the process of creation as in
a passion project. When a funded project is produced for a specific
theatre, the place of presentation becomes important.

Producing for the funded theatres
The ‘main’ DAC-funded theatre complexes in South Africa were built
during the 1960s and 1970s, and received funding from the government
of the time. These theatres were purpose-built to house the performing
arts councils of the provinces, with the aim of promoting the performing
arts. These arts councils generally had an in-house orchestra, dance and
acting companies and the government subsidies funded the companies
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as well as the operational costs of the theatre facilities.24
With the new democratic government of 1994, these arts councils
were disbanded, and the theatres were turned into “playhouses” to
operate as receiving houses. Government funding was made available
by the Department of Arts and Culture for artists who could apply for
production funding and present their shows in the main theatres.
This process, however, was unwieldy, and resulted in too many
applications which could not be managed by DAC and their funding
agencies, such as the NAC. Creating jobs became more important than
creating quality, and this damaged relationships between the playhouses
and the audience, as well as affecting producers and artists.
The theatres themselves have continued to receive funding from the
National or Provincial Department of Arts and Culture, and from local
municipalities. Sometimes this funding comes from all three government
structures. This causes outcry among artists, particularly as the funding
allocated to these organisations is used to maintain large theatres and
cover staff costs, and does not create jobs and opportunities for many
artists. A few years back, PACOFS had 160 employees, and invested less
than 10% of its national funding for new productions.
In the last decade, the main theatres have started to produce work ‘inhouse’ again, usually under the leadership of appointed full-time artistic
directors. These artistic directors generally invite guest directors in to
create new work. Most of the theatres work with an in-house producer;
the State Theatre calls this a line producer, and the Market Theatre a house
producer. These producers work under the artistic director or the chief
executive officer (CEO), who takes responsibility for the production. The
in-house producer is not responsible for the choice of the work or for its
artistry, but rather deals with the management and logistics of these inhouse productions and is also responsible for hosting guest shows that
are programmed by the artistic director.
For any external producer or director coming into one of the bigger
theatres, it is important to understand how things are done. As a guest,
you work with the in-house producer and crew (the technicians and stage
manager) of the receiving theatre under the responsibility of the artistic
24 From: www.artscape.co.za
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director. You have to familiarise yourself with all of the bureaucratic
procedures of the theatre, and work with managers of different departments.
Producing under this model does mean you have less control and less
responsibility. You cannot directly ask a technician to work longer hours
or in different ways, and only an in-house manager can do this. You have
to work within these structures and accepted procedures to make the
production happen. It is important to communicate from the start with
the artistic director about your relationship and roles, as some producers
have found that the artistic director wants to make artistic decisions about
the work. If your relationship with the team at the theatre is respectful
and your production is successful, you may be invited back again.

Ernest Oppenheimer Theatre, Welkom. Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.

Most artistic directors of the nationally funded theatres follow the
national themes of the country. This means that March is focused on
projects associated with human rights; April with Freedom Day; May
is Africa month; June is youth month; August is women’s month and
September is heritage month. Besides these months, some theatres
will link with years that are themed, for example 2016 is the year
commemorating youth, 50 years after the Soweto uprising in 1976.
These themes are not compulsory for the theatres, but the DAC (who
fund them) requests that they follow them. They all do this in their own
way, with some theatres running themed festivals over particular months.
As a producer, it is important that you are aware of this and see if your
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production fits with one of these themes or festivals.
Shows produced in the big playhouses often run for a limited time.
Some of these theatres collaborate and exchange shows and some don’t.
Some houses like Baxter Theatre in Cape Town and the State Theatre in
Pretoria have an extensive international touring schedule, taking their
shows to festivals and other theatres around the world. The general feeling
in the industry is that more touring, collaboration and exchange would
create more work for artists and producing can be made more efficient.
The goal of producing for the funded theatres adds importance to the
profile of a specific theatre building and brings in audiences to that
venue. The place of presentation is crucial in this model. Most of the
funded theatres aim to programme accessible, high quality product
for a middle-class audience.

Producing for schools
Creating shows for young audiences, from toddlers to matric students,
comes with a specific production mindset. The starting idea for a show
should be linked to what the schools need and what a young audience
likes or can engage with. The mistake that some emerging theatre
producers make, when they think that creating theatre for schools is a
sure-fire way to make money, is that they produce something that they
think schools need or like, only to find out that the teachers are not
interested in it or that it is not age-appropriate for the audience.
Producing for schools and young audiences comes with a responsibility
and demands a lot of research. If you want to produce for schools, you
should start with meeting teachers, heads of departments and principals
and ask what they feel is needed, instead of selling your artistic plans to
them. Most schools have an idea about shows that they might want their
learners to see, for example, something on bullying or a history syllabusrelated show on gold mining.
Some schools will prefer to host shows and workshops on the school
grounds, and others prefer to bus their learners to a theatre building
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to give them that magical theatre experience. Think Theatre in Durban
produces a large-scale Shakespeare play every year in association with
the Playhouse Company, centring on the matric English set work, and
thousands of learners travel to see this work. This has become more
difficult in recent years, with strict Department of Basic Education rules
about transporting learners.
Working with schools often involves a combination of showing a
performance and actively doing something with the learners afterwards
that enhances the educational component of the show, such as questionand-answer sessions, providing a workshop, or supplying a worksheet
that learners fill in. Good preparation before the production will frame
it better, and learners and teachers will get more out of it. Developing
educational material around the show should be done in collaboration
with the teachers; otherwise they will not use it. If teachers can see the
show as a tool that makes their work easier, they are more likely to want
to book it.

Othello. Think Theatre / The Playhouse. Photograph by Val Adamson.

As a producer for schools, your show needs to fit into a larger process
of learning and educating, and producing is not only about you achieving
your artistic vision. Nobulali Dlangazele of ShakeXperience speaks about
the need to offer a quality educational experience for the audience and
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to help teachers to find solutions in the show, in the Q&A sessions
afterwards, and in the classroom. They ensure that their projects include
a process of reflection and evaluation done by a producer in conjunction
with teachers and principals to ensure continued high quality.
Producing for schools also means working with their time frames;
often doing two shows a day, or fitting shows into a school period, or
into the allocated time for assembly or a break period. Every school will
be different, but it is a good rule of thumb to keep school shows to 45
minute or less, to be able to fit into these periods.
Producing for schools often means you’ll ask more from your actors,
who might need additional skills. The actors might need to facilitate a
Q&A after a show or run workshops. Sometimes actors will need to be
drivers, and also to build and break the set at different schools. As a
producer, you should make sure in your casting that you have actors who
can do all of those tasks happily. When you are producing for schools,
there is no place for divas in the cast.
Producing for schools is a lot of work. It often requires all of the
logistical planning and execution that a touring venture involves. But it
can generate an income for a production over a longer period than other
commercial shows. Work for schools should be of a high standard, not
only educationally, but also theatrically, as you are introducing a new
generation of future theatre-goers to the arts.
The goal of theatre in schools is to entertain and educate children and
students during school time in collaboration with teachers who implement
the specific show (product) to support the curriculum. Understanding
your audience is the crucial building block of this model.

Producing industrial theatre and
other commissioned work
Many actors and producers see industrial theatre as a way to survive in
the arts industry between ‘artistic’ projects. This approach often leads to
artists taking industrial theatre less seriously, putting less effort in, and
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resulting in a lesser product. We firmly believe that industrial theatre is
as valuable as any artistic theatre project, and productions should have
similarly high artistic standards.
Developing a reputation as a good industrial theatre producer takes
time, and good long-term relationships need to be built with clients
before they trust you. Producers of industrial theatre need to make clients
understand that creating a piece of theatre is work, and not just a hobby. A
script of ten pages generally needs a week of rehearsals, and it is difficult
to explain this to first-time clients, who only see a thirty-minute finished
product. As well as educating clients, it is important for industrial theatre
producers to educate themselves about the procedures of their clients.
For a producer just starting out in this industry, finding clients is not
easy. Having a strong track-record and well-known clients makes it easier
for new clients to trust that your work will be of a good standard. If you
are starting out, you might consider doing some free shows for clients,
and getting references and reviews from them, which helps you to go on
and sell your show or other shows to new clients. Good industrial theatre
producers will work for the same clients for many years in a row, as they
understand what the client wants and how to deliver this. Key to keeping
clients happy is to deliver a quality product, on time, with well-written
content that speaks to the needs of the client.
The rationale behind industrial theatre is the belief that theatre can
change people’s behaviour. The experience of seeing recognisable characters
on stage and identifying with them can influence or change behaviour in
the way the client, usually the company management, or a marketing team
wants change to happen. Perhaps the change is that workers will wear their
safety hats on site, or that consumers will buy a particular brand of iced
tea. Either way, convincing people to adopt a new behaviour means that
as a producer you should have a good understanding of how behaviour
change works, and have a strong artistic team that are able to create a
good vehicle for your message. Strong scripts with a good storyline and
believable characters are much more effective than a piece of theatre that is
only message-driven, which will come across as propaganda.
Besides corporate clients, municipalities and government depart-
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ments or NGOs also use theatre to initiate awareness campaigns and
change people’s behaviour. Voting campaigns using theatre might stimulate
people to vote during elections, water awareness campaigns can encourage
people to use less water during times of drought. Theatre might be just one
element of a broader campaign, and may fit into a programme of awareness
days, speeches, workshops, demonstrations, video and other elements.
Often these government-funded campaigns are poorly managed and
weighed down by bureaucracy, and getting involved in these can come
with late payments, last-minute changes and a great deal of stress. Jerry
Pooe says: “Producing these campaigns needs strong company managers
who are able to trouble-shoot and come up with solutions. A very good
communicator is needed with a lot of social skills.”25
Whether you are producing for industrial theatre or for a government
campaign, the notion of good communication is vital, from the first
meeting about the project throughout the process of creation and to the
delivery of the final performance. Bheki Khabela describes the steps that
the PST Project industrial theatre company follows:26
1. It starts with a brief, what the client wants us to address, what their
areas of concern are. At that stage we also have a vague idea about the
number of performances we will do, and the client’s available budget.
2. Before we go to a client for the first time, we do our research and learn
as much as we can about the company or organisation.
3. After the initial client meeting, we get together as a creative team to
discuss and conceptualise what we can create.
4. We write a first concept and send it back to the client, asking them if
it covers what they want.
5. After positive feedback, we continue working out how we are going to
do the show, what the script will include, how we are going to cast it.
6. Next we have a meeting with the client, where we explain and ask more
questions, and do research with audience members when we can.
7. One of us writes the script, or sometimes we workshop the script
together. The client is asked to approve the script before rehearsals
begin, to avoid big last-minute changes.
25 Jerry Pooe interviewed by Roel Twijnstra, 2015.
26 Bheki Khabela and Bhekani Shabalala interviewed by Roel Twijnstra, 2015.
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8. During the rehearsal period we usually invite the client to come to
a final rehearsal and check to see that they are happy with what we
have done.
9. After the performance, there is always an evaluation session or followup with the client, and we see if there are opportunities for us to
improve and to add to our offerings.
This thorough process has resulted in the PST Project building up a strong
base of repeat clients who commission new productions year after year.

The Safety Play audience. The PST Project. Photograph by Emma Durden.

The goal of industrial or other awareness-based theatre is to
influence behaviour and implement change. This makes the audience
a crucial component of this model. This work is very content driven,
and the specific demands of the client and the specific behaviour that
needs to be changed are the focus. This is captured in a script and by
good actors as part of a strong product.
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Producing a touring venture
Producing a show that will tour throws up another production model.
If there is not one fixed place of presentation for a show, a producer
will have to re-create the conditions for the show in every new venue.
This involves thinking about the lighting and sound, the set and the
sight-lines for the audience as well as the spatial relationship between the
audience and the performers. When a stage is a different size, you will
have to adjust the blocking for every venue.
When you produce a show for touring, it is best to know the venues
that you plan to visit in advance. Your thinking about set and technical
possibilities should be based on the venue that is the smallest and has
the least amount of technical equipment available. It is easier to adjust a
smaller set to a bigger stage than a big set to a smaller stage. Sometimes a
touring production will travel with its own lighting and sound equipment,
but that will add extra costs to your budget. If a lighting design includes a
rare and specific light, it is preferable to tour that with the set.
For set design, it is important to know from the start what truck,
van or car the set will be transported with. Designing a set for a touring
venture is not only about creating a beautiful set but is also about making
it easy to build and break down after a show. You will also need to think
about how to transport props and costumes, which are usually safest
in hard plastic boxes. If you are flying with a production, there are
restrictions about what can be taken on board an aircraft, and this might
affect your choice of props. Bheki Khabela and Bhekani Shabalala of the
PST Project ran into problems trying to fly with a starter pistol, where
airport security would not allow the pistol on board. They had to then
source and buy a new one at their new destination, which added stress to
a short get-in time for their performance at a festival.
It is important when touring to ensure good communication with the
venues to make sure your get-in goes smoothly. Create a technical rider that
has all the technical information about your set (a floor plan) with entrances
and exits noted, the costumes and props you travel with, requirements in
the way of dressing rooms or flats to change behind, lighting requirements
(the lighting design and a cue list), sound requirements (whether radio
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microphones are used, if sound is played from a CD player, a laptop or a
flash drive) and other technical information about the show (whether you
use smoke, haze, fire, water on stage, etc.).
You will also need to communicate about the time needed to build
the set, the size of doorways or other stage entrances to ensure your
set can get in, and the number of cast and crew that you travel with.
Communication must also include the duration of the show, intervals
and a possible Q&A session or other audience interaction before or after
the show. A sample technical rider is included in Part Four of this book.
Touring involves a different planning process and lots of extra work,
organising transport and accommodation, and per diem payments
for actors and crew. For all this additional work, a project manager or
company manager is needed. The roles and responsibilities of this person
are discussed in the next chapter.
Touring to different theatres also involves negotiating around costs and
responsibilities. You may have a contra-deal with the theatre, which means
that the receiving house takes in all the money, and you are only paid
out what is left over after all production expenses are deducted.27 Some
hosting theatres or festivals will charge you a flat rental fee and you retain
the box-office takings; and some will accommodate a production based on
a door deal. A door deal means you share the income from the box office.
This is often on a 60/40 basis, meaning 60% of the income from the box
office goes to the producer, and 40% goes to the receiving theatre. For
some touring shows, it is your responsibility to do the publicity and to sell
tickets, and for others, the receiving house will do this for you.
Animal Farm is a show produced by Nobulali/ShakeXperience
Productions based on a high school set work book. The show toured for
months in 2014, 2015 and 2016 and was hosted by different theatres
around the country. In this case, it was the producer’s responsibility to sell
the show to schools months before it actually took place in a particular
area. The show did well financially, but involved detailed planning and
preparation for the tours.
Many producers create work for a one-off theatre run or a specific
27 Batzofin, D. (2014) Beginners on Stage, Ask Miss B. Johannesburg: Debra
Batzofin.
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festival, and don’t have the funds, the vision or the capacity to tour.
Touring involves a lot of work and coordination. Touring allows a
production to grow with its audiences, and is also a way to create jobs,
where actors will have work for a longer period of time.
Producers should first gain national recognition and build their
network before focusing on travelling abroad. Producing overseas is more
common with tours of big musicals and shows or through invitations
from foreign festivals. Foreign festival programmers scout for and select
strong work from the festivals in South Africa, like NAF, the Cape Town
Fringe, the Klein Karoo Nasionale Kunstefees and Bloemfontein’s Vryfees.
For these festivals, it is important to programme work which gives its
audiences the experience of seeing something they have not seen before,
and of a high artistic quality.

Uhuru Arts Festival, Wushwini. Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.

As a producer hoping to tour internationally, you should understand
and research what these festivals are programming. The Asian market is
popular for South African musicals, and some festivals in Europe (UK,
Austria, Sweden, The Netherlands and France) look for smaller, movable
works. Some South African towns have twin cities in other countries, and
these often provide exchange or touring opportunities.
It is important for you to build up a network of contacts if you are
hoping to tour your production both locally and overseas. Find out
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what festivals operate, where and when. Find out what shows they like
to take. Make a point of contacting the festival organisers or theatre
managers only once you have done your research, as it is not their job
to do it for you. Go to meetings and conferences where you might meet
programmers and make connections. The NAF organises a network
meeting for local producers and international festivals every year, so if
you are at the festival, try to find out about this event.
For many who have toured internationally, working in another culture
and in another country is a great experience. It opens your eyes to other
ways of producing, and to the goals that other theatre industries have.
Being part of another culture is also a time of self-reflection. For many,
going abroad can be the start of fresh ideas and innovative thoughts.
However, working overseas is not an attainable goal for everyone, and
without establishing a good reputation for yourself at home first, you
have little chance of being recognised outside of our own borders.
The goal of the touring production model is to reach more audience
members in different regions and venues with an exciting product.
Touring also creates more work and income for the cast and crew. Place
is less important, as the work must be designed to play in different
spaces. The audience can be a general theatre audience, learners for
school shows, or a festival audience.

Producing in new and alternative spaces
New and alternative theatre spaces have opened up in South Africa over
the past few years, as artists have become irritated with the stagnancy of
the established theatres, the bureaucratic procedures, the high costs of
hiring venues, the minimal opportunities they open up to new artists,
and the lack of innovation with audiences. As independent producer,
Warona Seane comments: “Art comes always from an irritation or anger.
That is where my motivation comes from to be an independent producer.
Anger must fuel the change.”28
This is often the drive of young producers to think out of the box.
28 Warona Seane interviewed by Roel Twijnstra, 2015.
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Mhlanugli George of the Backyard Theatre says: “Don’t fight it, don’t get
depressed; do it your own way.”29 This is also how Princess Mhlongo
and Hlengiwe Lushaba Madlala started the PLAT4ORM space, Hayleigh
Evans and Orly Shapiro started the Pop-Up Theatre and Jerry Pooe
started his Wushwini arts centre in a rural area. The Mzansi Theatre
Projects Advancement group in KwaPatha outside Pietermaritzburg has
converted an RDP house into a forty-seat studio theatre.

Mzansi Theatre Project Advancement’s Studio Theatre, KwaPatha, Pietermaritzburg.
Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.

In all these examples, people think out of the parameters of the
established theatre industry. Innovation usually doesn’t take place from
within the system, but far away from it. This is why the physical place of
presentation is a key in this model. Because the space itself is different,
it can host different processes of creation and being in a new venue
creates a new experience for the audience. Marketing and creating your
own loyal audience that supports your space is also a different process.
Publicity becomes more personal, a handshake, a telephone call or a
personal email instead of a newspaper advertisement.
The new spaces are sometimes regulated by city by-laws related
to business zoning, the sale of alcohol, and other procedures. Some
producers work within these and some don’t. If you choose not to, you
must understand that your sustainability may be threatened. You may be
29 Mhlanguli George interviewed by Roel Twijnstra, 2015.
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shut down by the police or the city council for conducting business in a
residential zone, for example, or for breaking other laws.
Producing on the street or in open places also comes with challenges.
Generally, if you are performing in a public place, you will need permits
from city officials, from the officials at a taxi rank, or if the land is privately
owned you will need permission from the owner. Getting permission can
be a slow process, and you often need to ensure that both the police and
the fire services are involved for issues of safety and crowd control.
Outdoor performances also require that you have an innovative and
flexible project manager, stage manager and technician to create the
necessary conditions for lighting, sound and audience seating in these
unusual places. Performers will also have to adapt to the new space
and to an often unpredictable audience. It can be exciting to perform in
these alternative spaces, and to set up your own, but you need to think
through all of the risks associated with them, and ensure that your cast,
crew and audience are safe.
The goal of producing in alternative spaces is to brand the new (often
innovative and temporary) places of presentation with a specific
product. These products are often vibrant and edgy, resulting in a
specific audience experience that is new and different from that
offered by the main stream theatres.

Co-producing
Co-producing is generally initiated by one producer, bringing other
producers on board to make a show of national importance possible.
A project like this is difficult to produce by one partner due to its high
costs. The national importance could be made visible in different cities
and festivals and partners from those cities or festival bodies need to
come on board to invest in the project. In all collaborations, a common
interest must be found. This model of producing doesn’t have one theatre
at the centre of attention, but foregrounds the product.
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Co-production involves different processes of administration, contracts,
coordination, tour management, marketing and ticket sales. It is important
for all partners to agree on each partner’s role and responsibilities. It is
important to identify who brings what to the collaboration. Who makes the
final artistic decisions, and what is the input of the different partners. Coproduction might involve financial support, or supporting the production
with rehearsal space, adding specific cast members or musicians linked to
a specific partner, programming the show in a partner’s theatre or festival,
contributing to the marketing or other elements.
All of this needs to be negotiated, and these processes can be complicated.
Listing partners on press releases and posters can be tricky, as some may fight
for ‘higher billing’ on the posters, or claim credit for aspects of the production
that they had no hand in. Generally, the party who puts in the most amount
of work or money should be listed first and the others accordingly. However,
it might be strategically beneficial to arrange names in other ways, and this
will need to be negotiated between parties.
An example of a complex co-production is that of Masote’s Dream,
which was produced in South Africa in 2015 by the independent theatre
producer, Thambo Theatre Producers. The main collaborating partner
(co-producer) was PACOFS in Bloemfontein. Rehearsals took place in
their studios and costumes were made by their costume department.
A memorandum of agreement (MOA) was signed between Thambo
and PACOFS in which PACOFS invested financially in the project and
Thambo acted as executive external producer.
Soweto Theatre (under the banner of the Joburg theatres) also signed
an MOA with Thambo, as did the NAF in Grahamstown. Both of these
bodies invested financially in the project. This collaboration created a
situation in which Thambo had the resources to produce the work, and to
present shows in Bloemfontein, Soweto and at the NAF in Grahamstown.
An extra international partner came on board, the theatre company
Orkater from The Netherlands, who also signed an MOA with Thambo
supporting the project. Orkater covered the costs of an internationally
acclaimed director, Dagmar Slagmolen, who worked together with a
South African composer, Kutlwano Masote.
The collaboration was a success because the producers, who had
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a strong idea, took the leading role and made sure that other partners
were on board with decisions and were regularly updated. Good
communication was vital in these processes.

Masote’s Dream, Thambo Theatre Producers/PACOFS. Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.

The goal of co-producing is to share the risk, skills and costs involved
to create an accessible quality product of national importance, carried
by different partners and places of presentation to attract as large an
audience as possible, resulting in greater exposure for the work and
more sustained work for the cast and crew.

Conclusion
There are no set rules for producing theatre; however, different types
of productions call for producers to think about the work involved in
different ways. A producer will need to think about the process, the
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product, the people and the place of presentation that best suit the work
they are producing, and generally one of these elements will be central
for the work.
In each of the models that we have explained in this chapter, we
explain how at least one of these elements is foregrounded and how this
should influence the decisions made by the producer.
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PART 4

Guiding Documents
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Photograph by Roel Twijnstra.

In this part of the book, we present sample templates for documents that
a producer might find useful, as follows:
• 10 top tips for emerging producers
• Sample artist’s contract
• Fees, per diem and travel allowance guidelines
• Sample risk assessment document
• Technical rider
• Sample of a memorandum of agreement with a theatre
• Sample budget template
• A checklist for good financial management
These templates have been adapted from documents that different
theatres, festivals and organisations use, and have been made more
generic so that you can use them in your own environment.
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10 Top tips for emerging producers
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Script
A good production starts with an outstanding script. Too much
theatre is produced that audiences believe is not worth seeing or is
underdeveloped. Read scripts and hang out with writers. If you find
a script that has been done before, come with a new perspective
on the work, one that is authentic and feels fresh. The script is the
most important decision that you will have to make as a producer.
Without a good script there can be no good production.
Quality
Work with people who are better than you. We are too often stuck
in relationships with friends and colleagues that are not at the top
of their game. If you want to be a better producer, you need to learn
everything there is to be learned about the industry from the best
people working in it.
Teamwork
Take care when sourcing your artistic team, production team and
your cast. Consult with all the possible role-players along each step
of the way. Find a way to make the working environment a positive
one for everybody. Remember that happy teams make great theatre.
Money
Pay people what you have promised them, even if you have to sell
your own car. Your reputation as an honest producer is crucial. Start
with a plan and a script, and if these are strong enough, with enough
effort put in, you will find that the money will follow.
Admin
Make sure that you are always on top of administration, with your
production plans, budgets and bookkeeping, and your archives and
reports. Do a weekly check to make sure that all your administrative
tasks have been completed. Don’t postpone what needs to be done.
Nobody likes admin, but it is the basis of your role as a producer.
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6.

Time and effort
When you have the idea of producing a work today, realise that it
will take years before you can really call yourself a producer. Start as
soon as possible and put in as much time as possible. Producing is
seldom an overnight success.
7. Publicity
Involve a publicist as part of your artistic team from the start of your
production plan to advise on your production’s timing, placement
and publicity approach. Invest in publicity that helps you to build
an audience, especially for small shows that might not otherwise
attract attention.
8. Watch everything
Watch as much theatre as you can to find out what you like and
don’t like. Keep an eye open for actors in other shows, as well
as interesting designers and other members of artistic teams.
By watching everything you will also discover what your fellow
producers are making, and what audiences are watching. This way
you can be sure that you find your own authentic signature as a
producer, and your own space in the market.
9. Organise yourself in collectives
If you find yourself marginalised, then organise yourself in a
collective. When you feel that you are not getting access to the
venues and platforms that you want, organise with other young
producers who experience the same problems and raise your voice.
This can result in useful collaborations, inspiration, and an element
of solidarity.
10. Network
Build relationships with others. These might be funders, theatres,
venues, audience members and other creative people. As you build
relationships, so you build your reputation. Find out what you have
in common with others and look at how partnerships can be built
that serve you both. Nobody survives in this industry on their own.
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Sample artist’s contract
A contract must be legally binding in that it is lawful, involves some kind
of exchange, and is agreed on by both parties. Below is a sample contract
for artists who represent themselves (not through an agent).

ARTIST’S CONTRACT BETWEEN
XXX (THE PRODUCER) AND YYY (THE ARTIST)
THE PRODUCER
Legal name:
Trading as:
Company registration number:
SARS VAT / Tax number:
Insurance company and number:
Physical address:
Postal address:
Email address:
Contact telephone number:
Name of signatory:
THE ARTIST
Legal name:
Professional name for programme:
ID or passport number:
SARS Tax number:
Medical AID company and member number:
Physical address:
Postal address:
Email address:
Contact telephone number:
Emergency (next of kin) contact number:
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PRODUCTION DETAILS
Production name:
Part(s) to be performed:
Project start date:
Project end date:
Rehearsal period: (start date)
until (end date)
Rehearsal times:
Place of rehearsals:
Transport arrangements to rehearsal venue:
Performance period: (start date)
until (end date)
Maximum number of performances:
Performance times:
Place of performances:
Transport arrangements to performance venues:
RATES OF REMUNERATION
Rehearsal payment: note whether weekly rate or per day
Payment date:
Performance payment: note whether weekly rate or per performance
Payment date:
Per deum payments:
Payment date:
TRANSPORT, ACCOMMODATION AND MEAL ALLOWANCES
Transport arrangements: Note whether artists cover own transport, or
transport is arranged, or artist is given a transport allowance.
Accommodation arrangements: Note whether accommodation is
provided or artist paid up-front or reimbursed.
Meal arrangements: Note whether the artist is responsible for their
own meals, or meals are provided or the artist is paid up-front or
reimbursed for meals.
The producer hereby engages the artist and the artist accepts the
engagement subject to the terms and conditions noted below:
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Additional duties: Note whether the artist is expected to do additional
tasks, such as break / build the set, provide their own costumes, etc.
Employment status: Note whether the artist is contracted as an
independent contractor or an employee of the producer.
Restrictions: Note whether there are any restrictions on the artists
regarding travelling out of the area, their appearance, confidentiality, not
taking on any other work at the same time, etc.
Tax considerations: Note whether the artists is responsible for their
own tax matters, or if you will be deducting tax.
Insurance and medical aid: Note what happens if there is an injury,
theft, loss or any other unexpected event – who will be responsible for
the replacement or repair of personal property, or to cover medical bills.
Contingencies: Note that failure to complete the activities may result in
the withholding of payment. Specify that the consultant will only be paid
for work that is completed (provide the rate per day).
Dispute resolution: Note how disputes can be resolved. For example,
should any dispute, disagreement or claim arise between the parties
concerning this agreement, the parties shall try to resolve the dispute by
negotiation. If the dispute has not been resolved by such negotiation, the
parties shall submit the dispute to Arbitration Foundation of Southern
Africa (AFSA) administered mediation.
Artist’s bank details
Bank:
Branch name:
Account number:
SIGNED – The Artist
Date:
Place:
As witnesses:
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Branch code:
SIGNED – The Producer
Date:
Place:
As witnesses:

Fees, per diem and travel allowance guidelines
Fee structures in South Africa are not set. Both PANSA and SAGA have
published guidelines to artists’ rates, but these are not updated. We
supply the SAGA 2015 rates here as an idea of what fees for artists are
in the professional industry, but it should also be noted that rates can be
negotiated.
State or subsidised productions: weekly rates

Junior: R2500–3500
Intermediate: R3500–R5500
Senior: R6000–R8000
Independent Theatre: weekly rates

Junior: R2000–3500
Intermediate: R3500–R4500
Senior: R5000–R7500
Children’s Theatre: weekly rates

Junior: R2000
Intermediate: R2500–R3500
Minors: R500
Rehearsal Pay: weekly rates

A minimum of 75% for rehearsals and 100% from get-in.
Per diem or subsistence payments:

If accommodation is provided including breakfast, then the artist receives
an additional R100 per day.
If accommodation is provided excluding breakfast, then the artist receives
an additional R150 per day.
Where an artist is away from home and is responsible for their own
accommodation and all meals, the artist should receive at least R300 per day.
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Transport allowances:

Many artists expect a transport allowance, particularly if they have to
travel far, or use transport at night or on weekends when normal public
transport services are not running.
If the actor works in the place where he or she lives, then generally
no travel allowance is granted. Many companies will only grant a travel
allowance if there is a distance of more than 100 kilometres between the
actor’s place of residence and the place of work.
If the artist has his or her own car, some companies will reimburse
transport at the Automobile Association of South Africa (AA) rates,
which are based on the type of car and the price of petrol, while others
will have a set rate of between R2 and R4 per kilometre. If the artist does
not have a car, then taxi fare is usually covered by the producer and paid
to the artist.
During a tour, where performances are not in the city where the artist
is based, then transport and accommodation are usually provided by the
producer.
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Sample risk assessment document
A risk assessment should be conducted for every production, and may
need to be modified for different venues that you are performing in. This
document should be sent in advance by the company manager to the
production manager of the theatre. The following information is useful:
		
Company name:
Production name:
Production manager’s name and contact details:
Stage manager’s name and contact details:
Sound designer’s name and contact details:
Lighting designer’s name and contact details:
Costume designer’s name and contact details:
Set designer’s name and contact details:
Audio-visual designer’s name and contact details:
Short description of the set:
Short description of the lighting design and requirements:

Short description of the sound design and requirements:

Description of any special effects:

During the show (or in preparations) note if the following are used:
Open fire on stage (matches, candles or other flames)
Use of an engine using fuel				
Any other pyrotechnic material				
Use of smoke/haze				
Lit cigarettes/cigars/pipes 				
Water or other liquids				
Weapons				
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Flying			
Lasers
Flashing lights and strobes				
Animals				
Sound with very high volume				
Children and any minor under 18				
Use of any high space (set or ladders), more than 2 metres high
Other potential risks:
Design and production of the set			
Confirm that design and production of the set is taken care of:
Maximum load of the set for actors to stand on:
Confirm whether fire resistant materials are used:
Time required to build and break the set:
Stage space required to build and break the set:
Tools required to build and break the set: 		
Weight of the set pieces (each should be less than 25 kg, or special
plans must be made):
Storage requirements: (space size)
Transport arrangements: (type of packaging, boxes and vehicles)
Design and production of props				
Confirm that design and production of the props is taken care of:
Confirm whether fire resistant materials are used:
Transport arrangements (type of packaging, boxes and vehicles):
Weight of the props (each should be less than 25 kg, or special plans
must be made)		
Details regarding weapons certification and storage: 			
Storage requirements (space size):
Design and production of costumes			
Confirm that design and production of the costumes is taken care of:
Confirm whether fire resistant materials are used:
Transport arrangements (type of packaging, boxes and vehicles):
Weight of the boxes (each should be less than 25 kg, or special plans
must be made):		
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Storage requirements (space size):
Design and production of lighting 				
Confirm that design and production of the lighting is taken care of:
Confirm that iron safety lines are on all hanging lights:
Confirm that indication tape is used for all lights placed on the stage
floor:
Transport arrangements (type of packaging, boxes and vehicles):
Weight of the lighting boxes (each should be less than 25 kg, or special
plans must be made):
Storage requirements (space size):
Design and production of video projection
Confirm that design and production of audio-visual elements is taken
care of:
Confirm if you have own projector with iron safety line:
Confirm that video projector on the stage floor is well indicated with
tape:			
Confirm own projection screen and hanging arrangements:
Confirm placing of any video monitors on or back stage owned by the
group:			
Note whether video cues are from the light/sound desk or backstage:
Storage requirements (space size):
Transport				
Confirm that transport is taken care of:
Confirm that smaller props, costume and set are packed in boxes:
Note if boxes have wheels:
Note if boxes have handles:
Note if company technicians help offloading and loading:
Note if stage hands from the theatre are needed for loading or
offloading:				
Working at heights				
Note if actors are working at a height more that 2 metres:
Note how the working place is stable and secured:			
Note if actors or technicians are secured with a security line or harness:
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Note certification of the safety harnesses:			
Safety during building up and break-up of set			
Note name of the person responsible for safety during set-up and strike:
Note the use of fire extinguishers, size, placing and certification:		
Note whether emergency exits are easy to reach and passable:
Safety during the show for actors, technicians, stage manager and
stage hands			
Confirm that any loose wires are taped to the floor:			
Confirm that exits light are clear from all positions on stage and from the
audience:		
Confirm arrangements for dimmed (blue light) backstage:
Note space for walking back stage:				
Note emergency exits are visible and reachable:
Confirm that stage hands and assistant stage managers are briefed on
safety and emergency procedures:			
Confirm that actors are briefed what to do in case of any disturbance to
the show:
Confirm that actors are briefed what to do in case of a power cut:
Confirm that children who are part of the show have an appointed guide:
In addition to completing this document, you should ask yourself the
following risk-related questions about your production, from the moment
you walk into the theatre until the moment you walk out, thinking about
the crew, cast, in-house staff and audience members:
• How can the activity cause harm?
• Who is at risk and could be harmed?
• If an accident did happen, how serious would it be?
• What is the likelihood of an accident happening?
• What can be done to limit the chances of an accident happening,
and the seriousness of the accident?
This risk assessment can help to reduce the chances of any harm coming
to the cast, crew or audience or to their property during the production.
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Technical rider
A technical rider provides the receiving theatre with an explanation of
what the show’s stage, set, lighting and sound design looks like and what
you require from the venue. A good technical rider helps with budgeting
for a show, helps the receiving house to be prepared, and reassures
the producer that the theatre has what they need for the show to run
smoothly. Below is an outline of what a technical rider should include.30
Name of production:
Contact details of production manager:
Duration of performance:
Number of cast and crew:
Stage plot:
The stage plot is a picture of everything on stage and should be extremely
detailed, down to set placing, furniture and props, and entrance and
exits. This can be a drawing or a photograph. A map of the floor plan
should also be included.
Staging

The size and height of a stage is often determined by the size of a venue.
But if you have specific requirements, to manage the size of the set or
the production, state this here. Include details about the floor-type and
curtain requirements. Note whether you need to cross backstage, and
what kind of wings and flats you need. It is a good idea to include photos
of the production in a theatre.
System requirements: lighting

Include what type of lighting board is required to run the show, what
lights or lamps are required, what colour gels you need, and what
channels are needed. Include a lighting plot that explains what kind of
30 Adapted from: Hogan, T. (2012) ‘How to Maximize the Effectiveness of the
Technical Rider.’ http://www.prosoundweb.com/article/print/maximizing_the_
effectiveness_of_the_technical_rider
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lighting you want and where you want it. Note who will be calling the
cues and running the lighting component of the show.
System requirements: sound

List what you need in terms of loudspeakers, amplifiers, monitors,
microphones and other sound equipment. Note who will be calling the
cues and running the sound component of the show.
System requirements: audio-visual

Note whether you require a screen, what size and where it needs to be
placed; and a projector, what size and where it needs to be placed. Note
if you will be running audio-visual from a laptop or you will bring a
memory stick or DVD. Note who will be calling the cues and running the
AV component of the show.
Power requirements

Note if you wish to specify power requirements, including generators,
separate tie-ins, etc. If you are carrying your own gear and need electricity,
mention this here.
Front of house

List requirements related to front-of-house procedures. Is the audience in
before the show, or is the actor on stage before the audience enters? Do
you need anything to be set up in the theatre foyer?
If you have any other requirements for the show, list these in your
technical rider. Remember that it is usually your responsibility to provide
the set, props, costumes and crew to make your show happen. Do not
expect the festival or receiving house to provide these, unless this is
specifically noted in your contract with them.
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Sample of a memorandum of agreement
with a theatre
(Between a receiving theatre and a producer, for a specific production)
Made and entered into by and between
XXXXXX represented by XXXXXX
AND
XXXXXXX represented by XXXXX
The theatre and the client will be working in collaboration for the
production of XXXXX
VENUE:
PERIOD OF ENGAGEMENT:
THE PRODUCTION NAME:
SET AND REHEARSAL DATES:
PERFORMANCE DATES:
IT IS AGREED:
1. APPOINTMENT
The theatre and Client will work in the above capacity as set out below:
– produce the show: XXXX, which will form part of the XXX Festival 2016.
2. DURATION
Notwithstanding the date and signature hereof, this agreement will
commence on xxxx 2016 and will end on xxxx 2016.
3. CONSIDERATION AND PAYMENT
ln consideration of the collaboration between the theatre and the
Client in terms of this agreement, the theatre hereby undertakes to be
responsible for the following:
a) The theatre and the Client agree to a 60/40 box office split in favour
of the Client.
b) The theatre will pay the Client the amount of R XXXXXX towards
the production.
Payment will be made as follows: (dates)
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Payments will only be processed after receipt of invoice.
c) The theatre shall provide rehearsal space and the facilities for the
performance at no cost to the Client.
d) The theatre will make available props and costumes from Wardrobe
should there be an requirement for the Production for items we have
on hand.
Transport, Laundry and Alterations will be for the Client’s account
e) The theatre will be responsible for all technical support and
assistance for the Production.
The Client has agreed that any equipment that the theatre does not have
will be paid by the Client.
The Client undertakes to do the following:
a) The Client shall be liable for performance fees
b) The Client will be responsible for all transportation of artists
c) The Client will be responsible for all accommodation of artists
d) The Client shall be responsible for additional equipment to be hired
for the production
4. OTHER EVENT COSTS
Only the costs included in this contract will be paid by the theatre as
agreed, any other additional costs incurred will be for the Client.
5. STANDARD OF CARE
The theatre and the Client agree that this contract will be conducted
with due care, diligence and conformity with good management and
industry practice.
6. RENTAL
There is no rental charged on this agreement.
7. ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE
lncome from Computicket ticket sales shall be paid to the theatre.
The theatre shall, within 15 (fifteen) working days after the final
performance, prepare final accounts for the Production and make such
accounts available to the Client.
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The theatre shall have the right to allocate all monies held on behalf
of the Client to cover the costs of the Production, as calculated by the
theatre in terms of clause 7.2.
The balance of the income, after all costs have been covered, shall
be paid by the theatre to the Client within 5 (five) working days of the
completion of the final accounts as referred to in clause 3a.
ln the event that any amount remains outstanding subsequent to the
theatre allocating monies held on behalf of the Client in terms of clause
3a, such amount which remains outstanding shall immediately become
due and payable by the Client to the theatre. .
Any amount due to the theatre in terms of clause 3a of this agreement
shall bear interest at the rate of 2% (two percent) per month calculated
monthly in arrears on the amount due.
The theatre will be entitled to a maximum of 12 complimentary
tickets for its use on the opening night of the Production at the theatre.
The issuing of any other complimentary tickets will be jointly managed
by the theatre and the Client. The theatre will also be entitled to hold
12 stalls seats as house seats (Theatre Stage) for each performance. ln
the event of not being used by the theatre, these seats will be released
for re-sale to the general public a minimum of 48 hours prior to each
performance time. The theatre agrees to release the house seats in the
event of a sale of a complete performance to one client.
The Client will be entitled to a maximum of 20 of all available tickets
for the duration of the season as complimentary tickets. Thereafter, 10%
of the face value of all additional complimentary tickets drawn for the
Client’s guests will be payable to the theatre.
8.

HOUSE SEATS, OPENING NIGHT GUEST LIST AND TICKET
ALLOCATION
It is the responsibility of the Client to:
8.1
Provide the theatre with a list of names of the Client’s guests at
least 48 hours prior to the opening performance;
8.2
Inform the theatre in writing 10 days prior to the date of any
interval or post performance function(s) to be held to enable The
theatre to establish if a venue is available for such function;
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8.3

Guest ticket allocation will be undertaken by the Client in
conjunction with a representative of the theatre. All guest tickets
will only be available for collection at the venue on the evening of
the applicable performance.

9. TERMINATION
If the Client:
9.1
Be or become incapacitated from any cause whatsoever that
prevents the efficient performance of services described above for
a period of four (4) consecutive weeks; or
9.2
Be guilty of misconduct or commit any serious or persistent
breach of any of their obligations to the theatre; then
9.3
The theatre shall have the right to forthwith terminate this
agreement after serving written notice on the Client.
9.4
Normal termination of the services may be effected by either the
Client or the theatre and will be subject to written notice of 7
(seven) working days.
10. INDEPENDENCE
10.1 lt is specifically agreed between the parties that the relationship
between them is that of an independent contractor and client and
not that of employer and employee.
10.2 lt is specifically recorded that this consultancy agreement will
terminate by no later than the termination date set out above and
that the parties have no expectations that any further contract will
be entered into between them thereafter.
11. ARBITRATION
11.1 Any dispute arising out of or in connection with this agreement
or the interpretation thereof, both while it is in force or after its
termination, shall be decided by arbitration in terms of this clause.
11.2 Either party may call upon the other in writing to state whether a
claim is disputed or not. lf the other party confirms that the claim
is disputed, or fails to respond within seven days, the first party
may refer the matter to arbitration.
11.3 The arbitrator shall be a member of the Arbitration and Mediation
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11.4

Services of South Africa (AMMSA) panel of arbitrators. The
arbitrator shall have the power to decide upon the procedure to
be followed at the hearing of the arbitration and the parties will
share the costs of the arbitration. The arbitrator’s decision shall be
final and binding on the parties, in the absence of manifest error,
and shall be capable of being made an order of a competent court.
lf either party initiates or defends an arbitration vexatiously or
frivolously, the arbitrator shall order such party to pay all the costs
and charges of the arbitration, including the costs of the other
party on an attorney and own client scale.

12. MARKETING, PUBLICITY AND ADVERTISING
The theatre will provide, at no extra cost to the Client, five listings of 2
columns x 1 cm per week under the theatre masthead for the duration
of the performance period within the period of engagement, in the
three mainstream daily newspapers – or their weekend editions. lf these
free adverts are not utilised, there will be no refund against the Client’s
account in compensation for adverts not placed.
Thereafter, the Client will undertake all marketing, publicity and
advertising, which costs, will be for the Client’s account.
The Client may increase the size of the listing for the Client’s account,
calculated on the theatre’s favourable advertising rates.
13. LOAD SHEDDING
13.1 The Client acknowledges that the theatre cannot guarantee the
electrical power supply to the venue during times of scheduled
load shedding, as the power supply is controlled solely by Eskom
during such times.
13.2 The theatre will provide an emergency backup generator which will
provide sufficient lighting to allow for audience members, artists
and technical crew to safely leave the building. Furthermore, it is
noted that the theatre has an emergency evacuation plan in place
to ensure the safe evacuation of all personnel inside the building
in the case of a power cut.
13.3 The Client notes that the theatre’s emergency backup generator
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13.4

does not have sufficient capacity to allow for stage machinery and
lighting equipment to be used whenever the main power supply
from Eskom is cut off.
The Client notes that it will take in the region of 20 minutes for
the stage machinery, lighting and sound computers to reboot,
once the electrical power supply is reconnected at the end of a
period of load shedding.

14. MERCHANDISING
14.1 lf required, the theatre can provide a member of its front of house
staff to sell merchandise on behalf of the Client at each performance.
A commission of 10% of the gross income from such sales, or a fee
of R100.00, whichever is greater, will accrue to the theatre for this
service. The Client must arrange all merchandise to be delivered
to the theatre for the attention of the House Manager in good time
prior to the opening performance. A 10% commission will also be
charged on income from the sales of programmes.
15. GENERAL
15.1 This document contains the entire agreement between the parties.
15.2 No party shall have any claim or other right of action arising from
any undertaking, representation or warranty not included in this
document.
15.3 No failure by a party to enforce any provision of this agreement
shall constitute a waiver of such a provision or affect in any way a
party’s right to require performance of any such provision at any
time in the future, nor shall the waiver of any subsequent breach
nullify the effectiveness of the provision itself.
15.4 No agreement to vary, add to or cancel this agreement shall be of
any force or effect unless reduced in writing and signed by or on
behalf of the parties to this agreement.
Thus done and signed by
at
on
ln the presence of the undersigned witness:
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Additional information
A contract might also include a list of house rules (the rules of the
theatre) related to theatre opening times, access areas and entry and exits
of the theatre, parking, wearing of make-up / costumes in public areas,
removal of set, props or furniture, food and drink restrictions, smoking
restrictions, dangerous weapons restrictions, rules regarding disturbance
or misbehaving, visitors to the venue, alcohol use, damage to property,
lost property, fire, safety and security regulations, and other issues.
The contract will also include details about the technical rider
required, and a series of dates by which tasks must be completed.
The contact might also list the processes and responsibilities for each
party related to get-in, technical rehearsals and performances.
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Sample budget template
Keeping track of budgets is easiest in a computer programme like
Microsoft Excel, which can do the calculations for you. But you can also
keep a simple budget in a Word document or written down on paper. If
you are working without any money changing hands, it is a good idea to
note down the estimated costs of these ‘in kind’ items, so you know how
much money you would need if you did get funding for your project.
It is also useful to include notes in your budget, so that you know your
allocation per person per day, your suppliers, and other details of the
expenditure. We include a sample budget template below.31
Production name:
Producer / person responsible for budget:
INCOME
Number of performances:
Venue capacity:
Average ticket price:
Expected attendance:
Other income:
Sponsorship:
Fundraising:
Grants:
In-kind support:
Programme / bar / merchandise
sales:
Other (specify):
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE
PRODUCTION COSTS
Rehearsal space costs:
31 Adapted from Griffin Theatre, Australia. www.griffintheatre.com.au/
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Set construction:
Props construction:
Costume construction:
Lighting equipment:
Sound equipment:
Audio visual equipment:
Venue hire:
Permits:
Transport:
Accommodation:
Per diem payments:
PRODUCTION SUBTOTAL
MARKETING
Opening invites:
Opening night catering:
Promotional photography:
Archival photography:
Archival video:
Graphic design:
Advertising – posters and flyers:
Advertising – traditional media:
Advertising – social media:
Programmes – design and print:
Banners:
Distribution:
Publicist:
MARKETING SUBTOTAL
ADMINISTRATION
Group personal injury insurance:
Public liability insurance:
Administration costs – phone,
postage, printing, etc.:
SAMRO / DALRO costs:
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Other royalties:
Financial management:
bookkeeper / accountant /
auditor:
ADMINISTRATION SUBTOTAL
SALARIES AND FEES
Director:
Producer:
Artists:
Set designer:
Costume designer:
Lighting designer:
Sound designer:
Production manager:
Stage manager:
Other crew:
SALARIES AND FEES
SUBTOTAL
CONTINGENCY
Ticketing charges:
Credit card charges:
Box office share to receiving
theatre:
TOTAL COST:
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A checklist for good financial management
The Non-Profit Directorate of the South Africa Department of Social
Development suggest the following guidelines for NPOs. These guidelines
can be adapted to suit the structure of your organisation or production
company:

General
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Check that tasks of approving and managing the finances are shared,
so that no one single person can control all aspects of the financial
management process.
Check that your financial policies require more than one single
employee or governing board member to be able to request, approve,
make payments and withdraw money from the bank.
Check that bank reconciliations are done by someone who does not
sign the cheques, have access to cash or record the cash transactions.
Check that the financial records are reviewed regularly by people
other than the person who is responsible for maintaining the records.
Check that your governing board receives regular, preferably
monthly, financial reports and a list of all cheques drawn by your
organisation.
Check that salary records are kept for all staff, detailing attendance
and leave entitlements.
Check that you have an annual audit.

Managing banking
•
•
•
•

Check that signatories take their responsibilities seriously. Remember,
signatories are responsible for any cheques they sign.
Check that signatories never sign blank cheques. Cheques should
only be signed once they have been written out in full.
Check that your cheque book is not left lying around. It should
always be kept locked in a safe place.
Check that you never issue uncrossed cheques, unless it is a cash
cheque. Always cross cheque payments ‘Not Transferable’.
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•

•
•

•

Check that you never withdraw money from your savings account.
Always transfer money from the savings account into the cheque
account.
Check that you always bank any money promptly, such as money
generated from donations, sales or fees.
Check that monthly bank reconciliations are undertaken and any
discrepancies (differences either over or under) are immediately
investigated.
Check that you never cash personal cheques from petty cash.

Managing receipts
•
•
•
•

Check that you always issue serially numbered receipts (with the
name of your organisation) for all cash received.
Check that you keep all cancelled receipts. These are still a part of
your financial records.
Check that receipts books are kept in a safe and locked place.
Check that you keep a written record of any donations or pledges to
the organisation.

Managing expenditure
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Check that all expenditure and payments are approved in writing by
the person nominated by your board.
Check that you use a purchase order for all purchases.
Check that you always obtain quotes before you purchase equipment
and other services and file them with the purchase order.
Check that once a purchase has been approved, competitive quotes
are obtained before the item is purchased. Many organisations have
a policy that if a purchase is over R3000, three quotes should be
obtained first.
Check that when you receive goods or services that they are in
working order. Check that the quality of the goods or services you
have received are the same as those you ordered.
Check that you make all payments for goods and services by cheque
or EFT and preferably not by cash.
Check that you receive an invoice for your purchases and that
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•
•

you file this along with all the other documentation relating to the
purchasing.
Check that you monitor your budget against expenditure to ensure
that you can afford the purchase you are making.
Check that the funds are available before you make the purchase and
that the necessary person or people approved the expenditure.

Managing petty cash
•
•

Check that when payments are made with cash, petty cash vouchers
and receipts are submitted.
Check that these receipts, etc. are labelled and filed correctly.

Managing assets
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Check that you have established an assets register and that you
regularly maintain it.
Check that all equipment and other items listed on the assets register
have an identification mark or number. This can be a sticky label
which is attached.
Check that you protect against loss and theft of equipment. Take out
the necessary insurance.
Check that you fill in the guarantee and post it to the manufacturer.
Check that you use log books for motor vehicles.
Check that you follow up on any advances you may have given and
get them reimbursed as quickly as possible. For example, if you give
an advance for travel to a workshop, ensure that once the person
returns they reconcile the advance.
Check that you are receiving money by the due date. If there are
overdue amounts owed to your organisation, chase them up.
Check that your financial reporting deadlines are adhered to
according to your contract with each funder.
Check that your grant payments are received according to the time
line contained in your funding contract.
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Managing the monthly financial check
Every month your bookkeeper and treasurer (or two other people
nominated by your organisation) should review the operations of the
previous month. Specifically, they should:
• Check what cheques were made out for cash and what they were for.
Check if there were they any ‘odd’ or unusual payments.
• Check the wages book and all other payments.
• Check which items are running over or under budget and ask and
why.
• Check which funds were received and whether they were deposited.
• Check the bank reconciliations.
• Check that any other money received (such as donations, sales,
membership fees) was deposited.
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www.aecfafrica.org
www.grants4.info
www.artsafrica.org
www.artbusiness .com
www.artmovesafrica.org
www.artscollaboratory.org
www.kickstarter.com
www.nonprofitexpert.com
www.thundafund.com

The internet is a great source of information and provides a wide range
of opportunities for learning, networking, marketing and fund-raising.
Learn how to use it to your advantage!
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